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Abstract
This research develops a systematic approach to analyze the computational perfor-
mance of Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) models and provides solution techniques
to improve their scalability for on-line applications for large-scale networks.
DTA models for real-time use provide short-term predictions of network status and
generate route guidance for travelers. The computational performance of such systems
is a critical concern. Existing methodologies, which have limited capabilities for on-
line large-scale applications, use single-processor configurations that are less scalable,
and rely primarily on trade-offs that sacrifice accuracy for improved computational
efficiency.
In the proposed scalable methodology, algorithmic analyses are first used to iden-
tify the system bottlenecks for large-scale problems. Our analyses show that the com-
putation time of DTA systems for a given time interval depends largely on a small set
of parameters. Important parameters include the number of origin-destination (OD)
pairs, the number of sensors, the number of vehicles, the size of the network, and the
number of time-steps used by the simulator. Then scalable approaches are developed
to solve the bottlenecks. A constraint generalized least-squares solution enabling ef-
ficient use of the sparse-matrix property is applied to the dynamic OD estimation,
replacing the Kalman-Filter solution or other full-matrix algorithms. Parallel sim-
ulation with an adaptive network decomposition framework is proposed to achieve
better load-balancing and improved efficiency. A synchronization-feedback mecha-
nism is designed to ensure the consistency of traffic dynamics across processors while
keeping communication overheads minimal.
The proposed methodology is implemented in DynaMIT, a state-of-the-art DTA
system. Profiling studies are used to validate the algorithmic analysis of the system
bottlenecks. The new system is evaluated on two real-world networks under various
scenarios. Empirical results of the case studies show that the proposed OD estimation
algorithm is insensitive to an increase in the number of OD pairs or sensors, and the
computation time is reduced from minutes to a few seconds. The parallel simulation
is found to maintain accurate output as compared to the sequential simulation, and
with adaptive load-balancing, it considerably speeds up the network models even
under non-recurrent incident scenarios. The results demonstrate the practical nature
of the methodology and its scalability to large-scale real-world problems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivations
According to the 2007 Urban Mobility Report (Schrank and Lomax, 2007), traffic
congestion caused a typical driver to travel 38 hours more in the urban areas of the
United States in 2005 and to purchase an extra 26 gallons of fuel; the total conges-
tion cost added up to $78 billion - a 420% increase since 1982. While expanding
road capacity to meet the drastically increasing demand is often prohibitively expen-
sive, the idea of using advanced information technology to better manage the road
network infrastructure and make efficient use of the existing capacity becomes pop-
ular. This is what motivates the development of Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS). It is believed that the deployment of Advanced Transportation Management
System (ATMS) and Advanced Traveler/Transportation Information System (ATIS)
may lead to more efficient demand and transportation network management.
In recent years, the development of ITS has brought many changes to the process of
transportation planning and operations. In particular, advanced sensing and surveil-
lance technologies have made available real-time traffic data from various sources,
such as the GPS equipped vehicles, smart phones, infrastructure based traffic sen-
sors, and electronic toll collection tags. These data sources provide rich information
to better understand the congestion phenomena, and can be used to plan and manage
transportation networks.
However, providing such traffic information to travelers may not necessarily im-
prove the traffic condition. Unlike weather forecasting where the information itself
would not change the weather, traffic information affects travelers' behaviors, which
may in turn change the traffic condition. For example, if everyone knows one road is
much less congested than its alternatives, travelers might divert to use it and cause
severe congestion. Therefore, one challenge for providing traffic information is to ac-
count for such behavioral responses and create consistent predictions that are valid
when users modifiy their behavior based on the information. Addressing this chal-
lenge requires applying data fusion methods to combine diverse sources of traffic data
and developing models and algorithms that can make the best use of such data.
The rapidly increasing computational power provided by the relatively low-cost
modern personal computers (PCs) has made possible and stimulated the use of sophis-
ticated behavioral models and simulation techniques. Traditional static, aggregate,
and deterministic modeling approaches are being gradually replaced by dynamic, dis-
aggregate and stochastic ones that are less tractable but more realistic. In particular,
the disaggregate dynamic travel forecasting models being developed are capable of
analyzing various sources of real-time data, offering great potential to predict fu-
ture traffic and anticipate traffic congestion so that it can be avoided or ameliorated.
As summarized by Balakrishna (2006), state-of-the-art models have been applied for
traffic network design, planning and operations management situations, and are cur-
rently being pursued in the context of ATMS and ATIS, with potential applications
in on-line (real-time) predictive guidance systems.
This research focuses on Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA), which can be viewed
as an element of the disaggregate dynamic travel forecasting modeling approaches
(Ben-Akiva et al., 2007). DTA is not the only way for traffic (flow, speed, and occu-
pancy, etc.) prediction. Another important category of traffic prediction approach is
based on the use of statistical techniques, such as smoothing, auto-regressive moving
average (ARMA), Kalman Filters, non-parametric regression, and neural networks.
Overviews of this literature can be found in Vlahogianni et al. (2004) and Smith and
Demetsky (1997). While these could offer some computational advantages over a
DTA based approach, they do not make use of the behavioral rules and tend to have
a "local" outlook in large networks. Therefore, their applications are often limited
to specific circumstances. On the other hand, DTA is more flexible and powerful
for general traffic predictions scenarios, and more importantly, for situations when
non-recurrent incidents occur. Such capabilities come from DTA's ability to model
drivers' behaviors (including the response to information), to utilize the dynamic es-
timated origin-destination (OD) flow, and to capture complex interactions between
demand and supply.
Until recently, real-world DTA applications have been limited to off-line evalua-
tions. Typically, archived sensor data from sensors in the study area have been used
to calibrate and validate the inputs and parameters used by the systems' constituent
components (see, e.g., Doan et al., 1999; Kunde, 2002; Balakrishna et al., 2005; Bal-
akrishna, 2006). While such tests have generally validated the modeling accuracy of
the systems and their ability to replicate real-world conditions in archived datasets,
they are limited in their evaluation of numerous on-line aspects such as run-time
efficiency and real-time prediction accuracy.
Most on-line DTA applications, such as dynamic traffic control or route guidance
generation, require the model to provide output in a near real-time fashion. Moreover,
the stochastic nature of simulation-based DTA implies the need to make multiple
runs to generate statistically robust results. This adds more time constraints on
the computational efficiency of the model. Even for off-line planning applications,
speeding up the solution process is also desirable, because the evaluation of a single
plan may require many runs of simulations and thus it might take excessively long
time to evaluate all potential plans.
Unfortunately, in contrast to the richness of literature on the topic of "real-time"
transportation systems, few are tested and proved to be successful for heavily con-
gested real-world transportation networks. This is not accidental, as methodologies
developed for small networks with clean data may not work effectively for large-scale
problems. In a recent effort by Wen et al. (2006a) to run DynaMIT (Ben-Akiva et al.,
1997, 2001, 2002) on-line at the Traffic Management Center (TMC) of Los Angeles,
run-time efficiency was identified as one of the most crucial aspects for successful
on-line performance.
New methodologies are therefore needed to systematically address the computa-
tional challenges. When it comes to computational efficiency, a tempting solution is
to "wait": as indicated by the "Moore's law" (Moore, 1965), the speed of a micropro-
cessor would double approximately every 18 months. Indeed, "Moore's law" has been
proven remarkably accurate to date, and one may hope that eventually we will have
machines that are fast enough for on-line (real-time) DTA applications. However, re-
lying only on future improvements of computer hardware is unlikely to solve today's
problems. Additionally, with the size (and complexity) of problems we are interested
in growing even faster, the problems might get more difficult to tackle using existing
methodologies. Even if some dedicated high performance supercomputers may be
sufficient for some applications, they are often too costly for most management or re-
search agencies. For practical applications, more cost-effective and scalable solutions
would be necessary.
1.2 Problem definition and thesis objective
Scalability is a concept widely used in electronics systems, telecommunications and
software engineering, but its precise meaning often varies in different contexts. Intu-
itively, scalability is related to the capability of a system to accommodate the scaling
of some dimension. For example, an algorithm or system is usually said to scale if it
is sufficiently efficient and practical when applied to large-scale problems, while some-
times only systems whose performance improve after adding hardware, proportionally
to the capacity added, are said to be scalable. Bondi (2000) stated that scalability is
a desirable attribute of a network, system, or process, which indicates its ability to
either gracefully handle growing amounts of work, or to be readily enlarged.
There is no agreeable universal definition of scalability in the literature, and many
researchers (e.g., Hill, 1990; Duboc et al., 2006) argued that the attempt to define it
universally should be avoided, and it should be seen in the context of its requirements.
However, the lack of consensus in the definition does not prevent "scalability" from
being used when the context is clear. Such use is often driven by stakeholders' need
for a systematic way to "understand causes, effects and their relationships in a scaling
system" (Duboc et al., 2006).
With the computational challenges DTA models face in on-line applications for
large-scale networks, it is necessary to systematically study the scalability of DTA
models. In the context of this thesis, we perceive scalability in a similar way commonly
used in software systems (Bondi, 2000): the scalability of DTA refers to its ability
to handle increasing sizes of the problem it tries to model. More precisely, a scalable
DTA system should have at least the following two characteristics: it uses efficient
solution algorithms whose running time should be as insensitive to the input size as
possible, and it is cost-effective to add computing resources to handle problems with
large input size.
While the former can be characterized by the asymptotic efficiency of the algo-
rithm', there is no straightforward way to quantify what is "cost-effective" in the lat-
ter case. Usually, if the additional cost of coping with a given increase in the problem
size is excessive, or if it becomes infeasible at all, then the system is called unscalable.
In general, the cost includes money for hardware, software, and related services. It is
assumed that the cost of supercomputers or any dedicated machine is too high and
therefore unrealistic for our applications; only machines whose price/performance ra-
tios are close to the PC level are considered. As the price of computer hardware
is not the focus of this research, a few assumptions are made to avoid dealing with
the complicated pricing issue (e.g., the price may change over time or be at discount
from some vendors). Particularly, it is assumed that the price of a new PC currently
available in the market is proportional to its performance, PCs with the same level of
performance should have equal prices, and all other costs are equally shared by the
PCs. These assumptions help to simplify the problem to focus on the performance
issues.
'The asymptotic efficiency describes how the computational time of an algorithm increases with
the size of the input in the limit, as the size of the input increases without bound (Cormen et al.,
2001). See Section 3.1 for details.
The objective of this thesis is to develop a systematic approach to obtain cost-
effective solutions for on-line large-scale DTA problems. The approach should be
general, flexible and practical, focusing on the two characteristics aforementioned.
The approach should be a natural extension of the existing DTA framework such
that its interfaces with the outside systems are close to existing ones, and it can be
made operational.
1.3 Thesis contributions
The following are the primary two contributions of this thesis2:
" Identified the computational bottlenecks of simulation-based DTA systems. The
analysis focuses on the computational time of solution algorithms of both de-
mand and supply. Asymptotic efficiencies of the algorithms are derived when-
ever appropriate. Factors with critical impact on the running time are analyzed,
and potential performance bottlenecks (such as OD estimation and traffic sim-
ulation) are identified.
" Developed a scalable DTA design. Based on the algorithmic analysis, solutions
are proposed to solve potential bottlenecks in a scalable way.
- For the OD estimation problem, a new solution algorithm based on a
constraint generalized least-squares formulation is applied to efficiently use
the sparse-matrix property of the problem.
- Parallel traffic simulation with an adaptive network decomposition frame-
work and a synchronization-feedback mechanism is proposed to achieve
scalable supply simulation while maintaining good accuracy that is com-
parable with sequential simulations.
- Several general strategies are also proposed for other parts of a DTA sys-
tem.
2A more detailed summary is presented in Section 6.2.
- The proposed methodology is implemented in a state-of-the-art DTA sys-
tem. The newly implemented DTA system is extensively tested in case
studies. Two real-world networks are used in the tests, providing convinc-
ing results in terms of accuracy of simulated results and computational
efficiency.
1.4 Thesis outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a detailed
review of existing approaches to speed-up DTA systems for on-line and large-scale
applications. Then the algorithms for typical components in the DTA models are
discussed in Chapter 3, which draws insights to the system bottlenecks and the scala-
bility of existing models. Based on those discussions, scalable solutions are presented
in Chapter 4, and the methodology is systematically tested in Chapter 5, using the
DynaMIT DTA system. Results from case studies on two real-world networks with
real dataset are presented and discussed. Finally, we conclude with a synthesis of our
major findings, contributions and directions for future research in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
The focus of this chapter is to review existing methodologies related to scalability
issues or computational performances of DTA models and implementations. For the
sake of clarity, some general background of DTA system will also be briefly reviewed.
A comprehensive review of the history and development of DTA can be found in
Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos (2001).
2.1 Classification of DTA models
According to Florian et al. (2001) and Cascetta (2001), a DTA model can be consid-
ered to consist of two main components: a method to determine the path-dependent
flow rates on the paths of the network, and a network loading method. These two
components correspond to the "demand" side and the "supply" side of the model,
respectively. Different DTA systems may choose to adopt different combinations of
demand models and supply models, but the demand and supply sides are generally
not independent. The network loading depends on the demand (e.g., drivers' route
choice decision), yet the route choice is also a function of the supply (travel time).
Such inter-dependency is also referred to as demand-supply interaction, which is often
seen in travel forecasting models.
Balakrishna (2006) suggested the structure of a generic DTA model, as shown in
Figure 2-1. He also pointed out that, besides the early development of some "quasi-
dynamic" assignment models, there are two distinctive approaches for DTA: one relies
on analytical formulations and solutions algorithms, while the other is simulation-
based. Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos (2001) provided a more detailed discussion on the
analytical DTA models, which are sub-divided into three groups according to the basic
assumptions of their model formulation: mathematical programming (Merchant and
Nemhauser, 1978), optimal control (Friesz et al., 1989) and variational inequalities
(Friesz et al., 1993).
Model Inputs & Parameters
Demand Supply
Origin-Destination (01)
flows nte Network
Route choice Traffic control
Response to information I Incidents 
and events
Output:
Traffic Conditions
Figure 2-1: Structure of generic DTA model.
(source: Balakrishna, 2006)
Though mathematically more rigorous and attractive, analytical approaches suffer
from many limitations. According to existing literatures (see, e.g., Balakrishna, 2006;
Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos, 2001; Ziliaskopoulos et al., 2004), analytical approaches
often have too overly simplified assumptions to capture the dynamic characteristics
of the real world. The difficulty for analytical models to match the observed reality
for large-scale networks makes them less useful for on-line applications. For many
applications on non-trivial networks, a suitable model need to realistically capture the
stochastic characteristics of traffic dynamics, by estimating and predicting OD flows,
travel times, queues and spill-backs. Those capabilities are often beyond existing
analytical models, and thus require the use of simulation. The focus of this thesis is
therefore on simulation-based DTA models.
Depending on how the path flow rates are calculated, DTA can be implemented
in two ways: dynamic equilibrium assignment and dynamic en-route assignment. In
dynamic equilibrium assignment, path flows are determined by the dynamic equi-
librium conditions (Florian et al., 2001; Barcelo and Casas, 2002b). This approach
is adopted by some DTA systems, including commercial products such as Dynameq
(Florian et al., 2005, 2006; Mahut et al., 2004) and AIMSUN (Barcelo and Casas,
2002b, 2006). Such systems have been applied to large-scale networks for off-line ap-
plications. In dynamic en-route assignment, the path flows are assigned according to
a (typically stochastic) route choice model, in which drivers can dynamically divert
if they receive information when a better path is available. The capability of explic-
itly modeling travelers' en-route decisions is crucial for many on-line applications for
ATIS and ATMS. Therefore, most on-line DTA systems fall in this category.
2.2 On-line DTA systems
The initial development for large-scale simulation-based on-line DTA systems goes
back to the mid-90's when the U.S. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) started
the DTA project, even though DTA has been studied in theory for many years. Spe-
cific algorithms as well as an overall framework were developed to provide the ca-
pabilities such as evaluating ATMS control actions, predicting network state, and
generating route guidance. After years of research and development, two prototypes
of large-scale DTA systems, DynaMIT (Ben-Akiva et al., 1997, 1998, 2001) and DY-
NASMART (Mahmassani and Hawas, 1997; Mahmassani, 2001), have been made
available. Off-line systems such as DynaMIT-P and DYNASMRAT-P have been
used in several region-wide traffic management projects (Sundaram, 2002; Mahmas-
sani et al., 2004). (The suffix "-P" indicates the "planning" version.) Two on-line
systems, DynaMIT-R and DYNASMART-X (where the suffixes emphasize the "real-
time" version), have been undergoing field tested at traffic management centers for
on-line traffic management (Lieu, 2005). Note that in some literatures (see, e.g., Lieu,
2005), the DTA system is also referred to as the Traffic Estimation and Prediction
System (TrEPS).
DTA models' capability for on-line applications has long been envisioned, even
though so far they have been applied primarily for off-line applications like planning,
testing and evaluation of a wide variety of ITS measures before being implemented
in practice. Ideally, on-line DTA systems can use various sources of real-time and
historical information to estimate time-dependent OD flows, calibrate parameters of
demand and supply models, and then generate output such as predictive route guid-
ance. It is generally believed that route guidance, especially predictive route guidance,
can improve the efficiency of the transportation system, but the benefits of dynamic
route guidance may be reduced if drivers cannot receive the guidance promptly (Bal-
akrishna et al., 2004). Therefore, strict computational efficiency requirements are
imposed on on-line DTA systems.
Since some on-line DTA systems are designed to have the ability to handle real-
time input and generate output within a short response time, some literature also
refer to them as "real-time" DTA systems. One need to point out that, however,
the concept of "real-time system" is by no means precisely defined (Krishna and
Shin, 1997). Indeed, in the on-line DTA context, the meaning of "real-time" could
be somewhat different from many other fields where the timely response is vital.
This is primarily because, for DTA systems in the literature, there is no specific
agreeable bound that one must satisfy to avoid system failure. In particular, the
response time for DTA system is not clearly defined - the time a system can spend in
preparing output might depend on what it can provide. For example, if the output
(e.g., route guidance) is generated in ten minutes and it provides information for the
next hour, such a (ten-minute) response time could still be acceptable in practice; on
the contrary, if the system provides information for the next five minutes but it takes
four minutes to do so, it may be useless. In fact, many literatures in this field (e.g.,
Ben-Akiva et al., 2002; Zhou and Mahmassani, 2007) refer to their studies as "real-
time" without explicitly quantifying their response time or any performance bound;
for this context, "real-time DTA" and "on-line DTA" are often used interchangeably.
Another difference between a "real-time" DTA system and other types of real-time
system is how the real-time input is handle. For most "typical" real-time systems,
the input is fed continuously into the system. But for DTA system, data are likely
to be aggregated first and then used. This is often seen as an effective way to avoid
strong fluctuations of traffic flows for short intervals. For example, some researchers
(Vythoulkas, 1993; Smith and Demetsky, 1997) suggested the use aggregated data,
usually in five-minute intervals or more, even though many surveillance systems can
collect data in very short intervals.
Generally, on-line DTA system such as DYNASMART-X (Mahmassani and Hawas,
1997) and DynaMIT-R (Ben-Akiva et al., 1997, 1998), use the "rolling horizon"
scheme (Peeta and Mahmassani, 1995) to make themselves operational for "real-
time" (or "on-line") implementation. Typically, traffic data will be aggregated and
analyzed interval by interval, and within each time interval, the system enters two
phases sequentially (Ben-Akiva et al., 2001):
First, real-time surveillance and off-line historical information are combined and
processed during the "state estimation" phase to estimate the model input (such as
the time-dependent OD demand) and calibrate the parameters of various models.
(The objective of this phase is to obtain the "current" state of the network which
matches the collected real-time data as closely as possible.) Afterwards, the model
uses up-to-date information to predict (short-term) future OD demands and network
conditions in the "state prediction" phase, generating predictive information such as
travel time and route guidance for ATMS and ATIS. The general framework of an
on-line DTA system can be illustrated as Figure 2-2 (source: Antoniou, 2004). This
framework assumes simulation is used to capture the sophisticated details of demand,
supply and their interaction, in both the state estimation and state prediction phases.
In this framework, demand and supply models work together in each phase, and
the demand-supply interaction is the key process for achieving unbiased state estima-
tion and consistent prediction. There is an inherent interdependence between demand
and supply: the supply (network performance) is a function of demand, as the travel
time depends on the number of vehicles on the road, while demand is a function of
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Figure 2-2: On-line DTA framework overview.
(source: Antoniou, 2004)
users' decisions (such as route choice), which is a function of the supply, since one
decision factor is the travel time. Such interdependence often dictates the use of
iterative methods for solution (Ben-Akiva et al., 2007). For example, Cascetta and
Postorino (2001) formulated the time-dependent OD estimation problem as a fixed
point problem; Bierlaire and Crittin (2006) used the iGSM algorithm to solve OD
estimation and consistent anticipatory route guidance (CARation, see Bottom, 2000).
These algorithms require running multiple iterations of demand and supply mod-
els. For simulation-based DTA systems, this implies multiple simulations, which is
typically one of the system bottlenecks for on-line applications.
The following subsections include reviews of these bottlenecks and what have been
done to resolve them..
2.2.1 State estimation and on-line calibration
In the state estimation phase, real-time data is used to calibrate the models' param-
eters and other inputs - primarily time-dependent OD demand, which is assumed,
under the "rolling horizon" scheme, to be available or can be estimated from real-time
traffic data.
Usually, for different networks, the set of a priori parameters (e.g., socio-economic
characteristics, speed-density relationships for the segments or links, etc.) will have
different values. Many applications, especially off-line evaluation or planning, assume
these parameters to be stable (both within-day and from day to day) and independent
to the real-time input. In that case, an off-line calibration (Doan et al., 1999; Kunde,
2002; Balakrishna et al., 2005; Balakrishna, 2006) is often sufficient. For on-line
applications, however, such simplifying assumptions may not hold for some of the
parameters. For example, weather and surface conditions may cause traffic conditions
to differ significantly from the off-line calibrated average values; the network capacity
may changed. Antoniou (2004) developed an on-line calibration approach to jointly
estimate demand and supply parameters. Instead of using Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) for solution, he proposed to use the Limiting EKF, which provides accuracy
comparable to that of EKF (the best algorithm in his case studies), at a fraction of the
computational cost. However, the algorithm was tested on a relatively small network;
whether this approach will work on large-scale problem or not remains uncertain.
Evaluations of the recent deployment of DynaMIT at the Los Angeles Depart-
ment of Transportation (LADoT) also confirmed that model parameters previously
calibrated (using archived data) might be biased if they were used directly to rep-
resent the current network without adjustment, which indicated the need for on-line
calibration (Wen et al., 2008, 2006a).
The major task of state estimation is to find the "best" (or, practically, a good
enough) estimate of unknowns, including time-dependent OD matrix, supply param-
eters, etc., that minimize the discrepancy between simulated output and observed
true data. In the remain parts of this subsection, the time-dependent OD demand
estimation problem is reviewed first, and then followed by a discussion on other issues.
Time-dependent demand estimation
Estimating the time-dependent OD matrix is critical to on-line DTA systems, as it is
essential to the correct adjustment of path flows in non-recurrent incident situations.
Ashok (1996) presented a comprehensive framework to estimation and prediction of
time-dependent OD flows. Cascetta and Postorino (2001) formulated the dynamic OD
estimation problem as a fixed point problem; they suggested criteria for the existence
of the fixed point, and some solution methods, including a smoothing algorithm known
as the method of successive averages (MSA). Both approaches require the assignment
matrices to relate the OD flow to the observed or simulated link flows. In a simulation-
based DTA system, the assignment matrices can be obtained directly from the traffic
simulator by counting how many vehicles (for each OD pair) have crossed each link,
segment, or sensor. The use of assignment matrices for the state estimation and
demand calibration is not required in general; it can be replaced by "black-box"
approaches (e.g., Balakrishna, 2006). Those approaches, however, would incur much
higher computational requirements, which makes them less attractive for the on-line
context.
Even with the use of assignment matrices, on-line OD estimation (as part of the
model calibration) remains nevertheless time-consuming in general. In the real-time
context, Kalman-Filter based estimators (Ben-Akiva et al., 2002; Ashok and Ben-
Akiva, 1993) and Least Squares estimators (Cascetta et al., 1993; Brandriss, 2001)
are widely used to generate OD estimates from the assignment matrices and other
inputs within each iteration. Ashok (1996) pointed out that, under some general
assumptions, the two formulations are equivalent. The key is then how to solve the
problem efficiently.
Bierlaire and Crittin (2004) showed that a modified version of LSQR algorithm,
originally proposed by Paige and Saunders (1982) for solving sparse least squares
problems, can significantly reduce the computational burden and fit well into the
real-time context. They compared the theoretical performance, measured as the
number of floating point operations (flops, see Golub and Van Loan, 1996), of the
Kalman-Filter based solution and the LSQR solution. Under some assumptions,
Bierlaire and Crittin (2004) suggested that the computational cost' of Kalman Filter
solution is typically O((nOD + n1)3), where nOD is the number of unknown OD pairs
1 The "Big-O" notation (Cormen et al., 2001) is used to describe the "order of growth" of the
computational cost. See Section 3.1 for details of this notation.
and n is the number of links (with sensors), and the cost of the LSQR algorithm
is O((nOD + nI) 2(dck + d,-1)p), where dck and da-i are coefficients related to the
sparsity of the matrices used in the computation, p is the iterations used by LSQR,
and nOD and nl are defined in the same way as for the Kalman Filter case. The
problem with this algorithm is it does not explicitly handle constraints, though it is
possible to revise it to account for bound constraints by guessing the set of active
bounds (Bierlaire et al., 1991). For large scale networks with complicated dynamic
demand profiles and noisy assignment matrices, the estimated value may violate the
non-negative constraints on the OD flows.
Case studies by Wen et al. (2006a) also confirmed that algorithms utilizing the
sparse structure of the assignment matrix can significantly reduce the run-time of OD
estimation.
Other performance issues
Estimating the time-dependent OD demand from real-time data may not be the only
bottleneck in the state-estimation phase. Even from the demand side, there are other
tasks such as route choice and departure time choice. If the OD demand is represented
in aggregated form, it may need to be converted into a list of vehicles or travelers first,
before any disaggregate model or simulation is applied. Whether those tasks could be
a bottleneck depends on the details of the chosen models and their implementations.
When the demand-supply interaction is taken into the consideration, the following
three additional observations can be made.
First of all, the assignment matrices used in each iteration come from the supply
simulator. Consequently, the run-time of a single iteration of estimation depends on
how fast the supply simulator can run.
Moreover, models for route choice and departure time choice would require the
travel time as input. When the travel time for each link in the network is not directly
observed (which is the usual case), simulation is typically the only reliable way to
obtain a good estimate, especially when non-recurrent incidents occur or en-route
decisions cannot be ignored.
Last but not the least, one should factor in the number of iterations necessary for
the convergence. Theoretically, the demand estimation and supply simulation should
be used iteratively till the estimated OD matrices, the assignment matrices, and the
simulated travel time converge. In practice, due to the time constraints for real-time
applications, it is not always possible to wait for the convergence and we might want
to limit the maximal number of iterations. This is yet another trade-off between
accuracy and efficiency, and we should note that if imperfect estimations are used,
they might lead to bad prediction (e.g., Arnott et al., 1991).
In summary, the state estimation may become a bottleneck of the DTA system due
to the inherent demand-supply interaction, which requires multiple runs of estimation
of time-dependent OD matrix and the supply simulator.
2.2.2 Demand prediction and guidance generation
DTA systems usually use OD flows as unknowns and employ simulation to obtain
other measurements of the network such as link flows and speeds; they seldom use
statistical methods directly on link flows. However, statistical methods are often
used to predict time-dependent OD flows from the latest estimates of "current" and
"previous" OD flows. For example, Ashok (1996) used autoregressive process on
deviations of O-D flows from historical averages to predict "future" OD flows for
subsequent intervals.
The predicted OD demand can be loaded on to the supply simulator and travel
guidance can be generated by collecting measurements from the simulator. Ben-
Akiva et al. (1996) showed that, compared with information of the "current" network
state, predictive guidance is more preferable because it reflects the network conditions
at the time and locations that the drivers will actually be there. Such guidance is
particularly useful when non-recurrent incidents occur, as the travel time under those
situations tends to be quite different from that of an average day, and decisions based
only on normal-day experiences are unlikely to be optimal.
However, when travelers indeed response to the traffic information and change
their behavior, the predicted conditions may be invalidated. This could happen, for
example, when too many drivers divert to a presumably faster road, which ends up
being congested and slower. This is also referred to as "over-reaction". To avoid this
phenomenon, Kaysi (1992) suggested the use of consistent guidance, which accounts
for drivers' response to information. By employing simulation techniques, DTA mod-
els can be used to generate CARG in an iterative way (Bottom et al., 1999; Bottom,
2000). CARG has been adopted by some DTA systems such as DynaMIT (Ben-Akiva
et al., 1997, 2001).
The run-time for generating CARG depends on how many iterations it needs and
how long each iteration takes, which in turn depends on the solution algorithm and
the run-time of the supply simulator. Here the supply simulator is used to capture
the drivers' response to information and the movement of vehicles.
Crittin (2003) formulated this CARG problem as solving systems of nonlinear
equations, and proposed the use of "an inverse version of the Generalized Secant
Method" (iGSM), which is a matrix-free algorithm. Bierlaire and Crittin (2006)
showed that iGSM can be used to get close-to-optimal solutions for noisy, large-scale
fixed-point problems within a few iterations. With the ability to quickly obtain a
good solution, this algorithm is particularly useful in the context of real-time sys-
tems, where actual optimality is usually not critical. Based on profiling studies, the
bottleneck of using iGSM to solve CARG for large-scale systems is typically at the
supply simulator. Simulating the movement of vehicles typically takes much longer
than the relatively low-cost computation of iGSM.
Given the time constraint for on-line DTA systems, trade-offs are often made by
limiting the number of iterations for solving the CARG problem. Empirical case
studies by Rathi et al. (2008) indicates that, with a suitable solution algorithm, the
marginal benefits for using more than three prediction iterations could be limited.
2.2.3 Trade-offs for DTA
DTA systems employ various kinds of simplifications to balance two seemingly contra-
dictory objectives: accuracy and efficiency. Most existing approaches tend to make
some level of trade-offs to achieve desirable run-time efficiency by sacrificing some
level of accuracy.
Typical trade-offs include
* Limit the number of iterations for the convergence of the solution to the fixed
point in the state-estimation or prediction phase.
* Pre-compute computation-intensive components off-line.
* Choose simplified models (especially for traffic simulators).
* Use lower resolutions (or in some case, hybrid or multi-resolutions) for network,
vehicles, time representation, and etc.
Discussion on the number of iterations (the first bullet above) is mentioned in
Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2. Details about the other three types follow.
Pre-compute components off-line
Delegating computationally intensive procedures to off-line, though not used as often
as other approaches, could significantly improve efficiency. As it has been mentioned
in Section 2.2.1, using Limiting EKF (with pre-computed Kalman gains) instead of
EKF for on-line calibration (Antoniou, 2004) is one example. Peeta and Zhou (2002)
presented a framework to use off-line heuristics to solve deterministic DTA problems
for several OD demand realizations obtained from the historical OD demand data,
generating a set of solutions for typical scenarios, and use on-line update heuristics to
avoid the computation-intensive on-line functions. The general problem of this kind
of approaches is that they may have difficulties to correctly account for the impact
of diversion and en-route guidance under non-recurrent incident scenarios. Their
validity and robustness (for real-world scenarios) have yet to be verified.
Choose simplified models
One of the fundamental design decisions of DTA systems is the choice of granularity
for the desired level of details of the simulator: macroscopic, mesoscopic, or micro-
scopic. This is because, under most situations, the simulation of supply models is one
of the key bottlenecks of a DTA system.
Microscopic simulators, such as MITSIMLab (Yang and Koutsopoulos, 1996; Yang,
1997; Yang et al., 2000), CORSIM (FHWA, 2006), PARAMICS (Smith et al., 1995),
VISSIM (PTV, 2008), AIMSUN2 (Barcelo and Casas, 2002a; Barcel6 and Ferrer,
1997), and TransModeler (Caliper Corporation, 2008), can provide the most details
by modeling vehicular interactions among individual drivers. These simulators com-
pute the location, speed and acceleration of each vehicle by applying detailed lane-
changing and car-following behavioral models, in a time resolution as refined as 0.1
seconds. Such level of details often requires much more computation time, and is
typically use only for off-line applications or small networks.
Macroscopic models, including METANET (Wang et al., 2001), the cell trans-
mission model (CTM, see Daganzo, 1994) and some others such as EMME (INRO,
2008) and VISUM (PTV, 2008), can also be used for some DTA applications. For
example, Ziliaskopoulos et al. (2004) used RouteSim, a cell transmission based traf-
fic simulator, for a relatively large network in off-line, planning applications without
OD estimation. These models use an aggregate representation of traffic (e.g., models
based on the hydrodynamic theories). A comparative study of some macroscopic link
models can be found in (Nie and Zhang, 2005).
In general, macroscopic models usually perform well in modeling isolated bot-
tlenecks but do not readily extend to a network context. One serious drawback of
such models is their inability to accurately account for shock waves, physical queues,
or spillbacks (Ben-Akiva et al., 2007). They also lack of the capability to model
the heterogeneous en-route decisions of the drivers and many other important traffic
phenomena, which limits their applicability for many on-line operations.
Mesoscopic simulation models are one of the two categories of disaggregate supply
models (the other being microscopic); they reflect an effective compromise between
modeling realism and computational efficiency, by using aggregate traffic flow rela-
tionships to predict individual vehicle movements, e.g., moving vehicles at a speed
obtained from a speed-density curve. In fact, many mesoscopic simulation models
have been developed as part of a more comprehensive DTA model (Ben-Akiva et al.,
2001; Mahmassani, 2001; Mahut, 2001; Taylor, 2003). Compared with macroscopic
models, disaggregate supply models, in particular, mesoscopic models, have an addi-
tional advantage that they are consistent with the detailed demand models of traveler
behavior. As pointed out by Ben-Akiva et al. (2007), the use of disaggregate choice
models in travel demand forecasting has become common. When used with a dis-
aggregate demand model, disaggregate supply models do not require any form of
demand aggregation that may introduce errors.
Reduce resolution
Using lower resolutions (or in some case, hybrid or multi-resolutions) for the repre-
sentation of information (like network, vehicle, time, and etc.) is a common strategy.
For example, in many applications, one may choose to model only freeways and ma-
jor roads, and neglect smaller arterials. Bierlaire et al. (2000) presented a general
framework for dynamic demand simulation, where the unit of demand could be a
"packet", namely a group of travelers with a specific departure time and path choice
reflecting the available pre-trip travel time information. A similar concept is also used
by the CONTRAM (Mott MacDonald and TRL, 2008) mesoscopic DTA model (Tay-
lor, 2003). Chiu and Mahmassani (2001) presented a hybrid framework to combine
centralized and decentralized DTA, which gains computational efficiency by allowing
distributed processing, at the cost of generating sub-optimal route guidance. Burgh-
out et al. (2005) presented a hybrid mesoscopic-microscopic model that simulates
areas of specific interest with a microscopic model, while using a mesoscopic model
for a large surrounding network in lesser detail. Jayakrishnan et al. (2006) also per-
formed a similar hybrid mesoscopic-microscopic study on a 30-mile corridor of the
1-880 freeway in Oakland, California. Villalobos et al. (2005) used a multi-resolution
(mesoscopic/microscopic) large-scale vehicular traffic simulation model to analyze the
impact of Port-of-Entry on regional infrastructure.
2.3 Applications of parallel computing in DTA
2.3.1 Parallel computing overview
Parallel computing has been used for many years, mainly in the high-performance
computing domain. The principle is that large problems can often be divided into
smaller ones, which can then be solved concurrently or so called "in parallel". As
there are many different forms and levels of parallelism, it is difficult to give a single
precise definition. In general, parallel computing is a form of computation in which
many instructions are carried out simultaneously (Almasi and Gottlieb, 1994).
There are many different ways to classify parallel computers. Flynn (1966) clas-
sified programs and computers along the two independent dimensions of instruction
and data:
* single-instruction-single-data (SISD),
* single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD),
* multiple-instruction-single-data (MISD), and
* multiple-instruction-multiple-data (MIMD).
This classification system, also known as "Flynn's taxonomy", is one of the ear-
liest and most widely used for parallel (and sequential) computers and programs.
SISD is equivalent to an entirely sequential program, while MIMD means multiple
autonomous processors simultaneously executing different instructions on different
data. MIMD programs are by far the most common type of parallel programs.
Most modern computers and distributed systems are generally recognized to be
MIMD architectures; they either exploit a single shared memory space, where all
processing elements share a single address space, or a distributed memory space,
in which each processing element has its own local address space (Patterson and
Hennessy, 2004). Multi-core computing and symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) are
examples of shared memory systems (Hennessy and Patterson, 2007). For technical
and manufacturing reasons, the number of processors in a shared memory system
cannot grow without bound. This limits their scalability for very large problems.
To obtain highly scalable performance, distributed computing systems such as
clusters (composed of multiple standalone machines connected by a network), grid
computing (Foster and Kesselman, 2004; Jacob et al., 2005), and massive parallel
processing (supercomputers) systems are often used. In these systems, each processing
element (typically a central processing unit, or CPU, of a standalone computer) will
have its own memory space, and the elements are connected by a network: in clusters,
loosely coupled computers are usually connected through a local area network (LAN),
while grid computing systems typically use the Internet. Due to the low bandwidth
and extremely high latency of Internet, grid computing is generally unsuitable for
real-time applications.
The processors in a distributed-memory system exchange information by sending
out messages to each other. This is often facilitated by using some kind of communi-
cation software libraries, such as the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM, see Geist et al.,
1994; Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 2007) or MPICH2 (Argonne National Labora-
tory, 2008), a particular implementation of the Message Passing Interface (MPI, see,
Message Passing Interface Forum, 2008) standard.
2.3.2 Performance issues for parallel computing
Although parallel computing brings great potential to solve large-scale problems
faster, it also complicates the design of the system.
The success of parallel computing depends on a reliable, secure hardware network
with reasonably low latency and high bandwidth. While latency describes how much
time it takes for data to move from one processor to another, the bandwidth affects
how much data can be transferred during that time. For real-time applications,
especially those require frequent communications among different processors, using a
fast LAN might be the best option. Typically (Coulouris et al., 2005), the latency
could be 0.5 c 10 milliseconds, and the bandwidth could be 10 - 1,000 Mbps (mega-
bits per second). But even if the application is deployed on a LAN with Gigabit
Ethernet, we should still bear in mind that the latency is much higher than accessing
local memory.
The software design could also be tricky: additional code is necessary to handle
the communication. Also, concurrency may introduce new sources of software bugs.
Moreover, in order to get close to the optimal performance, work need to be evenly
spread among all processors - this is referred to as load balancing. Some clusters
may have dedicated programs or hardware devices to perform a certain level of load
balancing. To get better performance, knowledge and special structures of the par-
ticular application may be used to develop enhanced algorithms for load balancing.
In general, communication and synchronization between the different processors is
typically one of the greatest barriers to good performance. This is particularly true
for traffic simulations, because frequent synchronization is required to keep the states
consistent across different processors.
The theoretical (ideal) speed-up of the parallelization is given by "Amdahl's law"
(Amdahl, 1967), which states that the portion of the program which cannot be par-
allelized will limit the overall speed-up available from parallelization. His description
can be paraphrased as follows:
1
S = (2.1)
r + (1 - rs)/N
where S is the speed-up ratio of the program as a factor of its original (sequential)
running time, r, represents the ratio of the sequential portion in one program, N is
the number of processors available for the parallelization.
The practical implication of Amdahl's law is that, for any given problem, there
is an upper limit on the usefulness of adding more parallel execution units. If the
percentage of sequential portion is fixed, adding more processors beyond a certain
number will not help. However, Gustafson (1988) pointed out that in practice, the
problem size scales with the number of processors. When the problem size gets bigger,
the ratio of its sequential portion may decrease, and getting more processors may still
be useful.
2.3.3 Parallel computing for DTA
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, several types of trade-offs can speed up DTA systems.
While those are effective for many off-line applications, they may not be enough for
on-line applications with critical time constraints. In particular, the simulation of
supply models often takes too long.
As the low-cost PCs are becoming commonly available, using clusters from multi-
ple "cheap" computing resources connected by LAN becomes a cost-effective way to
speed-up the simulation-based DTA systems. The primary motivations are to save
time (wall clock time) and solve larger problems that a single computer may be unable
to solve, due to issues like memory constraints.
While DTA is more than just simulation, many of the studies in the literature
focus on simulation (of the supply models) only. The main reason (according to Nagel
and Rickert, 2001) is that the contributions from the other modules, such as routing
(Chabini, 1998) and activities generation, often do significantly less computations
than the simulation, or can be "trivially" parallelizable.
Parallel traffic simulation models
Theoretically, an optimal parallel solution to the simulation problem is to decompose
the network into sub-networks with equal work load, while minimizing the boundary
interaction, namely, the communication between different sub-networks. Wang and
Niedringhaus (1993) stated that such optimal network decompositions appear to be
NP-hard, and for all practical purposes, one will have to settle for a near optimal
solution. They derived a polynomial time local greedy algorithm for decomposing a
large traffic simulation model into "submodels" distributed over a network of work-
stations. The workload of each sub-network is guaranteed to be within 0.5 ' 2 times
the expected average load. It is also worth pointing out that the algorithm uses the
expected link flow as input and implicitly assumes the OD demand is known and no
incident occurs. This also implies the partition will be the created off-line and remain
unchanged during the whole simulation.
Tibaut (1997) discussed a Parallel Traffic Simulator implemented using PVM as
the parallelization library. The system includes a network of computers with a mas-
ter/slave structure, in which the single master is called the "host", while all other
workstation (slaves) are called "nodes". Each partition is controlled by a single node.
The number of vehicles per node (i.e., partition) is used as the criteria for load bal-
ance. But, to achieve balanced load, a special function (which the author refers to
as an "agent") is designed to move intersections from partitions with higher load to
those with lower load. When the master (host) decides to initiate the load balance
function, the agent running on the host finds the nodes with the maximal and min-
imal number of vehicles, respectively. The agent of the node with the most vehicles
then randomly chooses an intersection and sends all of its information to the node
with the fewest vehicles. Because the intersection being moved is randomly chosen,
there is no guarantee that a single move will lead to a balanced load. In fact, in the
worse case, if the intersection does not contain any vehicle on all of its entry and
exit roads, moving it to another node will bring no benefit for load balance but only
incur communication overhead. Moreover, moving one (random) intersection at a
time may cause more communication overhead in the long run, even though it may
appear to be optimal for each move. This is because the algorithm does not attempt
to keep the intersections controlled by each node contiguous. In the long run after
many independent moves occur, the boundary of the sub-network could be highly
irregular, which may increase the number of cuts (links that connect sub-networks)
between sub-networks and lead to more communication overhead (as more vehicles
need to be sent across nodes).
Rickert and Nagel (2001) developed a framework for using parallel simulation
for planning and off-line evaluations. Using the classical master-slave architecture,
they implemented a parallel TRANSIMS (Los Alamos National Laboratory, 2005), an
agent-based simulation system, with PVM as the message passing library. The micro-
simulation uses the "cellular automata" (CA) technique, where roads are divided into
car-length cells. Each cell can be occupied by at most one vehicle, and the movement
of vehicles is represented as vehicles hopping from one cell to another. Different
speeds are represented by different jumping distances. The main advantage for CA is
that it can be relatively easy to parallelize based on network topology decomposition,
as the state at time-step t + 1 depends only on information from time-step t, and
neighboring cells. The network is partitioned at the middle of the link rather than
nodes to reduce the complexity introduced by the intersections. The cutting link is
represented in both processors, but each processor is only responsible for one half
of the link. In order to generate consistent driving behavior on boundary links,
during the synchronization, each processor sends information of the first five cells
to the other side in a given time step. The METIS (Karypis and Kumar, 1998)
library is used for the network decomposition (The details about the partitioning
algorithms are discussed in Section 2.3.4.) They also illustrated the importance of
load-balancing. Without a suitable load-balancing heuristic, the execution time can
increase up-to five-fold. Execution time statistics collected from previous runs are
used as input weights to re-partition the network for the subsequent runs. This
off-line re-partitioning requires full execution time data, and is done only when the
simulation period is over. The partition is not adjusted until the next iteration.
Nagel and Rickert (2001) discussed how fast the parallel simulation can run as a
function of the number of processors and other parameters, such as the bandwidth, la-
tency and message sizes. They broke down the total execution time for one time step,
denoted as T(p) (where p is the number of CPUs), into two parts, i.e., contributions
from computation, TCmp, and from communication, Tcmm,,,, as shown in Equation 2.2:
T(p) = Tcmp + Tcmm (2.2)
Tmp T(1 fovr(P)+ fdmn(P)) (2.3)
Tmm = Nsub n lb(p)Tlt + p Sbd Np (2.4)
P bnd bnet
where
* T is the time of the same code on one CPU,
* four(p) and fdmn(p) are the ratios of the implementation overhead due to par-
allelization and the load imbalance, respectively,
* Nsub is the number of message exchanges per time step,
* nnb(p) is the number of neighbor domains each CPU talks to,
* Tt is the latency,
* Nspl is the number of split links in the whole simulation,
* Sbnd is the size of the message per split link, and
* bnd and bnet are the node and network bandwidths, respectively.
Nagel and Rickert (2001) showed that, under some general assumptions, nnb ()
6 and Np, -- ,+ / as p -- oo. This implies, due to hardware constraints (especially
the network latency), the speed-up of the simulation will be bounded for large p.
In practice, Tt, bnd and bnet are determined by the hardware, nnb(p) and Np de-
pend on the transportation network and the partitioning algorithm, while T1, for(p),
fdmn(p), Nsub, and Sbnd rely on the software implementation and traffic simulation
models. Therefore, it is clear that to obtain good performance, one need to do the
combination of the following:
* choose a good hardware network design with small latency and large bandwidth,
* design good partitioning algorithm to get smaller nnb(p) and Npl,
* reduce the computation of each time step (smaller TI), and
* implement efficient parallel simulation algorithms that have low overheads (four),
balanced load (fdmn), and compact communication (Nsub and Sbnd)-
Nokel and Schmidt (2002) described the parallelization of DYNEMO, a mesoscopic
traffic simulator. The algorithm for partitioning the network is different in that the
authors chose to split the intersections, and added so-called "transit-storage" (TS)
links as buffer zones to temporarily hold the vehicles moving out of the current sub-
networks. After each time-step all sub-networks then exchange their cars on TS-links
with the corresponding sub-network. The network decomposition (partitioning) algo-
rithm uses a two-step bottom-up approach, starting with a "primary search" which
builds many small sub-networks that merge in the following "secondary search" up
to the given number of processors. In order to reduce the number of connections in
the final output partition, sub-networks with the largest number of direct connections
will be the merged first. The algorithm will also try to make sure the total weights of
each partition remain close to the average for load balance. For large networks, this
method is more computationally demanding than the multilevel partition heuristics
(Hendrickson and Leland, 1993), which partition a coarsened version of the network
with fewer vertices. (Section 2.3.4 reviews some of those graph partitioning algo-
rithms.) As for weights for partitioning, N6kel and Schmidt (2002) discussed a few
possibilities, among which the average amount of cars during the simulation period
(obtained from a previous run) was found to be the most effective.
Liu et al. (2004) used the API supported by PARAMICS software to distribute
the computational load of microscopic simulation to multiple single-processor PCs
without access the proprietary source codes of the simulation program; they imple-
mented a "light global control / independent subnets" design, where the network is
decomposed and each sub-network simulator has its own OD matrix and route tables.
Without global control of OD demand and routing tables, such decomposition would
lead to sub-optimal localized solutions.
There are also other works related to PARAMICS. Wylie et al. (1994) described
a data-parallel (i.e., SIMD) approach to parallel PARAMICS on a Connection Ma-
chine CM-200, which requires special data structures to perform parallel operations.
Cameron and Duncan (1996) reviewed this approach and presented a MIMD version
of the parallelism, where the network is initially partitioned based on estimated link
flows. Klefstad et al. (2005) used CORBA as middleware to distribute the PARAM-
ICS simulation across clusters. They divided the network into "tiles" (sub-networks)
of equal geographical area. Without explicitly resolving the load-balancing issue,
these designs might not work for irregular networks or on-line applications.
O'Cearbhaill and O'Mahony (2005) reviewed the parallel implementation of traf-
fic assignment models and the shortest path algorithms. The OD demand in those
models are assumed to be known. They summarized some of the early works, show-
ing that the problems with those methods are associated with large communication
overheads incurred while transferring network information between processors. The
authors also presented the parallelization of SATURN (Simulation and Assignment
of Traffic to Urban Road Networks, see University of Leeds, 2008) model on an IBM
RS/6000 SP2 supercomputer.
Zhang et al. (2007) presented two load-balancing algorithms: one creates "parallel
lines partition", and the other, "grid partition". Both algorithms iteratively move the
boundary lines according to the relative balance of adjacent sub-domains, thus guar-
anteeing that the partitions are contiguous and the number of neighboring partitions
is kept low. The effectiveness of these algorithms is based on the assumption that,
within each existing sub-network, the load is uniformly distributed. Another issue
for the grid approach (which is a more adaptive partition model, according to the
authors) is that it will not work for an arbitrary number of processors.
There are some other studies on parallel implementation of traffic simulation. Park
and Kim (2001) discussed a shared memory approach. Lee and Chandrasekar (2002)
reviewed several parallel implementations of traffic simulators (including TRANSIMS,
AIMSUN, and PARAMICS), presented a framework to run multiple instances of
the simulator, and used inter-process communication methods to synchronize them.
This method assumes no access to the simulators' source code or implementation de-
tails. Therefore, it may be less effective in load balancing or reducing communication
overheads. Jiang (2004) implemented a parallel DTA model, where the supply is a
macroscopic model. Gourgoulis et al. (2004) described the implementation of a traffic
simulator, called MadCity, based on a graphical parallel programming environment
called P-GRADE. As the road network in this case is very regular (a virtual "Man-
hattan" road network), the load balancing issue is not discussed in this study. In
general, the aforementioned research either assumes load-balancing is taken care of
by the hardware, or it is something to be solved exogenously, resulting in limited
applicability for real-world networks especially in an on-line context.
2.3.4 Graph partitioning algorithms
Graph partitioning (or network decomposition) is essentially about dividing the ver-
tices into a number of sets of (approximately) equal size in such a way that the
number of edges connecting vertices in different sets is kept low. While getting an
optimal solution is difficult (known to be NP-Complete), various heuristics have been
developed, and it is possible to get high quality partitions in linear time (Hendrickson
and Leland, 1993). For example, Karypis and Kumar (1995) described a multilevel
graph partitioning algorithm (implemented in the METIS library), which reduces the
size of the graph by collapsing vertices and edges, partitions the smaller graph, and
finally uncoarsens it to obtain a partition for the original graph. While the highly
tuned algorithms allow METIS to quickly produce high-quality partitions for a large
variety of graphs, it has limitations. For instance, it does not guarantee that the
partitions are contiguous, even though in most cases they will be.
The advantage of multilevel graph partitioning is that a good partition of the
coarse graph is much easier to find than a good partition of the original, because the
number of possible partitions grows exponentially with the number of vertices in the
graph. Hendrickson and Leland (1993) showed how to efficiently coarse the graph
and use local refinements during the uncoarsening stage to obtain good partitions.
Karypis and Kumar (1999) introduced a heavy-edge heuristic for the coarsening and a
variation of the Kernighan-Lin (KL) algorithm (Kernighan and Lin, 1970) for refining
during uncoarsening. Typically, such multilevel algorithms have better computational
performance than other classes of partitioning algorithms, such as spectral partition-
ing algorithms (Hendrickson and Leland, 1992; Pothen et al., 1992) and geometric
partitioning algorithms.
2.4 Summary
The discussion in this chapter shows that significant lessons and experiences have
been accumulated for the advance towards on-line DTA systems. Some of the key
ideas are summarized below:
* Use rolling horizon scheme for on-line operations, aggregate input in suitable
intervals to avoid excessive fluctuations.
* Pay special attention to computational bottlenecks such as on-line OD estima-
tion and supply simulation.
* Prefer mesoscopic traffic simulation. It is faster than microscopic ones. Also,
using disaggregate supply models, mesoscopic traffic simulation requires no de-
mand aggregation and works well with disaggregate demand models.
* Make suitable trade-offs between accuracy and efficiency.
* Use parallel computing to speed-up simulation. Prefer distributed memory sys-
tems connected by LAN with low latency and high bandwidth. Keep commu-
nication minimal and try to balance the load.
* Make use of multilevel partitioning algorithms, if possible, to obtain high-quality
near-optimal partitions.
In the literature on parallel traffic simulation, while a few use shared memory
systems, most chose distributed memory systems. This is consistent with the common
belief that distributed memory systems tend to be more scalable and cost-effective.
The review of the literature also indicates several limitations and shortcomings of
the state-of-the-art of scalable on-line DTA systems:
* Most existing parallel designs focus only on the supply simulation, without
considering other key elements in the DTA model, such as the demand-supply
interaction. Perfect information of the time-dependent OD demand is assumed,
and the partition is not adjusted according to real-time data or events such as
non-recurrent incidents.
* While the load-balancing problem is recognized as an important issue to ob-
tain desirable computational performance in parallel simulation, most existing
designs use only off-line information for network decomposition. The partition
used in the simulation is not changed until the next run. Some collect on-line
data for future network partition (instead of focusing on-line adjustments), and
they do not adjust the partitions to effectively handle non-recurrent events,
which can bring significant deviations from expected situations.
* Discussion on the accuracy of the parallel simulation models is rarely seen.
There are certain accuracy-efficiency trade-offs in each parallel simulation model,
but among those studies that provide detailed discussions on the efficiency of
their designs, the accuracy of their models is not explicitly mentioned. It is
unclear how their design will affect the result of the simulation.
* Experiments with real-world networks are limited. Some approaches are only
tested on small experimental networks or synthesized data. Most studies re-
lated to large-scale networks only deal with off-line applications. For real-time
applications, implementation details are as important as algorithms. Therefore,
profiling studies of actual computational performance should play a key role.
However, not many studies realize this.
Chapter 3
Algorithmic analysis for DTA
models
3.1 Background
As described in Section 1.2, a scalable system should be efficient and effective: the
running time should be as insensitive to the input size as possible, and it should
be implemented such that it is relatively easy to add computing resources to handle
large-scale problems. Hence, the scalability of a DTA system is closely related to the
asymptotic efficiency of its solution algorithm and the implementation. This chapter
focuses on the efficiency of the solution algorithms of DTA systems, aiming to identify
the bottlenecks when the size of the problem grows. Such algorithmic analyses will
form the basis of the development of scalable solutions, presented in Chapter 4.
The asymptotic efficiency of an algorithm describes how the running time of an
algorithm increases with the size of the input in the limit, as the size of the input in-
creases without bound (Cormen et al., 2001). Although we can sometimes determine
the exact running time of an algorithm, the extra precision is seldom worth the effort
of computing it. For real-world DTA applications, the input sizes are usually large
enough to make only the order of growth of the running time relevant - the multi-
plicative constants and lower-order terms of an exact running time are dominated by
the effects of the input size itself. Usually, an algorithm that is asymptotically more
efficient will be the best choice for all but very small inputs.
To describe the asymptotic efficiency of an algorithm, we use the concept of "order
of growth" or "complexity" described by Cormen et al. (2001). We will also follow
its "Big-O" and "Big-O" notation. For a given function g(n), O(g(n)) is the set of
functions satisfying 8(g(n)) = {f(n) : there exist positive constants cl, c2 , and no
such that 0 < cig(n) < f(n) < c2g(n) for all n > no}. The 8-notation asymptotically
bounds a function from above and below. If only an asymptotic upper bound is
obtained, the O-notation is used. For a given function g(n), O(g(n)) is the set of
functions satisfying O(g(n)) = {f(n): there exist positive constants c and no such
that 0 < f(n) < cg(n) for all n > no}.
It should be noted that, while the efficiency of algorithms is critical for the per-
formance, the computational performance is not solely determined by the algorithms.
The performance of many algorithms (e.g., sorting) also depends on the input data,
which is why the complexities of algorithms are often based on "average-case" or
"worse-case" performance. In addition, the implementation of an algorithm is also
important. A good implementation should not only gurantee the correct asymptotic
complexity, but also strive to use a small constant factor in the order of growth (which
is often omitted in the 6-notation or O-notation). Therefore, profiling studies are
necessary to measure the actual computational performance and verify the results of
algorithmic analysis. Since profiling studies are system-dependent, they are discussed
in Section 5.2 along with the implementation of the methodology as part of the case
studies.
3.2 On-line DTA Framework
An on-line DTA system often operates in a "rolling-horizon" mode. Typically, every a
few minutes, new information about the road network (such as surveillance data and
incident reports) is received. When sufficient amount of data is accumulated, the sys-
tem will start to re-estimate the state of the network and generate predictions for the
new horizon. Once the new prediction is completed and the output is disseminated,
the system may become idle and wait for new data to start the next cycle.
As we have seen in the framework of DTA (Figure 2-2), within each cycle, there
are two major phases to obtain the output (new prediction) - "state-estimation" and
"state-prediction". Both of them require a number of iterations of demand-supply
interactions, which are solved by fixed-point methods.
Clearly, the total solution time depends on the actual used number of iterations.
Then the next immediate question is how many iterations are needed. Two observa-
tions can be made regarding this question:
* First of all, as such demand-supply interactions are complicated, for a non-trivial
problem, there is unlikely a closed form. In practice, simulation is typically used
to get realistic solutions. But simulations are stochastic, and most traffic sensor
data are noisy in nature. Therefore it is difficult to get the "exact" or "optimal"
solution (namely, the "fixed point"), whose existence is questionable.
* Moreover, we may not have the luxury to use many iterations. Each iteration
requires a significant amount of time, especially if simulation is used. In other
words, evaluating the objective function for such problem is time-consuming.
Intuitively, we should aim to use as few iterations as possible.
A practical alternative to the exact fixed-point is to get a close-to-optimal solu-
tion within some time constraints or a preset maximal number of iterations. This
works well for real-world problems, especially for on-line applications, where the al-
lowable computational time is almost always limited for getting a solution. Given
such constraints, whether or not one can get a good enough solution is uncertain. It
may depend on the characteristics of the problem and the solution algorithm used.
According to some empirical studies (e.g., Rathi et al., 2008; Bierlaire and Crittin,
2006), effective solutions could be obtained with only a few iterations, given a suitable
algorithm.
Assuming the DTA system is using state-of-the-art solution algorithms for solving
the fixed-point problem, we can then focus on the work within a single iteration. It
typically includes the analysis of the demand models and the supply models. We will
discuss both of them in details in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, respectively.
3.3 DTA Demand Models
The DTA demand models contain two main components, the OD estimation (and
prediction) and the behavioral models. The analysis for their asymptotic efficiency is
presented in the following subsections.
3.3.1 OD estimation and prediction
The OD estimation (and prediction) problem is generally a fix-point problem and
needs iterative solution algorithms, but within each iteration the supply side param-
eters are assumed to be given. Therefore, the variables in the OD estimation and
prediction are the time-dependent OD flows. They capture the variability (from the
historical value) of the demand to be loaded onto the network. This variability is
often a result of information provided to the drivers, day-to-day demand fluctuations,
or within-day demand variations. Other parameters in this process (such as the au-
toregressive fractions and the error covariance matrices) are not expected to vary in
the short term, and therefore need not be adjusted on-line. In addition, sequential
estimation is typically used (especially for on-line applications). This means during
a single estimation (or prediction), only the OD flows for the latest time interval are
unknown; OD flows for all previous intervals are considered fixed. Note that the OD
estimation (and prediction) is essentially part of the on-line calibration (Antoniou,
2004).
OD estimation
The OD estimation problem can be considered in an optimization framework, whose
general form is shown in (3.1):
m ,. . -,3;S;Y) (3.1)
LB<Xh<UB
where Xh is the vector of OD flows for the latest time interval h, constrainted by
the lower bound vector LB and the upper bound vector UB, ij is the best estimate
of OD flows for time interval j, x is the historical OD flows for time interval j, 0
is the vector of parameters (such as the error covariance matrices), S is whatever
necessary from the supply model, Y is the vector of observed measurements, and Z
is the objective function, which mainly captures the discrepancy between simulated
outputs and the actual observed values. If there are nOD OD pairs, then Xh, ij, and
xj' (for all valid j) are all of dimension nOD x 1. S typically includes the assignment
matrices (Ashok and Ben-Akiva, 1993; Ashok, 1996), which are of dimension nl x nOD,
where n, is the number of links with sensors. LB is often set to zero, since xh is non-
negative. UB reflects the loader capacity from an origin of the network; it can be
infinity, if the constraint is not explicitly considered.
While there are several ways (see, e.g., Ashok and Ben-Akiva, 1993; Cascetta et al.,
1993; Brandriss, 2001; Ben-Akiva et al., 2002) to actually formulate the problem, they
share similar characteristics and essentially equivalent (as mentioned in Section 2.2.1).
Here we follow the notations suggested by Ashok and Ben-Akiva (1993) and subse-
quently widely used (Ben-Akiva et al., 2002; Brandriss, 2001; Bierlaire and Crittin,
2004).
Two types of equations can be derived: the transition equations and the measure-
ment equations. The transition equations can be shown as in Equation 3.2:
h-1
X- = -Xfp(xp - XH)+Wh (3.2)
p=h-1-q'
where
* xP is the vector representing the number of vehicles between each OD pair
departing from their origins during time interval p, and xH is the corresponding
historical estimate,
* fjh is an (nOD x nOD) transition coefficient matrix of effects of (Xp - xz) on
(Xh - XhH)
S Wh is an (nOD x 1) vector of random errors, and
* q' is the degree of the autoregressive process, that is the number of past time
intervals influencing the current one.
The following assumptions on wh are made:
* E(Wh) = 0
* E(WhWh) = Qh, where Qh is an nOD x nOD variance-covariance matrix.
Note that f/P is usually sparse in most practical applications. For instance, fj
is often computed from linear regression models for each OD pair, in which case it
is diagonal because correlations across OD pairs are ignored. Similarly, Qh is also
assumed to be diagonal for some applications.
The measurement equations can be expressed in deviation form, as shown in
Equation 3.3:
h
Yh - H ah( - H ) + Vh (3.3)
p=h-p'
where
* xP is, same as in the transition equation, the OD flow vector departing during
time interval p, and T H is the corresponding historical estimate,
* Yh is an (nt x 1) vector representing the link counts measured during interval h,
and yH is the vector of link flows obtained by assigning the historical OD flows
between any OD pair of the network,
* ap is an (nI x nOD) assignment matrix of contributions of xp to Yh, (with nz be
the number of sensor-counted links in the network, and nOD be the number of
OD pairs)
* p' is the number of time intervals corresponding to the longest trip, and
* Vh is an (ni x 1) vector of measurement errors.
Note that the assignment matrices ap are usually sparse for large networks, because
travelers from an OD pair often use only a small number of links in the network. The
actual value of aP depends on the network topology (link-path incidence), the route
choice model, and the travel time across the network. The dependency on traffic
condition makes it necessary to iterate between OD estimation and traffic assignment
until some sort of convergence is reached. But for a single iteration, ap is assumed
to be given, and the compuation is straightforward: it can be obtained from the
traffic simulator by counting how many vehicles from each OD pair have crossed the
sensors. Adding counters to the sensors requires more storage (memory) and slightly
increases the overhead of the supply simulator, but the assignment matrix can then
be computed using only nj x nOD divisions at the most.
Using sequential estimation technique, only Xh is unknown at time interval h; all
other x, (p f h) in Equation 3.3 will be replaced by ip, the best estimate previously
obtained. By manipulating the terms, Equation 3.3 can be simplified as Equation 3.4:
y* = ahxh + Vh (3.4)
where y*, given by Equation 3.5, is the vector representing only the portion of link
counts contributed from vehicles departing at the same interval.
h-1
Y( = Yh - H a p H) xH (3.5)
p=h-p'
The following assumptions on vh are made:
* E(vh) = 0
* E(vhvh) = Rh, where Rh is an ni x nl variance-covariance matrix.
Some applications also assume Rh is diagonal.
As discussed in the literature review, with Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.4, the
problem can be solved by Kalman Filtering technique or least squares. According
to Bierlaire and Crittin (2004), the computational cost of Kalman Filter solution is
typically O((nOD + n)'). For least squares solutions, there are various algorithms,
but in general iterative algoirthms can achieve better complexity, which is O((noD +
nr)2dp), where p is the number of iterations used, and d is a coefficient related to the
sparsity of the matrices used in the computation. 1 Technically d could also depend
on nOD and nt, but their impact on the scale of d is often negligible. For example, in
the LSQR algorithm, d = dck +dU-1, where dck is essentially a weighted average of the
densities of the transition coefficient matrices and the assignment matrices, and d-1
is a weighted average of the densities of the covariance matrices for the measurement
equations and transition equations. (For the exact definitions, see Equation 26 and
Equation 27 in Bierlaire and Crittin, 2004.) Such algoirthms avoid matrix intersions
or multiplications, thus achieving lower order of complexity on noD and n.
OD prediction
Applying the transition equations for subsequent time intervals is a straightforward
approach for OD prediction. For instance, to predict the OD for time interval h + 1,
Equation 3.6 is applied. It is obtained from Equation 3.2 by replacing h to h + 1:
h
Xh+1 - H+ f+l( - pH) Wh+1 (3.6)
p=h-q'
The one-step prediction in Equation 3.6 is an (2D) process, if transition co-
efficient matrices f+1 are full matrices. If transition coefficient matrices are sparse
and the maximum number of non-zero elements is nNz, then the complexity drops to
O(nNZ).
1According to Bierlaire and Crittin (2004), the lower bound of the complexity in the LSQR
algorithm would generally be the same as the upper bound. Therefore the complexity can be
written as O((nOD + nl) 2dp) for LSQR. This is also the best complexity for this type of problems
we have found in the literature.
3.3.2 Behaviroal models
Disaggregation
The behavioral models in DTA systems typically work in disaggregate form, such as
the discrete choice models for modeling individual drivers' route choice or departure-
time choice decisions. Such models compute the probability of each alternative in
the choice set, and then simulate the choices using random number generators from
the computer system. The output of the behavioral models is a list of vehicles with
various properties. The properties of a vehicle include decision indicators such as the
chosen path and departure-time, and socio-economic characteristics about the class
of the vehicle (or its driver), such as its origin, destination, trip purpose, value of time
(VOT), and length of the vehicle.
Before the behavioral models can be applied, the list of vehicles needs to be
generated from the aggregate form of input demand data (OD flows). This process is
referred to as "disaggregation". The generated vehicles should be drawn from a joint
distribution of the socio-economic characteristics distributions. Suppose, among all
the properties of a vehicle, there are m variables that are related to socio-economic
characteristics distributions. While some vehicle-state variables (such as VOT) may
be continuous in reality, discrete values are often used as convenient approximations to
simplify the computation in DTA models. One can specify, for example, that 40% of
the travelers departing at 7 AM from origin A to destination B have high VOT, while
the 35% have medium VOT, and the rest 25% have low VOT. Suppose for variable
i, there are ki possible outcomes. The total number of states for these m variables is
therefore , ki. Generally the state variables are independent, and computing the
joint distribution from individual probability mass (or density) functions is trivial.
Once the probability of each state is available, given the demand, it is straightforward
to generate the population of vehicles. It should be noted that at this point not all
the properties of the vehicles are correctly initialized; some properties, such as the
habitual path and departure-time, are decided at a later stage when the behavioral
models are applied.
Usually the distributions of socio-economic characteristics are known in advance,
so this part can be performed off-line.
Applying behavioral models
After the vehicles are created with suitable socio-economic characteristics, the behav-
ioral models are applied. For each vehicle, the probability of each alternative in the
choice set is computed, and then choice is simulated by random draws. The complex-
ity of the algorithms in this part depends on the details of the models. Note that some
DTA systems (such as Dynameq) use equilibrium assignment, in which route choice is
implicit (and essentially deterministic). For such systems, disaggregate model is not
used for the route choice, but disaggregation is still necessary, as the list of vehicles is
still used in the supply side (assuming mesoscopic or microscopic models are used).
Based on when the behavioral models are applied, they can be classified into
two categories: pre-trip and en-route. Pre-trip decisions include the choice of mode,
departure-time, path (route), and whether to cancel trip or not, while en-route deci-
sions is mainly about path choice. These choices capture drivers' response to infor-
mation, either descriptive or prescriptive (Antoniou et al., 1997). The choice problem
is often modeled using the Multinomial Logit (MNL) model or its variations such as
C-Logit (Cascetta et al., 1996) and Path-Size Logit (Ben-Akiva and Bierlaire, 1999;
Ramming, 2002; Frejinger, 2008). As they share similar structures, the complexity
of these models can be computed in similar ways. Here the Path-Size Logit model is
discussed in details as an example.
In the Path-Size Logit model, the route choice probability for path i in the given
choice set C, of vehicle (or its driver) n is given by Equation 3.7:
V Vn +ln PSin P Si, e n
P(iCn) eV PS PSinev (3.7)
EjeCn e Vj n+nPSjn EjECn PSJn e Vjn
where Vi is the utility of path i for vehicle n, and PSi, is the "size" of path i for
vehicle n. There are at least four different variations of definitions for the path-size,
and readers are referred to Frejinger (2008) for details. Generally, PSi, depends only
on the network topology and link lengths, and can be pre-computed off-line if the
path is known. The utility V, can be viewed as the inverse of the generalized cost,
which includes not only the out-of-pocket monetary cost, but also travel time and
potentially many other attributes of the path (such as surface quality and safety).
For habitual route choice problems, historical (average) values of the cost, travel time
and other attributes can be used to compute the utility, which means the computation
can be done off-line. However, those values might change due to the availability of
information (whether pre-trip or en-route) or day-to-day fluctuations. Therefore,
computing the probabilities is also necessary for on-line applications. Suppose C is
the global choice set for all N vehicles: C = U4N=1 Cn. The number of probabilities
to calculate equals the number of alternatives in C, which is denoted as IC1. If path
travel time is used in the utility function (i.e., Vn), then it need to be computed
from the time-dependent link travel time, which is typically available from the supply
simulator. Assuming the link travel time and other attributes in the utility function
is accessible in constant time (i.e., an 0(1) operation), and the average number of
links in a path is Lp, then computing the probabilities requires roughly O(|CILp)
time.
1C depends on the number of paths used in the network. It depends on the
network topology and increases exponentially when the numbers of OD pairs, links
and nodes go up. In practice, to keep 1C small, unrealistic paths (e.g., too long or
with loops) are rarely considered, but typically 1C will still grow with the size of the
network. Lp may also goes up as the number of links increases. This implies the
total computation time would probably be at least a quadratic function of the size of
the network (measured in the total number of links).
After the probabilities are available, Monte Carlo simulation is used to randomly
select an alternative for each driver. This is O(N), if there are N vehicles.
3.3.3 Summary
* OD estimation is a system bottleneck in the demand models. It is shown that
the time complexity of OD estimation is O((nOD + n 1)2dp) (more generally,
O((nOD + n,)2dp)), indicating the computation time grows (at most) roughly
proportional to the square of nOD + nl, the sum of the number of OD pairs
and the number of links with sensors. The running time is also affected by the
sparsity of the matrices used (captured in d) and the solution algorithm itself,
which affects p, the number of iterations used to solve the least squares.
* The time complexity of OD prediction is e(nNZ), where nNZ is the number of
non-zero elements in the transition coefficient matrices, which are often sparse.
If the transition coefficient matrices are full matrices, then the complexity be-
comes E(nD).
* Disaggregation is affected by two factors. First it needs to compute the proba-
bility for each state, where the total number of states is H, ki, if there are m
variables and ki possible outcomes for variable i. Once the probability is avail-
able, it then creates the population of vehicles to match the shares indicated by
those probability, which requires essential O(N) time. Typically m is low, but
if m gets higher and the total number of states could increase drastically. If its
running time becomes a serious concern, it is possible to do the disaggregation
off-line.
* In the behavioral models, the problem size grows with the size of the global
choice set. Computing the probabilities for route choice, for example, requires
typically O(ICILp) time, where ICJ is the size of the choice set, and Lp is the
average number of links in a path. This could potentially be another bottleneck
of the system, as the growth is at least quadratic in the size of the network.
* Simulating the decision of the behavioral models is linear (1(N)) in the number
of vehicles (N), since one random draw is need for each vehicle.
3.4 DTA Supply Models
According to the literature review (in particular, Section 2.2.3), mesoscopic supply
models are preferred for on-line applications, as they reflect a reasonable compromise
between accuracy and efficiency, and are consistent with disaggregate demand models.
Therefore, unless otherwise stated, in this section we assume the supply models are
mesoscopic.
Many mesoscopic (and microscopic) simulation models are time-based, which
means time is discretized and the status of each vehicle is re-evaluated in each time
step. Time-based systems require practically the same amount of computation at
each time step, irrespective of what happens. There are also event-based simulators,
such as Dynameq and MEZZO (Burghout et al., 2006), calculating traffic states only
when "something happens" in the network. The computational load of event-based
systems is determined primarily by how many events occur at a given period of time.
By simplifying what to model as events, they may be able to cut the load down.
Also, if the network status changes slowly (e.g., when vehicles are queued up in a
traffic jam), the number of events decreases. However, for on-line applications where
non-recurrent incidents can happen, it might be difficult to reduce the number of
events. The computational gain for such systems under on-line context is unclear.
Since most simulation models are time-based, the focus of this section will also be
time-based models.
For time-based mesoscopic simulation models, vehicles are moved one after another
in a given time step. The network is assumed to be represented as a graph of nodes
(vertices) and unidirectional links (arcs). During a single time step At, two things
need to be done:
* choose a suitable sequence to move vehicles, e.g., sorting the vehicles by their
arrival time to the downstream node, and
* move each individual vehicle.
In general loading a vehicle onto the network and taking one out (when it reaches
its destination) are also parts of the supply simulation. But those are straightforward,
and can be considered as constant-time (i.e., 0(1)) operations.
Note that, as discussed in Section 2.2.3, some simulators may use a "packet" as the
unit for vehicle representation. Without loss of generality, in this section, a "packet"
is simply assumed to have only one "vehicle". The analysis presented here is valid
for systems with multi-vehicle packets, as long as the values for vehicles are replaced
by the corresponding quantities for packets.
3.4.1 Sorting vehicles
Getting a sorted list of vehicles is necessary to model the vehicle interactions at the
intersection, especially when an intersection has two or more incoming links. Consider
the following scenario: vehicles from different incoming links of the same intersection
go to the same target downstream link, which has limited capacity and can only
accept one more vehicle. The impact of which vehicle enters the downstream link
will propagate upstream and affect the movement of other vehicles. If the sequence
of vehicle movement is not correctly modeled, it could cause unrealistic behaviors in
the simulator. To avoid this problem, one may sort all vehicles on the incoming links
of an intersection by their expected arrival time at the intersection, and process each
vehicle in that order. If there are N, vehicles on all the incoming links of the given
intersection (node), then sorting them is at least O(N, In N,). Knuth (1998) showed
that this bound is optimal for any comparison-based sorting algorithm. 2
To get better performance, the model has to be simplified to avoid any comparison
sort. One possibility is to assume the vehicles in the model follow a First-In-First-Out
(FIFO) rule, namely no vehicle can overtake others in the same link. When FIFO
is assumed, vehicles will move out of a link in the same order as they arrive. To
decide which vehicle reaches the downstream intersection first, one simply need to
choose among the first vehicles on all of the intersection's incoming links. Sorting
vehicles according to their arrival time at the intersection can therefore be replaced
by merging the lists of vehicles on each incoming link.
Algorithms for merging elements of two sorted ranges can be found in (Cormen
et al., 2001), and they are implemented in the standard libraries of many programming
2The heap-sort can achieve this bound even for the worse-case situation. But the quick-sort,
whose average-case complexity is the same yet the worse-case performance is O(N), runs generally
faster.
languages (such as C++, see, e.g., Josuttis, 1999). The merge takes E(p + q) time,
where p and q are the number of elements of the two ranges, respectively. If there are
Nil incoming links for a given intersection, one need to repeat the merge Nil - 1 times
to get the final "sorted" list of vehicles. The optimal sequence to do the Nil -1 merges
is to merge the two ranges with the fewest vehicles at each step. Whatever sequence
is used to merge, getting the final list takes no more than O(N,Ni) time. For real-
world transportation networks, Nil is small and typically no more than four, so their
impact on the run-time performance is almost negligible. The workload caused by
getting a sorted list of vehicles for any intersection is thus O(N,).
3.4.2 Moving individual vehicles
Once a sorted list of vehicles is available, each vehicle is processed one-by-one. De-
pending on it current location and status (queuing or moving), its state (related to
location, speed, and other attributes) is updated. Special cares might be taken when
a vehicle moves out of its current link across the intersection, and enters a new (down-
stream) link. Different models may have different algorithms to handle these types
of problems.
To illustrate how the complexity of moving individual vehicles can be calculated,
we first describe and analyze a simple model. As it will be shown later, the algorithm
in this model has an optimal complexity of running time under general situations. A
comparison of this model with a typical implementation is available at the end of this
subsection.
Depending on whether a vehicle is moving or queuing, the model computes its
new location slightly differently. For a moving vehicle, its speed is first computed
from the density of the link, and then used to obtain the location. (It is also possible
to use the density of the lane, if a lane-based model is chosen.) For a queuing vehicle,
its movement is mainly determined by if and how fast the queue dissipates. Details
of the two situations follow.
Moving vehicles
In this model, the speed of vehicles moving on a link is determined by a curve of speed-
density relationship, and the density of the link is conveniently stored in a variable,
so computing the speed of vehicle is 0(1), if the density is up-to-date. Examples
of such relationship can be found in the Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation
Research Board, 2000). Ben-Akiva et al. (2001) used Equation 3.8:
v. = vo[1[ - ( )" (3.8)
Kjam
where vo is the free-flow speed on the segment, K is the density, Kjam is the jam
density, and a and 3 are parameters.
Note that the density is updated every a few time steps based on how many
vehicles are on the link and their average lengths. In such models, typically vehicles
of the same class have a fixed length, and the number of vehicle-classes is finite (and
low). As long as a vehicle counter is available for each class of the vehicles on each
link, computing the density is trivial (as shown in Equation 3.9):
EiEc Ciali
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where Ka is the density for link a, C is the set of vehicle classes, Cia is the number of
vehicles of class i on link a, li is the average vehicle-length of class i, and La is the
length of link a. Denote the number of the vehicle classes as Nc, then the process of
density update is O(Nc).
Multiplying the updated vehicle speed (assumed to be constant during a time-
step) by the time-step size At, one can compute the maximum distance the vehicle
can travel in this time-step, and obtain its tentative new location. This location has
to be checked against other constraints: if it has reached the end of the queue, or if
it has moved out of the link. To check against the end of the queue in 0(1) time, one
simply need to keep track of the queue length for each link.
When the vehicle is the first one on the link (i.e., closest to the downstream
node), one need to check if it can move out of the current link. In this case, we
need to know the output capacity of the currently link (or segment or lane-group,
depending on how the capacity constraint is defined), and the input capacity of the
target downstream link, which represents how many more vehicles the link can hold
physically. Typically, the output capacity is a convenient way to model delays at
intersections (such as traffic signals), while the input capacity is used to capture the
spill-back phenomena. One can provide 0(1) access to these variables by keeping
track of the out-flows, the in-flows, and the end of queues on each link. If the vehicle
is not accepted by the downstream link, it will form a queue at the exit end of the
current link. Otherwise its new location is computed from the speed-density curve
and the queue length of the downstream link in a similar way. If the time step is finite,
the average number of links that a vehicle can travel in a single time step (denoted
as Nta) is bounded. The work load of deciding the location of a vehicle is therefore
O(Nt). Note that, if the time step is small enough (e.g., five seconds), Nt, should be
close to 1.
Queuing vehicles
In the queuing situation, two cases can happen.
* If the current vehicle is at the head of the queue (at the exit of the link), it
can leave the queue only if the current link has output capacity left and the
downstream link has sufficient input capacity. If both conditions are satisfied,
the vehicle status is changed to moving and its speed can be calculated as
described above. Otherwise, the vehicle stays at the exit of the link. In this
case, checking both conditions require 0(1) time, and moving the vehicle or
keep it at the exit also requires 0(1).
* If the current vehicle is not first in the queue (i.e., there are other queuing
vehicles ahead of it), it can only advances as far as vehicles in front of it do
(assuming no space is left between any two consecutive queuing vehicles). The
distance is then determined by how many vehicles have left the head of the
queue during the same time-step. In this case, as long as a counter to store how
many vehicles have left the queue in this time-step is available, computing the
movement of the queuing vehicle is also 0(1).
Combing the results together
For a link with NL vehicles, the workload for moving them, including computing the
density, speed and the new location for each vehicles, is therefore O(NL(1 + Nc)Ntl).
This simplifies to O(NL), if Nc is a constant and the time step is small enough (such
that Ntl is also a small constant). Similarly, for all N vehicles on the network, the
workload is O(N(1+Nc)Ntj), which simplifies to O(N), if the same given assumptions
are valid.
This model has the optimal running time, because, for any time-based simulator,
one need to check every vehicle in each time-step, which indicates the lower-bound
for moving all the vehicles in the network is at least O(N).
Ben-Akiva et al. (2001) used a slightly more complicated algorithm, where the
actual speed depends on the speed at both the upstream end and the downstream end.
The computation of upstream speed is the same as described here in Equation 3.8.
If the downstream speed is computed in similar way (from the downstream density)
or uses a pre-defined value, then updating a single vehicle's state is 0(1). With a
suitable implementation, this approach can also have the optimal complexity.
3.4.3 Summary
Mesoscopic time-based supply simulation models need to move each vehicle in the
network at every time-step. To correctly capture the vehicles' interactions at the
intersection, it is necessary to sort the vehicle.
Sorting vehicles on all incoming links of a node (intersection) typically requires
O(N, ln N,) time on average, where N, is the number of vehicles on those links.
However, with the FIFO assumption, it is possible to avoid comparison sort and use
merging instead, such that the complexity reduces to O(N,). This complexity is
optimal as O(N,) is the lower-bound for any algorithm of this category.
It is also shown that moving the Nn vehicles on those links would generally require
O(N,) time, given a suitable algorithm and correct implementation.
Combining the sorting and the vehicle movements, handling the N, vehicles in
a single time-step requires at least O(N,) time. This conclusion can be extended
to the network level: in a single time-step, handling all N vehicles in the network
requires at least O(N) time; with FIFO assumptions, it is possible to achieve this
lower-bound. The reasoning of this extension comes from the fact that each link has
only one downstream node, therefore it can only be the incoming link of one node.
By enumerating all nodes, and grouping vehicles on all incoming links of each given
node, all vehicles are processed exactly once.
Following the same line, if the simulation for a particular period has T time-steps,
then the overall complexity is O(NT), where N is the average number of vehicles
during that period. This conclusion can be used as the guide-line for optimal network
decomposition.
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Chapter 4
Scalable DTA system design
4.1 Overview and basic assumptions
The analyses in Chapter 3 provide insights to the asymptotic efficiency of DTA mod-
els. As the size of the problem increases, algorithms with higher order of growth
tend to take more time to run and eventually become system bottlenecks. Even for
algorithms with linear order of growth, when the size of the problem is sufficiently
large, they also tend to be slow. Scalable solutions (including algorithms and imple-
mentations) are therefore necessary to handle large-scale problems.
Given the most efficient algorithm, the running time of a DTA system depends
largely on the implementation and the hardware constraints such as the speed of
the processor and the memory. Although new technology may allow computers to
run faster in the long run, other approaches have been developed to use existing
hardware to meet the computational requirements raised by the existing challenges.
Such approaches, in general, either stick to the single computer configuration, or make
use of parallel computing.
While it is possible to add more memory and processors to an existing single
computer, such solutions generally require ad-hoc designs of the architecture and, as
a result, the cost of such systems rises drastically even with limited gain of computing
power. Typically, a server with N (N > 1) processors and M gigabytes memory is
much more expensive than N single-processor PCs each with M gigabytes memory.
If one would like to put a large number of processors in a single computer, the cost
would be prohibitively expensive.
For some large-scale problems, parallel computing is the only practical way to
get scalable solutions. By connecting many low-cost PCs together and using cleverly
designed programs to utilize them, one can achieve desired computing power with
reasonable costs. For example, Barroso et al. (2003) reported that Google used more
than 15,000 commodity-class PCs for its web search application, and claimed that
the architecture achieved superior performance at a fraction of the cost of a system
built from fewer, but more expensive, high-end servers. Then the question we face
becomes whether there is a feasible and relatively straightforward way to apply similar
techniques to the DTA applications. This is what this chapter tries to answer.
When it comes to system performance, one need to bear in mind that the com-
putational performance of computer hardware keeps improving over time. Problems
that used to be infeasible to solve within the given budget might turn out solvable
with the advances of new technology. Hence it makes sense to outline a few assump-
tions on the hardware, as the basic requirements for the discussion of performance
issues.
The key hardware-performance metrics to focus on are the CPU speed, the main
memory size, and the network connection speed. For the rest of this chapter, unless
otherwise explicitly stated, we assume the main frequency of CPU is at least 2.0
GHz, the amount of the main memory in a single PC is no less than 2 gigabytes
(GB), and the PCs can be connected in a Local Area Network (LAN) with bandwidth
of at least 100 megabits per second (Mbps) and a small (less than one millisecond)
latency. The exact cut-off points of this set of specifications are not as critical as
their orders of magnitudes, however; they are chosen because desktop PCs of such
configurations are commonly available today at reasonable prices, and they reflect the
typical performance provided by the current generation of PCs. Such assumptions
are used to gurantee that the CPU is not an "obvious" constraint, the main memory
can hold reasonably large amount of data, and a high-speed network connection is
available.
Although there are other factors that could affect the hardware performance, they
are not the focus in this study because of various reasons. Some factors are relatively
dominated by the three metrics we consider. For instance, the speed of hard-disks are
not as important if we have sufficient amount of memory and can load the data to the
main memory before hand; in that case we can assume that disk input/output (I/O)
would not become a system bottleneck for our applications. For other factors, the
choices available in the market might be too limited to consider. For example, for the
x86 family of CPUs with the same main frequency, one seldom finds more than three
products that have different cache sizes. (This is probably due to manufacturing or
marketing considerations). It is well-known that the cache size has significant impact
on some data-intensive applications, as a large cache tend to increase the likelihood
of a "cache hit" (Lebeck and Wood, 1994), namely, finding the required data directly
from the faster cache instead of the slower main memory. With the limited choices we
face in the market, however, one can simply pick an affordable CPU with the biggest
cache size. Similar logic also applies to many other factors such as the bandwidth of
the Front Side Bus (FSB) and the local buses of the computer system.
Another important thing to do for evaluating performance is the profiling study,
which measures how the running time is spent on each function, module, or component
of the system. While the focus of this chapter is on the design aspect of the DTA
models, the implementation is equally important for the computational performance.
It is often difficult to judge the quality of an implementation, however. Even if the
source codes are available, it would be tedious to review all of them (which might have
hundreds of thousands of lines) without any insight on where the existing bottlenecks
are. Profiling studies can be used to identify system components that take up a
significant portion of CPU time. With such measurements, we can compare different
implementations. Moreover, the results can suggest what to focus on for a particular
problem in hand. In some cases, not all the solutions outlined in this chapter need
to be implemented. On the other hand, it is possible that other parts of the system
become performance constraints, typically due to bad implementations.
Since profiling studies are implementation related, detailed discussions require a
concrete system. Therefore it is left to Section 5.2.1, where a real-world DTA system
is introduced.
The rest of this chapter will be focused on designing scalable solutions for the
demand models (Section 4.2) and the supply models (Section 4.3).
4.2 Scalable solutions for demand models
This section tries to provide scalable solutions to solve the system bottlenecks of the
demand models, especially those identified with high order time complexities. The
demand models in DTA include the OD estimation and prediction, which is done
in aggregate form, as well as disaggregate behavioral models. As summarized in
Section 3.3, the running time of these models is affected by the total demand and the
characteristics of the network, among which the numbers of OD pairs, links, nodes,
and paths play important roles.
Clearly, all kinds of trade-offs (as reviewed in Section 2.2.3) are still necessary
and effective to bring down the size of the problem and speed up the computation
for on-line applications. For example, given the non-linear impact of the number of
OD pairs on the running time of OD estimation, it is important to use low-resolution
(or multi-resolution) traffic analysis zones to get fewer number of OD pairs whenever
possible. Yet this should be accompanied by more effective approaches to handle
large-scale problems.
4.2.1 Use sparse algorithm for OD estimation and prediction
OD estimation
Given the algorithmic analysis in Section 3.3.1, using iterative least-squares algo-
rithms for OD estimation can avoid matrix-matrix multiplications and matrix-inversions,
which are the main performance bottlenecks in Kalman-Filter solutions.
Using Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.4, the on-line OD estimation problem from
optimization problem (3.1) can be specified as the generalized least squares (GLS)
problem in (4.1):
xh = argmin (y* - a h)R-1 (y a ) + ( - - (4.1)
LB Xh<UB
where x is the (nOD x 1) vector of the "updated OD" flows, capturing the adjustment
for daily fluctuations from historical OD flows. It is given by Equation 4.2, using
symbols defined in the Equation 3.2.
h-1
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Other symbols in (4.1) are defined in the same way as in Section 3.3.1. For
convenience they are briefly summarized as follows:
* xh is the (nOD x 1) vector of unknown dynamic OD flows for time interval h.
Same as all OD flows, it is non-negative. Xh is the estimate for Xh.
* y* is the (n, x 1) vector of "net counts" of the time interval h, computed from
Equation 3.5.
h is an (n, x nOD) assignment matrix of contributions of Xh to Yh.
* Rh is an (nl x nl) variance-covariance matrix capturing the error for the measure-
ment equations (Equation 3.4), while Qh is an (nOD x noD) variance-covariance
matrix for the error of the transition equations (Equation 3.2).
Note that, for Qhl and Rh1 , pre-computed values from off-line data can be used
to avoid the matrix inversion during on-line applications. In practice, both Qh and
Rh are often assumed to be diagonal, in which case Qhi and RhI are also diagonal
(and sparse). If the diagonal assumption is made, computing the inversion on-the-fly
is also trivial. Given the above assumptions, all matrices in the GLS problem in
(4.1) appear in matrix-vector multiplications only; no matrix-matrix multiplication
or matrix-inversion is necessary.
An important observation is that the assignment matrices in this GLS problem
are sparse. For large-scale networks, the number of links used by the paths from an
OD pair tends to be a small percentage of the total number of links, and typically
not all the links are equipped with sensors. While the number of possible paths
increases drastically for long-distance OD pairs, most trips tend to use a limited
number of major roads: they might use various local roads to get access to the major
roads (such as inter-state freeways), and then stay on the major roads as long as
possible. Moreover, for large networks, many paths are only of theoretical interests
- they are practically never used due to various reasons (e.g., having unreasonably
long distances). Consequently, the number of links used by a given OD pair remains
only a small fraction of the total number of links in the network, and the assignment
matrices are highly sparse.
Utilizing the sparse property of the matrices in this problem is crucial to the scal-
ability of the OD estimation, as shown in the analysis of the revised LSQR algorithm
by Bierlaire and Crittin (2004). The problem with the LSQR is it does not account
for constraints. We propose to use the reflective Newton method (Algorithm 5 by
Coleman and Li, 1996) for solving the box-constrained quadratic programming prob-
lem (with a conjugate gradient version for box-constrained least-squares). Coleman
and Li (1994) showed that their algorithm (referred to as the "Coleman-Li algorithm"
hereafter) generates a sequence of strictly feasible iterates at a quadratic convergence
rate, capable of achieving accurate solutions to large problems in relatively few it-
erations. The algorithm possesses the same benefit as LSQR in utilizing the sparse
property, and can explicitly apply the box-constraints. Another advantage is that it
does not require all the variables to have finite upper and lower bounds. For situations
where the only constraint for the unknown dynamic OD flows is the non-negativity,
one can set the UB to infinity to make this algorithm work correctly.
A sketch of the Coleman-Li algorithm is summarized as follows. The algorithm
starts from an interior (feasible) point. At each major iteration, it first attempts
to form a two-dimensional subspace by solving a system of linear equations. Two
variations, a sparse Cholesky factorization method and a preconditioned conjugate
gradient (PCG) method, are proposed to solve this system. Then a two-dimensional
trust region problem is solved to locate an initial feasible descent direction, and
a piecewise reflective line search is performed to obtain an improved point. The
algorithm iterates until it converges, i.e., either the relative difference in function
value is small or the progress is deemed too slow.
For the details of this algorithm, readers are referred to (Coleman and Li, 1996).
Essentially, this algorithm extends the notion of a practical interior Newton process
to a global method, capturing the first-order optimality conditions at the solution,
resulting in strong local convergence rates.
Experiments by Coleman and Li (1996) showed that the Coleman-Li algorithm
exhibited the following properties:
* It is not particularly sensitive to starting value.
* The number of iterations is insensitive to the size of the problem. (The PCG
variation requires 1-2 additional iterations compared with the Cholesky varia-
tion).
* The PCG variation scales well for large problems compared with the Cholesky
one. The Cholesky variation requires sparse matrix factorization, whose run-
ning time increases drastically (faster than linear) as the number of unknowns
increases. In the PCG variation, the cost for matrix operations is roughly in
the same magnitude as the cost of the approximate line search, both of which
exhibit approximately linear order of growth in the number of unknowns.
Such properties of the Coleman-Li algorithm (especially for the PCG variation)
make it attractive in solving the constrained GLS problem in (4.1). While Coleman
and Li (1996) did not explain in details the complexities of their algorithm, two
observations can be made: the PCG solver for the sparse linear system requires
running time roughly proportional to the number of non-zero elements in the system,
and the complexity of the approximate piecewise reflective line search is O(n), where
n represents the number of constraints. Note that the efficiency of the PCG solver
may also depend on other factors such as the structure of the linear system, and this
problem dependency makes it difficult to compute the exact complexity.
Numerical experiments of using the Coleman-Li algorithm for OD estimation pro-
vided in Chapter 5 showed that the running time grows approximately linearly in the
number of non-zero elements in the assignment matrix, and it is much faster than
solutions that do not utilize the sparse property.
OD prediction
OD prediction tends to be straightforward: in Equation 3.6, only matrix-vector mul-
tiplication and addition are used. There is no complicated iterative process. The
running time of OD prediction is therefore dominated by the running time of OD
estimation, which makes them a lower priority in the design of a scalable system.
One may still want to speed up this part for better performance, however. As
indicated in Section 3.3.1, Equation 3.6 is an O(noD) process unless a sparse matrix
algorithm is applied. Usually the transition coefficient matrices are sparse. For exam-
ple, if one assumes the spatial correlations among different OD pairs can be ignored
and only temporal impacts are considered, then the transition coefficient matrices
are diagonal. Using sparse matrix arithmetic and related algorithms (Gilbert et al.,
1992) is therefore a good way to speed up the prediction.
4.2.2 Behavioral models
The computation of behavioral models is often straightforward: few models require
iterative approaches, and applying those models to one traveler is usually independent
of another, which implies it can be done in parallel. Typically, the computation time
of such models is also dominated by that of the OD estimation.
As summarized in Section 3.3.2, behavioral models are generally disaggregate and
stochastic. The probabilities of all alternatives in the choice set are first computed,
and then individual choices are simulated. Although in many existing applications
this part often takes less time than OD estimation, there are two major scalability
concerns for the behavioral models: one is the level of demand (i.e., the total number
of drivers or vehicles), which determines the total amount of computation for all
individual vehicles (such as choice simulation given the probabilities), and the other
is the size of the choice set, which affects the time for computing the probabilities.
With the help of parallel computing, the high level of demand concern is relatively
simple to handle. Although the total number of vehicles is potentially high, the
amount of work can often be trivially parallelized. For example, the drivers/vehicles
can be grouped by OD pairs, and the workload for simulating the choices for different
groups of drivers can be distributed across a large number of processors, as such
simulation requires only local information (the probabilities). Another advantage
of this parallel approach is that it is consistent with the parallel supply simulation
(covered in Section 4.3), where the vehicles will be loaded on different processors
anyway.
Note that, for some systems, generating random numbers is actually the perfor-
mance bottleneck for such choice simulations. This is because most random number
generators do not create real random numbers; instead they use sophisticated algo-
rithms to create pseudo-random sequences that look "random". This problem can be
resolved by pre-generating the random numbers off-line and loading them whenever
necessary. The random numbers used here are just for choice simulation and unlikely
to compromise the robustness of the system. Besides, pre-generating them would
not cause significant deviations in the results, assuming the quality of the random
sequences does not change over time. However, special attention should be paid to
avoid slow disk I/O: if lots of pre-generated random numbers are stored as files on
disks, reading them from files one-at-a-time could suffer from the relatively low-speed
disk access. Reducing the number of disk accesses is important, and it would be more
efficient to cache the random numbers in the main memory. With a parallel system
where each processor has sufficient independent main memory, it is safe to assume
that the numbers can be loaded in the memory.
The same solution also applies to off-line disaggregation, where the list of vehicles
is pre-generated and saved to disks: it can be parallelized, and with a careful imple-
mentation, loading the vehicles to the main memory is assumed to be invulnerable to
significant disk I/O delays.
Computing the probabilities for a large choice set (such as the route-choice prob-
lem) could benefit from parallel computing, but some challenges remain. Particularly,
the computation may require global information that could cause communication
overheads. For instance, computing the en-route route choice requires the travel time
for all links used by a given OD pair. If the network is decomposed and each sub-
network is controlled by a different processor, the latest travel time information for a
link is only available to the local processor. But links used by an OD pair may belong
to several sub-networks, and consequently the travel time information need to be
sent from one processor to another. If the bandwidth is insufficient or the latency is
too high, broadcasting such information could decrease the scalability of the system.
Therefore this type of inter-processor communication should be limited. One possible
trade-off, for example, is to get the up-to-date travel time information infrequently
(say, once per horizon) to reduce the amount of communication.
Between two occurrences of communication, the travel times for remote links are
assumed unchanged. This assumption may be relaxed, if one can reliably update the
travel time based on local information. When no non-recurrent incident occurs in
the network, localized adjustments or statistical methods (Vlahogianni et al., 2004)
may be used to capture the fluctuations of travel time in the short term. However,
when a non-recurrent incident occurs, there is no reliable way to predict travel times
for remote links based only on local information. In that case, communicating travel
time information among processors is necessary.
4.3 Scalable solutions for supply models
4.3.1 Parallel simulation design overview
The design of a scalable supply simulation model involves the use of a distributed-
memory parallel simulation system, using a cluster of PCs connected by a high-speed
LAN. As concluded from the literature review, this type of distributed-memory system
is more scalable than shared-memory systems, and suitable for on-line applications.
The network will be decomposed and each processor will be responsible for a
sub-network. How to partition the network to obtain optimal performance is one of
the challenges to be addressed. This is about load-balancing and minimizing inter-
processor communication overheads.
In general, processors in the parallel simulation systems tend to have the same
speed, but this is not strictly required. If their speeds are different, load balancing
will be more difficult. It is also easier to benchmark the system when all processors
in the parallel system are the same. In this study, the speed of the processors are
assumed to be "close" to each other such that no additional overhead will be caused
due to the heterogeneity.
For scalability, the parallel simulation design should be as decentralized as possi-
ble, i.e., keeping most communication local. In a centralized design, a single processor
(the "master") controls every other processors ("slaves"). This implies the master
need to make frequent communications to others. Eventually, when the number of
slaves increases, the network bandwidth consumed by the master could be a sys-
tem bottleneck. For traffic simulations, fortunately most communications, caused by
the transfer of vehicles information, occur locally: vehicles crossing the boundary will
end up entering a neighboring sub-network. Therefore, under common circumstances,
each processor only talks to its neighbors. There are other situations, however, when
a processor has to broadcast some information to all others. For instance, if incident
information is only picked up by one processor, and the model requires this informa-
tion so that vehicles controlled by other processors can anticipate this change, then
the information has to be sent to every other processor. This type of communication
is often more time-consuming, and should be minimized if possible.
A major difference between simulations in DTA systems and a typical off-line
traffic simulation is that, due to the use of rolling horizon (for on-line applications)
and its iterative nature, the simulation in DTA systems stops after reaching the
end of the current horizon, and restarts from the beginning of the horizon for a new
iteration. Before the restart, the processor might be doing other works such as demand
estimation. For each horizon, this process repeats for some number of iterations until
the convergence to the fix point is obtained, or the maximum allowable number of
iterations is done. Typically, the length of the horizon is relatively short (e.g., one
hour).
Existing load-balancing algorithms use expected workloads as weights to decom-
pose the network. The duration of interval during which those weights are aggregated
is the whole length of their simulation study. However, the optimal partition obtained
from those weights will be balanced only if the workload remains constant throughout
the whole study period. This is unlikely, as vehicles can enter or exit the network,
or simply move around. For applications where OD demand can change (e.g., due
to the availability of high-quality route guidance or other information) and incidents
may occur, the traffic pattern may change quickly. Such changes may lead to sig-
nificant unbalanced load for short intervals, and an off-line pre-calculated partition
can do nothing about this type of changes. This degrades the performance of parallel
simulation, and should be accounted for in the scalable design.
Accordingly, the partition of parallel simulation for on-line DTA systems should
be dynamic and be adjusted when the workload deviates from the expected typical
case. The main assumption to make here is that the communications incurred by
the partition adjustment will not cause significant delays. (This assumption will be
verified in the case study.)
An adaptive network decomposition framework is therefore proposed to address
this issue. Details of this framework is presented in Section 4.3.2.
Once the parallel simulation starts running, at certain time-steps, each processor
need to communicate with others to ensure their states are consistent. In particular, to
correctly account for the traffic dynamics, vehicles near the boundary of sub-networks
might need special care. It is the key to obtain outputs that are consistent with the
original supply models running on a single-processor machine without parallelization
(referred to as "sequential simulation" hereafter). This is the focus of Section 4.3.3.
4.3.2 Adaptive Network decomposition
Framework for adaptive network decomposition
Figure 4-1 illustrates a general framework for generating robust' partitions for parallel
simulation in a DTA context. The framework includes four major components: the
off-line data, the off-line partitions, the on-line data, and the on-line partitions.
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Figure 4-1: Adaptive network decomposition framework.
The off-line data includes the network, historical traffic surveillance, log of events
and incidents, and any archival information (such as special weather). Depending
'Roughly speaking, "robustness" indicates that systems built upon this framework are more likely
to meet the computational requirements of DTA under various situations. See Remark 3 for details.
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on how much off-line data is available, one may create various off-line scenarios. For
example, in the simplest case, there is only one scenario, which reflects the average
of the historical data. But if sufficient data is available, one can create scenarios for
days when incidents or events like heavy snow or football games occur.
Suppose we have K (off-line) scenarios (denoted as S 1 , S2 ,... ,SK), and H time
intervals (denoted as tl, t 2, ... tH), then altogether K x H sets of off-line partitions
will be created, one for each scenario at each interval. (See the "off-line partitions"
component in Figure 4-1). Here, it is assumed that the number of processors (P)
in the parallel computing environment is known in advance. The network is de-
composed into P parts using a suitable network decomposition algorithm. (If the
precise number is unknown, we can consider repeating the process for all possible
configurations. Since this is done off-line, the on-line performance is not affected.)
The network decomposition algorithm will try to solve for an optimal partitioning
problem (Wang and Niedringhaus, 1993), whose objective is to decompose the net-
work into sub-networks with equal workload, while minimizing the communications
between processors caused by the interaction at the boundaries.
The on-line data component represents the data collected during on-line appli-
cations. Eventually this information will be used to update the historical database
and become part of the off-line data, as shown by the arrow pointing towards the
off-line data in Figure 4-1. But the primary and immediate use of this information is
to create on-line partitions.
The use of on-line partitions is the key to the robustness of our adaptive load-
balancing design. When the on-line application starts, an off-line partition corre-
sponding to the first time interval (t1 ) and the most suitable scenario is chosen. This
partition is used for the first iteration of the simulation for time interval tl. After
the simulation of the first iteration finishes, the workload of the current interval is
re-evaluated. Depending on the outcome, the system may choose to adjust the par-
tition for the next iteration. This process is repeated before the beginning of each
iteration (denoted as 11, 12,... -- R in Figure 4-1, assuming R is the maximum num-
ber of iterations used). The re-evaluation of the last iteration will affect the starting
partition of the next time interval.
To check if the current partition is suitable, one can use a "workload prediction
model", which estimates the net execution time (excluding communication overheads)
necessary to simulate the supply (e.g., moving vehicles) in each partition. While such
a model could use virtually all information available in the system, it needs to output
a metric to measure load imbalance. To correctly choose a suitable model for this
purpose, one need to know what is used as weights to partition the network. Further
discussion is provided in the remarks and an example is provided in the case studies
(Section 5.2.3).
When the current run is not the last iteration for the current time interval, the
need for partition adjustment is signalized only if the load imbalance metric exceeds
a certain threshold. The same partition can be used for the next iteration if the
load is sufficiently balanced. When the current run is the last iteration for a given
time interval, things are slightly more complicated, since the next run will be for a
new time interval. Ideally, the decision should be based on combined information
accumulated from the current interval and the off-line partitions. In particular, the
historical demand for the next time interval is available (from off-line data), and it
is possible to obtain today's predicted demand for the next time interval (which is
an output of DTA's demand forecasting model, e.g., Equation 3.6). By calculating
the deviation of the demand and taking into account the changes in the supply (e.g.,
capacity reduction caused by an incident), a heuristic method may be developed to
anticipate the workload change, and re-partition the network accordingly. In practice,
one may also choose simplified (sub-optimal) solutions such as continuing with the
current on-line partition, or loading the best off-line partition.
Remarks
1. Creating multiple off-line partitions. Instead of using one single partition for
the whole simulation, this framework first tries to find the best off-line partition
for each time interval. The common practice of finding off-line partitions is sim-
ilar to the adaptive load-balancing algorithm described in (Nagel and Rickert,
2001), namely running simulations repetitively to find a good partition. This is
relatively computational intensive; but it is done off-line. By choosing suitable
weights as input to the network decomposition algorithm, a reasonably good
starting point may be available to speed up the search. (See Remark 6 for
details on weights.)
2. Benefits of using multiple partitions. The benefit of changing partitions for dif-
ferent (shorter) time intervals comes from the fact that the expected variation
of workload is a monotonically increasing function of the length of the time
interval for the simulation. Using shorter intervals thus helps to make it easier
for load balancing. Changing partitions on-line makes this approach more ro-
bust, as it can properly account for the unforeseeable dynamics of demand and
supply during on-line applications.
3. Robustness. Adaptively adjusting the partitions on-the-fly provides a practi-
cal way to ensure the effective use of parallel simulation, which is important
to improve the robustness of the system. On-line DTA applications often face
computational challenges of delivering real-time travel guidance or other types
of traffic information in a given short time frame. A "robust" system should
aim to minimize the possibility of failing to deliver the output before the dead-
line. While the computation time of typical situations is often predictable from
off-line studies, it is more difficult to estimate how much time a system would
take to run for various on-line situations, especially when non-recurrent inci-
dents occur. For large-scale networks, it is generally impossible to enumerate
in advance all possible incidents (including their locations and durations), and
one cannot fully anticipate the traffic patterns during on-line applications based
solely on off-line scenarios. Consequently, using only off-line partitions may fail
to balance the workload, and, as a result, the system may be unable to finish the
computation within the deadline. To avoid significant unbalanced workload, it
is necessary to change the partitions according to actual traffic conditions.
4. Strategies for minimizing overheads. The negative impact of changing partitions
is the additional communication cost, i.e., data transfer from one processor to
another. To reduce this impact, one may make the off-line data accessible to
each processor, minimizing the amount of information needed to be transferred
when the partition adjustment occurs. In fact, changing the partition once
per iteration is a good strategy for two reasons. First, all data can be packed
and sent at once. If the LAN has enough bandwidth, communication can be
done quickly. Second, the timing of the partition change is also relevant. DTA
systems run demand and supply models alternatively; when the current iteration
of supply simulation finishes, the processor may start to work on the demand
models which seldom require communication. At that time, the network is
relatively idle. By using non-blocking communication, the main thread of the
DTA system can start working on other things as soon as the transfer of data
is initiated. The fact that demand models need to be run in between different
iteration of the supply simulations provides a natural break for the partition
adjustments.
5. Using graph partitioning for network decomposition. With regard to the net-
work decomposition algorithm, one should bear in mind that getting the exact
optimal solution is difficult (Hendrickson and Leland, 1993). But there are many
heuristics to quickly get near optimal solutions. For example, algorithms in the
METIS (Karypis and Kumar, 1998) library can partition a graph with 62,631
vertices (nodes) and 366, 559 edges (links) within two seconds on a machine
with an Intel® Pentium@ PRO CPU at 200 MHz. (Today typical computers
run roughly ten times faster.) Our profiling studies also confirm that the algo-
rithm can generate high-quality partitions in under one second for the real-world
networks used in this thesis.
6. Determining what weights to use. Network decomposition algorithms gener-
ally take weights of links, nodes, or both as input. To obtain best results,
the weights should accurately characterize the actual workload associated with
each link and/or node. However, it is generally difficult to get precise mea-
surements of workloads. Even if one can break down the simulation into low
level machine instructions, and compute exactly how many instructions are used
to move individual vehicles at all circumstances, the actual computation time
is still unknown. This results from factors such as the cache and the branch
prediction technology, which are common to modern processors. Therefore, a
practical strategy is to use "proxies": link densities, link flows, or the expected
number of vehicles on each link, etc. The choice of this proxy depends on the
implementation of the simulator. For example, to simulating the movement
of all N, vehicles on the incoming links of a given node in a single time-step,
the model discussed in Section 3.4 requires on average at least O(N,) time if
comparison sort is avoided, or O(N, In N,) time otherwise. This provides an
approximation of the load for works related to each node. In other words, the
weight of a node with N, incoming vehicles is Nn (or N In N, respectively).
This also applies to the workload prediction model.
7. Measuring load imbalance. One may need to test whether the approximation
chosen in the workload prediction model is realistic or not through detailed
profiling studies. The real unbalanced load can be measured by summing up
how much time each processor has wasted waiting for the synchronization.
8. Applicability. While this framework is designed primarily for on-line DTA mod-
els, it may also be applicable for some off-line situations where changes of de-
mand or incidents are explicitly handled. For example, if DTA is used to eval-
uate various scenarios for emergency evacuation (Balakrishna et al., 2008), one
may adjust the partitions for each scenario using the method described here.
In that case, all adjustment will be done off-line.
4.3.3 Boundary traffic dynamics
In parallel traffic simulation, the need for inter-processor communication occurs when
vehicles cross boundaries, i.e., moving from one sub-network to another. Since getting
data from another processor is much slower than accessing local data, it would be
prohibitively slow for a simulator to get up-to-date downstream traffic data every
time it tries to move a vehicle. In practice, a processor controlling the upstream
sub-network may only receive downstream conditions at certain time-steps. (The
time-step size reflects yet another trade-off of accuracy for efficiency, and has to be
chosen judiciously.) When perfect knowledge of the downstream is not available,
it may move vehicles based on its best estimate. This could lead to two types of
unrealistic vehicle movements:
* "Pessimistic biased movement": If vehicles' movement is based on overly con-
servative estimate of the downstream traffic condition, vehicles might move
slower than "reality", which is presumably the behavior exhibited by the se-
quential simulation. For example, the processor controlling the upstream sub-
network may assume downstream is always blocked till a synchronization occurs
(i.e., when vehicles are transferred to neighboring sub-networks controlled by
other processors). Then even if the downstream is empty, vehicles approaching
the exit of its current sub-network are unable to move ahead - they will have to
slow down or even stop. This may cause unrealistic congestions in the upstream.
* "Optimistic biased movement": The processor could over-estimate the down-
stream capacity. For instance, it may optimistically assume downstream link
has infinite space, and vehicles are always able to move to the downstream sub-
network regardless the congestion level in the downstream side. In this case,
the simulator may fail to capture queuing and spill-backs from the downstream
side.
A good parallel simulation design should therefore strive to make sure the traffic
dynamics at the boundaries is correctly modeled. It needs to synchronize the states (in
particular, network status near the boundary) between neighboring processors. Unless
the synchronization takes place at each time-step, the result could be inconsistent with
the sequential simulation, where perfect knowledge about the previous time-step is
available before moving any vehicle in the current time-step. But it may be desirable
to make it less frequent, because the synchronization typically takes much longer
time for two reasons. First of all, synchronizations force all processors to remain at
the same pace, which makes the system vulnerable to load imbalance - the faster
processors have to wait until the slower ones finish their work and transfer the data.
Additionally, communications take time - however fast the network is, the bandwidth
is not infinite and the latency is non-zero. The bottom line is synchronizations can
cause significant performance penalties to the parallel simulation, and an efficient
design and implementation is necessary to minimize their negative impacts while
keeping the model useful.
In this subsection, a synchronization-feedback paradigm is proposed to effectively
handle the traffic dynamics at the boundary without causing significant communica-
tion overheads.
Note that, as it is mentioned in the Section 3.4 and Section 4.3.2, if FIFO is
assumed for the vehicle moving model, comparison sort can be avoid in the supply
simulation and resulting better run-time efficiency. Here this assumption is made to
further simplify the traffic dynamics near the boundary.
Terminology and basic concepts
As introduced in Section 4.3.2, the adaptive network decomposition framework can
divide the network into sub-networks. Each sub-network is controlled by a separate
processor, and it is also referred to as a "domain". Typically, each sub-network con-
sists of a set of nodes and unidirectional links. If both the upstream and downstream
nodes of a link (defined as the link's "up-node" and "down-node", respectively) are in
the same sub-network, then this link is considered internal to a sub-network. Other-
wise it becomes a "cutting-link" to the two neighboring sub-networks. A "boundary
zone" refers to a cutting-link and possibly some of its upstream neighborhood - while
it definitely ends at the down-node of the cutting-link, it need not necessarily include
just the single cutting-link. It may include some upstream links to the cutting-link
as well. How to decide the starting point(s) of the boundary zone is discussed later
in the details about the boundary zones. If a link does not belong to any boundary
zone, its up-node and down-node must belong to the same domain, and so is this link.
Since the two nodes of the cutting-link belong to different domains, the cutting-
link is therefore considered as an "domain-exit" to the domain of its up-node (denoted
as "up-domain"), and an "domain-entry" to the domain of its down-node (denoted
as "down-domain"). This is intuitive if we consider vehicles will leave the up-domain
via the exit and then enter the down-domain.
Vehicles entering a boundary zone corresponding to a domain-exit will be added
to an "exit-buffer" for synchronization. Note that they still remain "physically" on
the network (in particular, some link in the boundary-zone), and their movements are
still governed by the supply models. The exit-buffer has nothing to do with traffic
dynamics; it is just used for bookkeeping by the system: it simply keeps a "handle"
of the vehicle, e.g., a pointer to the vehicle object if it is implemented in the C++
programming language (Stroustrup, 2000), to keep track of which vehicles should be
sent to the down-domain during the next synchronization. After the synchronization
those handles will be removed from the exit-buffer eventually. As it is shown later,
by using exit-buffers, the synchronization of a vehicle becomes independent of the
vehicle's location or other status related to its movement, making it easier to reduce
unrealistic movements caused by synchronization.
On the domain-entry (i.e., downstream) side, there is a corresponding "entry-
buffer", which is used to hold the information of vehicles that are received in the
current synchronization time-step. Vehicles in the entry-buffer have not yet been
added to the downstream sub-network. While they carry some of their states (e.g.,
their locations) from the up-domain, their locations in the down-domain depend on
the actual traffic condition in the downstream side.
Some of the concepts are illustrated in Figure 4-2. Node 1 to 8 belong to sub-
network 1 and node 9 to 14 belong to sub-network 2. The sub-networks are joint
by two cutting-links: Link (2,9) and Link (6,11). Here a link is denoted as a pair of
ordered nodes indicated by their identifying number. The two cutting-links are con-
sidered as the domain-exits of sub-network 1 and the domain-entries of sub-network
2. Node 2 and 6 are the up-nodes of the two cutting-links, respectively, while node 9
and 11 are the down-nodes, respectively. Sub-network 1 is on the upstream side, and
therefore it is the up-domain in this case; sub-network 2 corresponds to the down-
domain. As it is discussed later, Link (2,9) is long enough that it forms a boundary
zone by itself, while Link (6,11), (5,6) and (8,6) together form the other. While it is
not shown in this example, generally a sub-network can be the up-domain for some
links while the down-domain for others. For instance, if there is an additional link
from node 13 to node 8, it would be a cutting-link for the two sub-networks, but its
upstream side is sub-network 2.
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Figure 4-2: Cutting-link and boundary zones.
Initialization
At the beginning of the simulation, all off-line data is made available to each processor.
This helps to reduce unnecessary communication.
Then an initial partition is loaded. 2 Each processor knows about which sub-
network each node belongs to, and constructs its sub-network by loading information
from the off-line network data. Boundary zones are created also. Links in the bound-
ary zones will be created in both their up-domains and down-domains. For example,
the partition in Figure 4-2 is represented as two sub-networks operated by different
processors, as shown in Figure 4-3. Such dual representation is convenient to keep
track of the vehicles' locations in the boundary zones and facilitate the synchroniza-
tion of traffic dynamics. The details is discussed on the synchronization part.
Typically, a sub-network has more than one neighbor. It is convenient to use
suitable data structure (such as a map) to group the boundary zones by their cor-
responding cutting-links' down-domains, and within each group, the boundary zones
are sorted by, for example, their cutting-links' global ID (i.e., a unique identifier for
any link in the network). This arrangement helps to minimize communication: Sup-
pose domain X has U,, cutting-links leading to neighbors Y and U,, cutting-links to
neighbor Z. When a synchronization occurs, if vehicles in exit-buffer corresponding
to the same down-domain can be put together in one group, domain X only need
to send data to Y and Z once, respectively, resulting altogether two communications
per synchronization (instead of potentially Uy + Uz communications). Keeping the
boundary zones in order further eliminates the need to send extra data to describe
where the vehicles go to. For example, a message from domain X to Y may include
the following information:
{C1, C2,.Cu3,y dl,1, ... d,cl, d2,1 ... d2,C2, ... , duY,,,1, ... , du,c,,, }
where Cj is the number of vehicles being sent from boundary zone L (j =
1,..., U,), and dj,k is the data about the k-th vehicle in the exit-buffer of Lj.
This message includes all necessary information to send vehicles moving from X
2In practice, if an off-line partition is not available, the system should create a default one on-
the-fly.
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Figure 4-3: Boundary zones in both domains.
to Y, as long as Y knows how the boundary zone in X is sorted. Sorting them by
global link ID is a convenient way to do this because such (off-line) information is
available to every process at no additional cost.
Once the sub-network is constructed, each processor loads its own demand. Vehi-
cles located within the boundary zone should be loaded only on one domain - either
the up-domain or the down-domain, provided that the system sticks to its convention.
(Loading vehicles onto the down-domain may slightly reduce the communication as
it saves the need to send them later. But this is done only once at the beginning so
the saving is often negligible.)
Length of the boundary zone
When a vehicle enters the boundary zone from the up-domain, its handle is imme-
diately added to the exit-buffer, while its movement still follows the normal moving
model. Since the cutting-link is the last part of the sub-network with traffic condi-
tions known to the current processor, vehicles in the boundary zone have to be sent
across to the downstream before they exit the cutting-link and be removed from the
current sub-network.
To meet this requirement, one can choose the beginning of the boundary zone such
that any vehicle entering the boundary zone will not move out of the cutting-link be-
fore the next synchronization. For example, if the free-flow speed in the network is
no more than 75 miles per hour (33.5 meters per second), and if the synchronization
time-step is 10 second (1/360 hour), then the beginning of the boundary zone should
be at least 0.209 miles (or 335 meters) ahead of the end of the cutting-link. For
simplicity, during the implementation, the boundary zone should always include the
full cutting-link. Therefore, if the road distance between the beginning of the bound-
ary zone and the exit of the cutting-link is defined as the "length of the boundary
zone", then this length should be at least the "critical length" l (determined by
Equation 4.3):
Icr = max{voAt, lI} (4.3)
where vo is the maximal (free-flow) speed at which the vehicle travels during the
time-step At, and l, is the length of the cutting-link.
The critical length requirement implies the boundary zone may have more than
just the cutting-link. Having multi-link boundary zones may complicate the structure
of the boundary zone. If links are short near the boundary, a boundary zone may
have more than one links, and it may even have multiple entrances. For example,
in the network of Figure 4-2, vehicles can enter the boundary zone corresponding to
Link (6,11) from either node 5 via Link (5,6), or node 8 via Link (8,6), as shown
in Figure 4-3. This requires subtle implementation and slight more bookkeeping
overheads.
Another possibility is to make each boundary zone include only the correspond-
ing cutting-link, as shown in Figure 4-4. This avoids the issue of keeping track of
potentially multiple entries of a single boundary zone in the previous case. However,
the single-link boundary zone design requires more overheads for the synchronization.
If the cutting-link is relatively short, it cannot guarantee that all vehicles approach-
ing the exit of the cutting-link have been sent. If a vehicle reaches the exit of the
cutting-link and it has not been sent, it would have to be held there, because there
is no further link to go in the current sub-network, and it cannot be removed from
the sub-network before the synchronization. Consequently this vehicle is forced to
stop before the current time-step ends; it loses some time for movement during the
time-step. This leads to the "pessimistic biased movement", unless the lost time is
compensated after the synchronization: an additional state variable for the "remained
time", which denotes how much time in this time-step has been wasted, should be
included into the information to be transferred. After the synchronization, the pro-
cessor should try to move the vehicle further ahead within the remained time.
Which type of the boundary zone to use is a design decision. Both designs have
their relative strengths and weaknesses, and a trade-off has to be made. As adding
an extra variable for synchronization causes overheads for each vehicle crossing the
boundary, for networks with high volume of traffic, this could degrade the run-time
performance. In that case it may be preferable to keep the length of the boundary
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Figure 4-4: Single-link boundary zones.
zone longer than the critical length to eliminate the need to transfer such additional
variables. For networks that are highly congested and vehicles move slowly, using
single-link boundary zone might be justifiable.
Synchronization and feedback
To minimize the likelihood of the two types of unrealistic behaviors mentioned at
the beginning of this subsection, the key idea is to get some kind of feedbacks from
the downstream domain, such that the downstream traffic status can be used by the
upstream links (especially the cutting-link). Sending feedbacks requires a communi-
cation in the reverse direction of the movement of the vehicles. This causes additional
overheads, and the feedback should be carefully designed to reduce its footprint.
Given a large-enough boundary zone, vehicles in the boundary zone of the up-
domain will be synchronized to the down-domain before they exit the current sub-
network. Note that once a vehicle's information is sent to the down-domain and be
loaded onto the sub-network there, both domains will temporarily have (independent)
representations of the same vehicle, although the one in the up-domain will soon reach
the end of the cutting-link and be removed from the up-domain sub-network.
The movement of the vehicles in the up-domain boundary zone may be unrealistic
due to lack of traffic information about what is happening beyond the exit. Their
"true" positions can only be decided from the downstream side. Hence, the newly-
received vehicles in the down-domain will be temporarily held in an entry-buffer,
with their positions re-calculated before being loaded onto the network. Here the
"position" refers to the distance from the vehicle's current location to the exit of its
current link.
Note that since FIFO is assumed for vehicle movement, vehicles on a link maintain
their relative order till they leave the link. In particular, a vehicle (in the down-
domain) received from the previous synchronization should not be overtaken by any
vehicle received later. This observation forms the basis of validating the positions of
newly-received vehicles.
Without loss of generality, the newly-received vehicles are assumed to be sorted
by their positions in their links: the closer they are to the downstream end of the
cutting-link, the earlier they appear in the entry-buffer. On the up-domain side this
is guaranteed by the FIFO assumption. As long as their relative sequence is not
changed during the communication, the correct order is maintained in the down-
domain side. When these vehicles are loaded onto the sub-network, the same order
should be followed to ensure FIFO.
Under the FIFO assumption, the first newly-received vehicle in the current entry-
buffer (denoted as V1) cannot overtake the last vehicle (denoted as VL) previously
added to the same link. Suppose the positions of V1/1 and VL are denoted as pi and
PL, respectively. The first available position after VL is denoted as PA. If the link is
empty, then PA = PL = 0. Otherwise PA =PL + DL + C, where DL is the length
of the last vehicle, and C is the minimal acceptable distances between two vehicles.
(Note that, while C can be implemented as a constant, for some models, C may vary
according to the types of the two vehicles and their states of moving or queuing.)
Comparing pi with PA leads to two possible outcomes:
Outcome I: If pl < PA, a conflict occurs - adding the vehicle to its tentative
position violates the FIFO rule, because VL enters the current link
earlier. To fix this, pi has to be increased to at least PA, so that V is
not in front of the first available position.
Outcome II: If Pi >= PA, no conflict occurs, V can be loaded as-is.
For Outcome I, to determine the actual position of V/1, the following situations
should be considered:
* Case I.a: If the current link (or road segment) does not have enough spaces, a
spill-back occurs. V should be added to an upstream link of the current link,
and it status should be changed to queuing. If the upstream link is outside the
boundary zone, then it should be added to a "virtual queue" at the beginning
of the boundary zone.
* Case I.b: If V can be added to PA, its status (moving/queuing) is changed to
the same as VL.
For Outcome II, the position of V remains pl, and its moving status is unchanged.
As mentioned before, if the single-link boundary zone design is used (meaning
the length of the boundary zone is not chosen to be bigger than the critical length,
Icr), the synchronization is more complicated, since the vehicle can still move ahead
if there is "remained time" left. Note that if the remained time is non-zero for vehicle
V1, then pi = 0 (meaning the vehicle has arrived at the exit end of the cutting-link),
and for Outcome II to be true, it also requires PA = 0, indicating the current link
is empty. Moving V would be essentially the same as moving an ordinary vehicle
at that location, except that the duration of the movement is not the full length of
the time-step but the remained time. The position and status of V can therefore be
computed using the supply model and the downstream conditions.
Once V is loaded on the network, it becomes the last processed vehicle. The
next vehicle in the entry-buffer can be loaded in the same way. The process repeats
iteratively till all vehicles in the entry-buffer are loaded.
After all vehicles from the entry-buffer are loaded, the feedback can be constructed.
Typically, the up-domain's traffic condition at the boundary zone does not match the
one in down-domain. Since full information in the downstream side is available only
in down-domain, it is assumed that the down-domain traffic condition is consistent
with the result of sequential simulations. Therefore, the up-domain condition should
be modified. The information sent from down-domain to up-domain for such mod-
ifications is called the "feedback". One could send back the actual positions of all
vehicles received in the last synchronization, but this is inefficient and often unnec-
essary. As FIFO is assumed, only the position of the last vehicle on each link of the
boundary zone is required. A simple but effective way is to send the actual positions
of the last loaded vehicles on all the entrances of the boundary zone. For instance, for
the multi-link boundary zone in Figure 4-2, only information about the last vehicles
on Link (5,6) and Link (8,6) need to be sent to the up-domain. For the single-link
boundary zone, only the last vehicle on the cutting-link is needed.
On receiving the feedback, the up-domain can adjust the position of the last
vehicle accordingly. Suppose in the up-domain side the current position of the last
vehicle on the link is Pc, while the actual position in the down-domain (according to
the feedback) is pF-
* If Pc > PF, the feedback indicates the last vehicle can move further ahead (be-
cause PF is smaller). This implies traffics on the up-domain side is moving
slower than the down-domain, or "pessimistic biased movement". If there is
no vehicle between pc and PF, then the last vehicle's position is simply set to
PF. If there is at least one vehicle in between, theoretically their positions are
also inaccurate and should be adjusted, too. However, this involves modifying
various number of vehicles recursively, and some of the vehicles at the beginning
of the link might end up exiting the link. Modeling all those subtle yet com-
plicated issues may cause higher overheads. A practical compromise is to drop
the vehicles, if any, between Pc and PF, and then set the last vehicle to PF. This
reduces the density of the current link and can potentially increase the speed
and volume (throughput) of the link in subsequent time-steps, which is helpful
to mitigate the discrepancy between the up-domain and the down-domain.
* If pc < pF, the feedback indicates the up-domain traffic is moving too fast, or
"optimistic biased movement". The last vehicle should be set backward. Note
that there should be no conflict with other vehicle in this case: otherwise the
one being moved would not be the "last" vehicle. However, moving the last
vehicle backward by itself may not be enough to address the fact that the up-
domain traffic is moving too fast. For example, the down-domain may have
more vehicles on the same link, and thus a higher density and lower speed.
But moving the last vehicle backward does not change the density, and the
average speed computed from the speed-density relationship (e.g., Equation 3.8)
is therefore too high. Moreover, if the link in down-domain is jammed and
cannot accept more vehicles, this fact should be reflected in the feedback so
that the up-domain can also limit the incoming vehicles from upstream. To
indicate such situations, the feedback position PF can be set to the link length
plus a small constant. If such a feedback is received, the last vehicle is then
moved backward to a virtual queue of the current link instead of being a moving
vehicle at the entrance. Having vehicles in the virtual queue slows down the
movement of the last vehicle, and signalizes the down-domain condition as well.
The up-domain can use this information to avoid overly optimistic estimate the
current link's traffic.
If Pc = PF, the packet is exactly where it is suppose to be. This is rare. Nothing
needs to be done.
Figure 4-5 shows how to apply feedback by moving the last vehicle forward when
Pc > PF. The up-domain has six vehicles in the only link (i.e., the cutting-link)
of the boundary zone, while none of them has been transferred to down-domain
initially. The vehicles are numbered from 1 to 6, ordered by their relative distances
to the downstream, and the last vehicle (No. 6) is located at position Pc. After the
synchronization, these six vehicles are sent to the down-domain and loaded onto the
network: the first three vehicles leave the current cutting-link (entering down-stream
links), and vehicle No. 6 moves to PF. This position is sent to the up-domain. When
the feedback is applied, vehicle No. 4 and No. 5 are removed from the network and
No. 6 is advanced to match the down-domain position.
Figure 4-6 shows how to apply feedback by moving the last vehicle backward when
Pc < PF. Before the synchronization the up-domain boundary zone has six vehicles
to be transferred. They are numbered from 1 to 6, ordered by their relative distances
to the downstream, and the last vehicle (No. 6) is located at position Pc. (Note that
the cutting-link has another vehicle, unnumbered, that has been synchronized in the
previous time-step.) After the synchronization, those six vehicles are sent to the
down-domain and loaded onto the network. Due to congestion in the downstream,
two previously transferred vehicles have not yet exited the link. Therefore, the newly-
received vehicles queue after them, and vehicle No. 6 is located at PF. This position
is sent to the up-domain. When the feedback is applied, vehicle No. 6 is set back
to match the down-domain position. If the down-domain congestion is severe, the
situation in Figure 4-7 may occur. In this case, the cutting-link becomes full and has
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Figure 4-5: Applying feedback by moving the last vehicle forward.
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no places for the last two vehicles, which are then added to a virtual queue. The
down-domain sets PF to be higher than the link length and sends it as a feedback to
the up-domain, where vehicle No. 6 is then put in the virtual queue of the cutting-link,
too.
This feedback system needs only the position of the last vehicle to adjust the up-
domain traffic condition. Although it cannot completely replicate the situation in the
down-domain, it is effective in minimizing the discrepancy between the two domains:
it tries to expedite the vehicle movement in the up-domain when it is too slow, and
hold the traffic back when it is moving too fast. Utilizing the FIFO assumption, the
locations of subsequent vehicles entering the boundary zone are restricted by the last
vehicle that enters in the current time-step. Therefore, controlling the error of the
last vehicle's position also helps to reduce the error of subsequent vehicles' positions.
In general, Pc is likely to be lower than PF, i.e., the up-domain tends to over es-
timate the speed of the boundary zone. This is because it has no knowledge about
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the downstream condition beyond the boundary zone, and simply assumes vehicles
will leave the sub-network whenever they reach the end of the boundary, without
any capacity constraint. In reality, there is always a finite capacity at the exit of the
boundary zone, which limits the output flow of the boundary zone. Since this infor-
mation is available in the down-domain, it might be tempting to send it to up-domain
as well to make the up-domain simulation more realistic. However, sending such in-
formation is in effect equivalent to extending the boundary zone further downstream,
which reduces the benefit of parallelization by incurring more overheads and becomes
less effective than the proposed feedback system.
4.4 Summary
This chapter presents scalable solutions to solve the performance bottlenecks of the
DTA models identified in Chapter 3. Those bottlenecks appear in both demand and
supply side. The solutions can be briefly summarized as follows.
* The dynamic OD estimation problem, which is the main performance bottleneck
on the demand side, is formulated as a constrained GLS problem. It can be
efficiently solved if the solution algorithm can take advantage of the sparse
nature of the problem. The PCG variation of the Coleman-Li algorithm is
proposed as an example for solving it.
* The behavioral models can be relatively easy to speed-up by parallel comput-
ing. Those models work on disaggregate data, which is trivial to parallel if the
information is local. When global information is required, trade-offs need to
be made to avoid excessive communication overheads. Such parallelization is
consistent with the parallel simulation on the supply side.
* Parallel traffic simulation is used to make supply models scalable. An adaptive
network decomposition framework is proposed to ensure robust load-balancing
for on-line applications. A synchronization-feedback paradigm is used to keep
the traffic dynamics at the boundary of different sub-networks consistent with
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sequential simulation running on single-processor computers, while minimizing
the communication overheads.
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Chapter 5
Case studies
5.1 Objectives
In the previous chapters, scalable approaches for DTA have been developed. Algorith-
mic analyses on such approaches indicate that the system is, in general, asymptotically
efficient and theoretically scalable, given effective use of parallel computing.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the optimality of an algorithm is conditional on suit-
able data structures, and a correct implementation is equally important. While the
choice of algorithms remains dominant in the computational performance, implemen-
tation issues cannot be ignored: overheads, introduced by poor choice of hardware
platforms, data structures, or even programming languages, may significantly degrade
the performance.
The objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the aforementioned methodology.
In particular, the case studies focus on the following aspects:
* Demonstrate the feasibility of the approach.
* Verify the correctness of the results.
* Evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms.
The scalable approach is implemented on the DynaMIT-MPI DTA system, a vari-
ation of the DynaMIT-R system (Ben-Akiva et al., 1997, 1998) with the parallel
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simulation capability from the MPI libraries. The system is presented in Section 5.2.
A detailed presentation of the methodology used in this case studies follows (Sec-
tion 5.3). Results of the case studies are presented in detail in Section 5.4. Finally,
major findings of the case study are summarized in Section 5.5.
5.2 The DynaMIT-MPI system
DynaMIT (Dynamic Network Assignment for the Management of Information to
Travelers) is a state-of-the-art simulation-based traffic estimation and prediction sys-
tem based on the principle of dynamic traffic assignment. It has one version for plan-
ning applications (DynaMIT-P) and another for real-time applications (DynaMIT-R).
DynaMIT-R is designed to operate in the rolling horizon scheme, combining real-time
traffic surveillance data with historical data to estimate the current state of the trans-
portation network, predict future traffic conditions, and provide consistent travel in-
formation and guidance through ATIS. For the details of the DynaMIT-R system,
readers are referred to the Appendix A of Balakrishna (2006).
DynaMIT-MPI is the new generation DynaMIT-R system, dedicated for large-
scale real-time applications. Same as DynaMIT-R, it is developed in C++ and tested
primarily on Unix-like operating systems. It is very similar to DynaMIT-R in many
ways. For example, they share the same overall framework (as shown in Figure 5-
1), and use the same type of rolling horizon scheme. The main difference is that
DynaMIT-MPI is capable of using more scalable solutions discussed in Chapter 4.
5.2.1 Profiling studies
The development of DynaMIT-MPI is guided by detailed profiling studies. Statistics
about the running time of DynaMIT were collected from two profilers: One was the
GNU gprof 1, the GNU profiler, which provided the total amount (percentage) of
time DynaMIT spent executing each function by itself and with all of its children.
1GNU gprof is free software written by Jay Fenlason. It is included in most GNU
Linux distributions as part of the GNU Binutils package. For more information, see
http://sourceware.org/binutils/docs/gprof/index.html (accessed 21 August, 2008)
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Generation
Figure 5-1: DynaMIT-R framework overview.
(source: Balakrishna, 2006)
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The other was our own hand-written profiler, which allowed us to measure the wall
clock time at various granularity level, such as modules of several functions or a few
statements within a function, generating customized reports. DynaMIT-R was run
on various combinations of input parameters, including the size of the network, the
number of OD pairs, the level of demand, the number of iterations, the duration of the
study period, and the lengths of the estimation and prediction intervals. These pro-
filing studies helped us to identify the system bottlenecks and verify the assumptions,
and provided insights on where to focus on to speed up the system.
For example, Figure 5-2 shows the running time of DynaMIT's supply model and
behavioral model during the simulation of a 15-minute horizon in one iteration, as
a function of the number of packets in the network. A packet here consists of one
vehicle. The tests were done on the Los Angeles network (Figure 5-5) described in
Section 5.3.1. The figure shows that the running time of the supply simulation is
roughly proportional to the number of packets (vehicles) in the network, and so is
the time for the behavioral models (in this case, including disaggregation). These
observations are consistent with our analyses in Section 3.4 and Section 3.3.2. In
addition, the running time for the behavioral models was found to be dominated by
the supply simulation. Therefore, speeding-up the supply simulation should be one
of the top priorities in the implementation of DynaMIT-MPI system.
The profiling studies also identified many implementation issues. Functions taking
unusually large amount of time were brought to our attention. Most of them were not
correctly implemented with the best practice, resulting unnecessary overheads, higher
order of growth, or poor cache locality (LaMarca, 1996). Significant performance
improvements were achieved after a relatively small portion of code was rewritten.
The following "rules of thumb" were considered during the new implementation:
* Reduce the amount of data that needs to be processed, and use correct and
compact data-structure to avoid high-order operations. For example, when
storing objects in a container, correct use of hash-maps or vectors provides
0(1) time random access to an element in the container, while using maps
typically requires O(ln n), where n is the number of elements in the container.
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If the access is done millions of times in a simulation, the latter would be slower
by order of magnitudes.
* Avoid frequently allocating and de-allocating memory. Dynamic allocation of
memory is typically slow, and frequent memory allocation and de-allocation
often implies bad memory locality and poor cache performance.
* Use industrial-strength algorithms and libraries whenever possible.
Figure 5-3 illustrates the performance improvement of DynaMIT-R due to new
implementations. It shows how much time 2 DynaMIT needs to run a simulation
of the Los Angeles network (Figure 5-5) for a six-hour morning peak period on a
typical day in 15-minute estimation intervals and 30-minute prediction intervals. 3
The figure indicates the execution time has been reduced from about 18 minutes to
four and a half minutes, or 1/4 of the original, by avoiding bad designs and revising
inefficient implementations in the original version of DynaMIT-R.
Even after significant improvements to the DynaMIT-R system have been made,
OD estimation and supply simulation remain the system bottlenecks due to scalabil-
ity issues. Methodology of the Chapter 4 is therefore used to make DynaMIT run
faster, which leads to the birth of the DynaMIT-MPI system. After DynaMIT-MPI is
implemented based on the latest version of DynaMIT-R, profiling studies are used to
collect performance measurements for the new system and verify the design. Details
on the performance of DynaMIT-MPI are discussed in Section 5.4.
2 All tests were performed on our server with an Intel@ Pentium@ 4 CPU of 3.6 GHz. The server
has 2 GB main memory, although the simulation needs no more than 200 MB (megabytes) for this
network. The server runs on Fedora Core 3 (Heidelberg), a distribution of GNU Linux operating
system. In all cases DynaMIT was compiled by GNU g++ 3.4.4 (a C++ compiler) with "-03"
flag and the debugging and profiling code was included. The running time was collected from the
"user CPU time" returned by the GNU "time" command. (The difference between the elapsed real
time and the user CPU time was generally between 20 - 25 seconds.) In each test the run was
replicated for at least five times and the averaged running time was reported. (The deviation was
not significant, though.) While DynaMIT is a stochastic system and random numbers are used in
the simulation, all these tests used the same fixed seed for the random number generator to make
the results replicable.
3In this case, DynaMIT used sensor data for the past 15-minute to do one iteration of state
estimation, and then perform a 30-minute state prediction in two iterations. Consequently, for each
15-minute interval in our simulation period, DynaMIT in fact simulated 15 + 30 x 2 = 75 minutes
traffic.
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5.2.2 OD estimation
DynaMIT-MPI uses the sparse-matrix algorithm discussed in Section 4.2.1 for OD es-
timation. Our implementation of the Coleman-Li algorithm was tested in MATLAB@
(MathWorks Inc., 2008). It was then observed that the "lsqlin" command provided
in the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox is based on the same algorithm, with more
flexible input interfaces and fine-tuned performance. Therefore this command was
used for subsequent tests. A wrapping MATLAB script "m-file" was developed to
take care of the I/O between DynaMIT and lsqlin. The script was compiled using
the MATLAB@ CompilerTM (MathWorks Inc., 2006) into a stand-alone binary ex-
ecutable file so that it could be called from DynaMIT's demand module and run
independent of MATLAB. Having such a stand-alone program is handy for debug-
ging and testing, though calling this binary from DynaMIT causes small overheads
(about 1 - 2 seconds delay). Eventually the script can be compiled into a library to
be linked with DynaMIT to reduce the overhead.
Result generated by this new OD estimation module is consistent with previous
implementations. Moreover, the new module gracefully accounts for the non-negative
constraints, which was handled by ad-hoc approaches in previous implementations.
Evaluation of the computational performance of this new OD estimation module is
provided in Section 5.4.1.
5.2.3 Parallel simulation
For scalability considerations, DynaMIT-MPI uses a distributed memory architec-
ture. MPICH2 (Argonne National Laboratory, 2008), a high-performance and widely
portable implementation of the MPI standard, is chosen as the underlying library
for communication. DynaMIT-MPI implements the adaptive network decomposi-
tion framework described in Section 4.3.2. It collects running time statistics and
the spatial distribution of vehicles in the network, and uses them to facilitate the
generation of off-line partitions. During on-line applications, it can load suitable
off-line partitions and decides whether or not the re-partitioning is necessary. The
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synchronization-feedback paradigm proposed in Section 4.3.3 is also implemented to
ensure the correctness of the boundary traffic dynamics.
Introductions to the design of DynaMIT-MPI's parallel simulation is presented in
the rest of this subsection.
Network decomposition
DynaMIT uses a built-in mesoscopic time-based traffic simulator for the supply model
(Ben-Akiva et al., 2001). In this model, intersections are represented as nodes, and
roads are represented as unidirectional links. DynaMIT processes nodes in random
order. For each node, all incoming links are processed together, facilitating the mod-
eling of the vehicles' interactions at the intersections. Vehicles on those links are
moved one-by-one, according to their relative distances to the downstream node. It
can be shown (from both algorithmic analyses and profiling studies) that, for this
simulator, the execution time for moving traffics on each link during a given time
interval is approximately proportional to the average number of vehicles on the link
over the same period. Therefore, the average number of vehicles can be used to ap-
proximate the weight for each link. The weight of a node is the sum of the weights
of its incoming links, while the weight of a sub-network is the sum of the weights of
its nodes.
The weights are used to decompose the network, using the multilevel graph par-
titioning algorithms provided by the METIS library.4 As described in Section 2.3.4,
those algorithms are known to be highly efficient in creating good quality partitions.
The average number of vehicles on each link is collected by the simulator at run-time,
and sent across the network for partitioning. For load balancing, the workload of each
partition should match the processing power of the processor. One can benchmark the
processor by running the simulation alone on each, or simply use the working clock
4While the METIS library provides several variations of multilevel recursive bisection al-
gorithms for graph partitioning, only those that can compute a partitioning with prescribed
partition weights are chosen. In particular, if the number of partitions is no more than 8,
METISWPartGraphRecursive is used; otherwise, METISWPartGraphKway is used. According
to Karypis and Kumar (1998), the latter is significantly faster if a large number of partitions is
desired.
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rates (in cycles per second, measured in hertz) of the processors if they are from the
same family. The difference of these two metrics was negligible in our experiments.
A workload prediction model is used to assess the load imbalance, using in-
formation from the weights and the processing power. Denote the sub-network i
(i = 1,..., n, where n is the number of processors to be use) as G'(V', Ei), where G'
is the graph whose set of nodes (vertices) is V' and set of links (edges) is Ei . Suppose
the weight for each node d is Ad. The weight of the sub-network i is denoted as Wi ,
which is given by Equation 5.1:
Wi= > Ad (5.1)
dEV i
Suppose fi is a metric used to denote the processing power of processor i, and the
"adjusted weight" for the sub-network i, denoted as W * , is given by Equation 5.2:
W*i = WZ fi (5.2)
If all the processors have the same speed, we can also directly use the W' instead of
W*i . Denote W*ax = maxi W *i , W,*,n = mini W*i (where i = 1,..., n). They are the
maximum and minimum adjusted weight of all sub-networks, respectively. Assuming
the network is occupied, we have W ,ax > 0. (Otherwise, the network is empty and
the load-balancing problem is trivial.) One can thus quantify the unbalanced load
using the relative gap g as shown in Equation 5.3:
W* - W*
S= max min (5.3)
max
Obviously, g is a value between 0 and 1. For perfectly balanced load, we have
g = 0; if g = 1, then at least one sub-network is empty. For on-line applications, we
can then choose a threshold for g and check if the re-partitioning is necessary. The
threshold can be an input parameter specified by users of DynaMIT-MPI.
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Communication
As described in Section 4.3, the network is decomposed into several sub-networks
(domains) and each processor handles one.
When vehicles enter the boundary zones, they are kept in a buffer first and then
sent to downstream sub-networks during the synchronization. Feedbacks from the
downstream are also sent upstream to make sure the upstream traffic dynamics match
the downstream situations. During the synchronization, most of the communication
occurs between neighboring domains; they are sent via non-blocking point-to-point
communications. A non-blocking communication allows the processor to initiate other
jobs before the communication is completed, which is an important technique to min-
imize overheads, because a sub-network typically has several neighbors, and it could
be upstream to some sub-networks while downstream to others at the same time. Yet
the communications have to end with a call to MPIWaitall, or any other equivalent
function, to ensure all messages are received. Sometimes (e.g., the notification of
an incident) broadcasting the message to all domains is necessary. This is handled
by collective communication (Message Passing Interface Forum, 2008) so that the
communication needs only O(ln n) time where n is the number of processors.
5.2.4 Practical considerations
Reducing the size of the messages
To minimize the communication cost, it is important to reduce the size of the mes-
sages to be sent among processors. Therefore, we strive to make sure only critical
information is sent. For example, in synchronizing the vehicles at the boundary zone,
not every detail about the vehicle need to be sent. While the driver/vehicle has
many attributes and socio-economic characteristics, if they are available in the down-
stream domain or will be changed before the vehicle is reloaded on the downstream
sub-network, then it may be excluded from the synchronization.
Reducing the number of bits a single piece of data required also reduces the size of
the message significantly. For instance, DynaMIT originally used a double-precision
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floating point number (or simply called a "double") to represent the position of a
vehicle within a segment. For our applications, however, it is sufficiently accurate
to use a single-precision floating point number (denoted as "single") instead. In
the typical hardware platform we use, a double takes 8 bytes while a single only
needs 4 bytes. Thus making this change saves 4 bytes per vehicle in our system.
Another possibility is to change some variables (such as travel time) from floating
point representations to (short) integers. If the range of the integer is between 0 to
65535 (i.e., 216 - 1), we only need 16 bits (2 bytes) to store it.
It is also possible to compress the message before sending, and de-compress it
after receiving. This might be useful if we need to send a large amount of data in a
single message, though we have not yet implemented it. Substantial profiling studies
need to be done to see if the extra work for compression and de-compression can be
compensated by the savings in communication.
Speeding up the behavioral models
Calculating probabilities in the behavioral model requires large amount of computa-
tion. While the utility function can be computed from additions and multiplications,
many models require the exponential function to compute the probability from the
utility function. For example, the route choice model in Equation 3.7 uses the expo-
nential function for every alternatives. Typically one would use a system library to
compute the value of this function. Yet this may not be good enough, as our profiling
studies indicate that it takes a majority amount of time for the behavioral model.
If the computation of behavioral models takes only a small fraction of total running
time, as it is in our case studies, then optimizing this function may not bring much
savings. Moreover, as indicated in Section 4.2.2, this part can be parallelized to
get scalable performance. However, it is possible to push it further, by speeding
up the computation of the exponential function. One can combine the lookup table
with linear interpolation techniques (Schraudolph, 1999; Cawley, 2000) to replace the
relatively slow system library call. In fact, we were able to get up to 40 times speed-up
in various experiments on the new implementation of the exponential function.
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5.3 Case study methodology
5.3.1 Data description
The Lower Westchester County (NY) network
As shown in Figure 5-4, the first study network covers the Lower Westchester County
(LWC), just to the north of New York City and includes the most important highway
corridors that connect up-state New York and Connecticut regions to New York City.
A majority of commuters, who live in this region and commute daily to New York City,
cross the network in the southbound direction in the morning and northbound in the
evening. The main north-south corridors include the New England Thruway (1-95),
the New York State Thruway (1-87) and the Hutchinson River Parkway. The Cross
Westchester Expressway (1-287) is the main east-west corridor in the region. The
study network contains 825 nodes and 1767 links. The links are further subdivided
into 2564 uniform segments that capture changing link characteristics. 572 segments
have been recognized as parkways, for which truck traffic is not allowed. Traffic is
loaded onto the network through 482 OD pairs. The network was calibrated using
traffic count data from 109 sensors (Antoniou et al., 2006; Balakrishna et al., 2007).
For this network, DynaMIT (both DynaMIT-R and DynaMIT-MPI) ran from
4:00 AM to 10:00 AM in on-line mode. Sensor files were used to simulate the traffic
surveillance interface to provide input to DynaMIT at the beginning of every horizon.
The estimation interval was 15 minutes, while the prediction interval was 30 minutes.
Three processors, including two Intel@ Xeon@ CPUs at 3.00GHz and one Intel
Pentium 4 CPU at 3.60GHz, were used in this study. Our benchmarking tests indicate
the Pentium 4 one runs about 1.16 times faster than the others. This is taken into
account in the partitioning. All three computers were connected to a 100 Mbps LAN.
The downtown Los Angeles network
The LA network (Figure 5-5) is from the South Park area of downtown Los Angeles.
This area includes both the Staples Center and the Los Angeles Convention Center,
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Figure 5-4: Network of the Lower Westchester County, NY.
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and is heavily affected by special events. The area generates a minimum of 200
events per year ranging from the Democratic National Convention and the Automobile
Show, to NBA Lakers and NHL Kings games. Traffic patterns vary significantly with
different types of events. Recurring commuter traffic along the Figueroa Corridor,
Olympic Boulevard and other one-way streets in the financial district also poses a
challenge to traffic management.
Figure 5-5: Network of downtown Los Angeles, CA.
(source: Google Maps)
Two major freeways cross the region: the Harbor Freeway (1-110) and the Santa
Monica Freeway (1-10). Traffic along the freeways is very heavy throughout the day,
and on weekends. When severe and prolonged traffic congestion develops along these
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freeways, diversions to parallel surface streets frequently occur. The traffic getting
onto the freeways may also be diverted to other ramps connecting to several major
arterials marking the border of the study network (including Hoover Street on the
west, Adams Boulevard towards the south, Olympic Boulevard due north, and Grand
Avenue on the east).
The network was coded using 243 nodes connected by a total of 606 directed free-
way and arterial links. Traffic is loaded onto the network through 1129 OD pairs.
Count data from 203 loop detector stations, available on both freeways (UC Berkeley
and Caltrans, 2005) and arterials (Balakrishna, 2006), were obtained and aggregated
into 15-minute time intervals. Real surveillance data from September 2004 was pro-
vided by LA Department of Transportation (LADoT) for calibration and validation
(Gupta, 2005; Wen et al., 2006b).
For this network, DynaMIT simulated from 3:00 AM to 9:00 AM in on-line mode.
Every horizon consists of a 15-minute estimation interval and a 30-minute prediction
interval, and it rolls ahead every 15 minutes. At the beginning of each interval, a
sensor file containing archived 15-minute count data was used to simulate the traffic
surveillance interface to provide input to DynaMIT.
It should be noted that, although this real-world network is chosen by FHWA for
online deployment, it is relatively small compared to the LWC one. The only perfor-
mance bottleneck suggested by the profiling study was the OD estimation. In fact,
with the improvement on the OD estimation (namely using sparse-matrix-based GLS
solution), DynaMIT was able to run in real-time in our on-line deployment studies
(Wen et al., 2006a), which by itself indicated the usefulness of our methodology. On
the other hand, this implied there might not be much room for improvement on the
supply side, except for perhaps some unusual situations. (This was confirmed later
by studies in Section 5.4.3.) Hence, only two Intel Xeon CPUs at 3.00GHz were used
in this study. The computers were connected to a 100 Mbps LAN, same as in the
LWC network.
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5.3.2 Experimental design
OD estimation numerical experiments
The dynamic OD estimation is formulated as a GLS problem (Equation 4.1). Com-
parisons between two solution algorithms are made: One is implemented with sparse-
matrix representations, while the other is not. The objective is to show how the
running time of each implementation varies as the size of the problem increases. Note
that the size of the problem in the OD estimation problem is primarily character-
ized by the number of OD pairs (noD) and the number of sensors (ni). The former
determines the number of unknowns to estimate, while the latter reflects the num-
ber of measurements. Both of them affects the dimension of the assignment matrix
(n, x nOD)
Three different configurations of problem size were tested.
(I) The LWC network, with 482 OD pairs and 109 sensors.
(II) The LA network, with 1129 OD pairs and 203 sensors.
(III) The LA network, with 3908 OD pairs and 182 sensors.
The first two configurations were the same as the on-line case studies described in
Section 5.3.1. For the third one, data from off-line calibration studies of the LA
network was used. 5
For each configuration, input data was prepared for five different horizons, and
each was tested for five times, and the average running time was reported to avoid
potential random effects.
The experiments were done in MATLAB. Input data for the OD estimation was
loaded into MATLAB first, before the stopwatch timer was used to measure the
amount of time (in seconds) MATLAB took to complete the OD estimation operation.
5This configuration corresponded to an earlier data set used to perform the calibration for the
same LA network (Figure 5-5). On that particular day, over 20 sensors were observed to be mal-
functioning, and thus excluded from the estimation. Among the 3908 OD pairs, many were found to
have close-to-zero flows during the morning peak period, and thus excluded from subsequent on-line
case studies.
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Thus the measured time did not include the disk I/O time, which could be viewed as
overheads.
The following MATLAB code snippet describes how the time is measured. Here
"estimateOD" represents a function corresponding to the implemented algorithm for
OD estimation, and the symbols :ih Y, a h, x, R-', and Q-l are defined in the same
way as Equation 4.1. The built-in MATLAB functions "tic" and "toc" are used for
timing. While "tic" starts a stopwatch timer, "toc" prints the elapsed time since tic
was used.
tic;
h = estimateOD(y*, ah , x h, R hl , Qh1);
toc
The tests were performed on a PC with a 3.0 GHz Intel Xeon CPU, 2048 KB
Cache, and 4 GB Memory. The MATLAB version we used was 7.6.0.324 (R2008a).
The results are available in Section 5.4.1.
Parallel simulation accuracy experiments
Since the most ubiquitous traffic measurement is traffic counts, the simulated link
counts in parallel simulation were compared with those obtained from sequential
simulation.
In the ideal situation, the counts in both parallel and sequential simulations should
match. But this is unlikely to happen due not only to the boundary constraints for
parallel simulation, but also to the inherent stochastic effects of the simulator. To
minimize the impact of the randomness, each type of simulator was run multiple
times with different random seeds, and average counts were used for comparison.
A regression study was done to check how close the two groups of results were.
Comparisons between single replication of parallel and sequential simulations were
also made to check the actual impact of parallelization with regard to the outputs.
The results are presented at Section 5.4.2.
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Parallel simulation efficiency experiments
The LWC network case study consists of two scenarios. The first ("normal") one uses
the historical average data as input, and no incidents occur. In the second ("incident")
scenario, a major incident occurs on 1-287 east-bound (as shown in Figure 5-6), leaving
only 20% capacity from 6:05 AM to 8:05 AM. The traffic surveillance data are different
from the normal case. (As a result, the estimated demand is also different.) This
is used to verify the robustness of our adaptive load balancing design, i.e., to check
if the speed-up of parallel simulation deteriorates when unusual events occur in the
network.
Figure 5-6: Incident location for LWC Network.
For the normal scenario, we collected execution time for four different cases.
The base case (denoted as "BC") simply used the sequential version of DynaMIT
(DynaMIT-R), which had no overhead (or benefit) of parallelization. The second
case used a single off-line partition, which was used as a baseline for the state-of-the-
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art. We initially partitioned it based on workload predicted from an average number
of vehicles of all simulated periods, and then further refined it iteratively (similar to
the approach described by Nagel and Rickert, 2001). This one was denoted as "SP",
meaning a "single-partition" case. The third case used multiple off-line partitions,
denoted as "MP". The partitions were generated using average historical data, one
for each time interval. During the on-line application, a suitable off-line partition was
loaded and used for all iterations of the same time interval. The last case started by
loading the off-line partition for the first interval at the first iteration, and performed
adaptive on-line re-partitioning. This case used multiple partitions and adaptive load
balancing, and was therefore denoted as "MA".
The objective of the comparison of the four cases in the normal scenario is to show
the benefit of using multiple partitions - the "MP" and "MA" cases are expected to
perform better than the "SP" case.
For the incident scenario, we would further compare "MP" and "MA" to demon-
strate the robustness of adaptive load balancing under non-recurrent situations.
Similarly, the LA network case study also has a "normal" scenario and an "in-
cident" scenario, in which 15% capacity is left during 5:10 AM - 6:15 AM for a
south-bound segment on 1-110 (shown in Figure 5-7).
The results are shown at Section 5.4.3.
5.3.3 Measure of effectiveness
The measurement of accuracy in comparing the link flows from parallel simulation
against sequential simulation is based on the fit of counts from parallel simulation
with sequential simulation. It is quantified by the R2 in the regression study and the
normalized root mean square error (RMSN), computed from Equation 5.4 (Ashok,
1996; Antoniou, 2004):
RMSN = (5.4)
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Figure 5-7: Incident location for LA Network.
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where N is the number of observations, y denotes the i-th observation from sequential
simulation and yf is the corresponding value from the parallel simulation.
For measurement of effectiveness, we used three types of performance metrics that
are often seen in the literature.
The first one is the "real time ratio" (RTR, Equation 5.5), which says how much
faster than reality the simulation is running.
RTR(p) = (5.5)
t(p)
where to is the duration of a simulation time interval, and t(p) is the total running
time needed for the simulation of the same period, when p processors are used. Note
that in some literatures to is chosen to be very small. For example, Nagel and Rickert
(2001) set to to the time-step size of the simulator, and t(p) is then the total execution
time for one time step (which was denoted as T(p)). We prefer to use longer interval
(to), however, as it helps to reduce the relative measurement error of t(p).
The second performance metric is the "speed-up ratio" (Eager et al., 1989), which
is defined as (Equation 5.6):
S(p) = t(1) (5.6)
t(p)
where p is the number of processors, and t(p) is same as defined earlier in Equation 5.5,
and t(1) is running time from the fastest existing sequential algorithm. Some litera-
tures (e.g., Nagel and Rickert, 2001) also used the time of the parallel algorithm on a
single CPU for t(1), but this would include all the parallel simulation overheads in the
numerator of Equation 5.6, and over-estimate the benefit of the parallel simulation.
In some literatures (e.g., Eager et al., 1989), efficiency is defined as the average
utilization of the p allocated processors, which can be directly computed from the
speed-up ratio S(p) and the number of processors p, as shown in Equation 5.7. Higher
E(p) is often a result of more balanced load and lower overheads. This is used as the
third metric.
S(p)E(p) = (5.7)
p
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 Improvements of efficiency in demand estimation
As indicated in the experimental design, three configurations of input were used to
test the OD estimation algorithms. Table 5.1 reports the running time the two algo-
rithms require for each configurations. The number of OD pairs (nOD), the number
of links with sensors (nj), the sum of (nOD + nl), and the average number of non-zero
elements in the assignment matrix (nNz of a') are also listed. Figure 5-8 shows the
results graphically. It is observed that the running time of the sparse implementation
scales well, while the one without sparse representation results in drastically increased
execution time when the size of the problem increases.
Table 5.1: OD Estimation with and without Sparse-Matrix Representations
Configuration nD ni nOD+ NZ of Average running time (sec.)
Sparse Full
(I) 482 109 591 2160 0.48 2.11
(II) 1129 203 1332 5176 1.47 1.70E+01
(III) 3908 182 4090 457 0.57 1.61E+02
From Figure 5-8, we can see the trend for the increase of running time. For the
full-matrix implementation, the increase is non-linear. In fact, using results from
Table 5.1, it can be shown that the correlation between (nOD + n1)2 and the running
time of the full-matrix implementation is 1.000, which indicates the running time
grows proportional to (nOD + n1)2 . This matches our expectation, as the analytical
derivation (in Section 3.3.1) suggests that the running time is O((nOD + n1)2 ), which
means the increases would be at most quadratic to (nOD + nl).
On the other hand, the complexity of sparse-matrix implementation, O((nOD +
nj)2dp), depends not only on the sum of (nOD + n1), but also the sparse structure of
the matrices (captured by d) and the number of iterations of the solution algorithm
(p). With p being a relatively stable number, we would expect to see a much flatter
increase of running time. This is supported by the results. Table 5.1 also suggests
that the running time of the sparse implementation is related to number of non-zeros
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Figure 5-8: Running time for OD estimation.
in the assignment matrix (the correlation between the running time and the nNZ is
0.903) and less sensitive to nOD or nl, which is also expected. Had we had enough
number of configurations, it would be possible to obtain an empirical relation between
(noD + nl) and the running time by fitting a curve, and compare it with the analytical
results.
5.4.2 Verification of the correctness of parallel simulation
As the simulator is inherently stochastic, we do not expect the output from the parallel
simulation to be exactly the same as the sequential simulation. Even if both use the
same random seed, a parallel simulation would generally use the random numbers
in a different order from the sequential simulation, and therefore obtain different
outputs. To reduce the impact of such randomness, multiple replications of parallel
and sequential simulation were made. Both networks were used to verify the accuracy
of the parallel simulation output.
For the LA network, both parallel and sequential simulations were run, each in
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50 replications, with the same set of input files but different seeds for the random
number generator.' For each replication, traffic counts 7 at the 203 sensors were
reported for each 15-minute estimation time interval from 3 AM to 9 AM, resulting
4872 (203 x 24) observations. Averages of the observations were then calculated
from the 50 replications. The averages were then used to compute the RMSN from
Equation 5.4, which was 0.0554.
An ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression was done. The average observations
from the single-CPU sequential simulation were used as the (right-hand-side) de-
pendent variables, while the (left-hand-side) independent variables were the averages
from the two-CPU parallel simulation. The results are summarized in Table 5.2. The
slope (denoted as k) is close to one and the intercept (denoted as b) is almost zero.
(Their standard errors are also reported.) The R2 and the RMSN indicate a good fit.
Table 5.2: Parallel vs. Sequential: Comparing Average Traffic Counts
Network No. obs. k (Std-Err. of k) b (Std-Err. of b) R2  RMSN
LA 4872 1.001 (3.66E-04) 3.399E-03 (0.113) 0.999 0.0554
LWC 2616 1.000 (2.49E-04) 8.282E-02 (0.133) 1.00 0.00862
The average observations are plotted in Figure 5-9, where each data point repre-
sents the comparison of the counts at one sensor during one 15-minute interval. The
horizontal coordinate represents the average value obtained from the sequential sim-
ulation, while the vertical coordinate represents the average value from the parallel
simulation.
For the LWC network, the sequential simulation is compared against a 3-CPU
parallel simulation. Again 50 replications were run for each type of simulations.
All replications used the same set of input files but each used a different random
seed.8 Simulated sensor counts at the 109 sensors were reported for each 15-minute
estimation time interval from 4 AM to 10 AM, resulting 2616 (109 x 24) observations in
6The same set of 50 random seeds used by the sequential simulations was used by parallel simu-
lations.
7The counts represented the "passenger-car-units", or PCU
8Again the same set of 50 random seeds used by the sequential simulations was used by parallel
simulations.
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Sequential vs. Parallel: Average Simulated Counts for LA network (3-9 AM)
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Figure 5-9: Average traffic counts for LA network.
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Sequential vs. Parallel: Average Simulated Counts for LWC network (4-10 AM)
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Figure 5-10: Average traffic counts for LWC network.
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each run. Averages of the observations were then calculated from the 50 replications.
The RMSN of the average counts is 0.00862. A similar regression study as in the LA
network case was performed, and the results are also listed in Table 5.2. The average
observations are plotted in Figure 5-10.
Coefficient of variation vs. mean of sensor counts for all intervals (LA, sequential)
, ...
0 500 1000 1500
Mean
2000 2500
Figure 5-11: Coefficient of variation in sequential simulation for LA network.
Besides comparing the mean values of different replications, we also investigated
how different individual replications could be. Ideally, the variation among replica-
tions should be reasonably small such that the mean value is statistically meaningful.
To verify this, the coefficient of variation' is computed for the sequential and parallel
simulation.
Figure 5-11 shows the coefficient of variation for the 50 replications of the se-
quential simulation in the LA network. There are 4872 data points in this figure,
corresponding to the traffic counts measured at the 203 sensors during the 24 15-
minute time intervals. For each sensor during a given interval, traffic counts from
9The "coefficient of variation" is defined as the standard deviation divided by the mean.
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Figure 5-12: Coefficient of variation in parallel simulation for LA network.
the 50 replications are used to compute the mean'o (the horizontal axis) and the
coefficient of variation (the vertical axis). It is observed that the variation of the
sensor counts due to different replications is small" and does not increase as the
mean goes up. The same observation is made for the parallel simulation, which is
shown in Figure 5-12. Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 show the corresponding figures
for the LWC network (with 2616 data points instead). Similar to the LA network,
for sensors that count at least 500 vehicles per 15-minute interval, the coefficient of
variation is generally less than 0.1. These four figures indicate that, when different
random seeds are used, the parallel simulation has exhibited similar variations as the
sequential simulation, and in both cases, the variations remain reasonably small and
insensitive to the mean values.
Furthermore, results from single random replication were directly compared. Fig-
10The same mean value has been used in the regression study reported in Table 5.2.
11For the LA network, some sensors have unusually large coefficient of variations at the beginning
of the simulation (3 AM to 4 AM), when the small traffic demand results in small mean traffic
counts. This is rare, however, for sensors that report higher volume. When a sensor counts at least
500 vehicles per interval, the coefficient of variation is generally less than 0.1.
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Coefficient of variation vs. mean of sensor counts for all intervals (NY, sequential)
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Figure 5-13: Coefficient of variation in sequential simulation for LWC network.
Coefficient of variation vs. mean of sensor counts for all intervals (NY, parallel)
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Figure 5-14: Coefficient of variation in parallel simulation for LWC network.
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Figure 5-16: Comparing traffic counts from random replications for LWC network.
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ure 5-15 compares the counts obtained from a randomly chosen sequential simulation
with another randomly chosen parallel simulation, instead of using the averages. This
is to demonstrate the difference with the impact of randomness. The results (Ta-
ble 5.3) also indicate a good fit. For the LWC network, a randomly chosen replication
of sequential simulation is compared against a 3-CPU parallel simulation. The results
are listed in the last row of Table 5.3. The R2 is slightly lower than other cases, but
overall the results are similar to the LA network case.
Table 5.3: Parallel vs. Sequential: Comparing Single-Replication Traffic Counts
Network No. obs. k (Std-Err. of k) b (Std-Err. of b) R2  RMSN
LA 4872 1.000 (5.67E-04) 0.181 (0.167) 0.998 0.0836
LWC 2616 0.996 (1.49E-03) 1.19 (0.794) 0.994 0.0514
Compared with Figure 5-15, data points in Figure 5-16 appear on average further
away from the 45-degree line. This corresponds to a slightly higher gap (or lower R 2)
between the output from parallel simulation and the sequential simulation. We believe
it is largely due to the stochastic impact of the simulator instead of a systematic bias, if
any, introduced by the parallel simulation. This is supported by the results (available
in Table 5.2) obtained by using averages from 50 replications, which significantly
reduces the randomness in the output. It is observed that the fits of using the average
counts for both networks are almost equally good and the fit is insensitive to the
number of processors.
For all cases, the slopes were practically equal to one, while the intercepts were
close to zero. The results indicated the output of parallel simulation exhibits high
fidelity to the sequential simulation.
5.4.3 Improvements of efficiency in supply simulation
The normal scenario for the LWC network
In the normal scenario, for each of the all four cases, three replications were run.
Table 5.4 shows the average execution time used to simulate the 30-minute prediction
intervals during morning peak hours. As defined in Section 5.3.2, "BC" stands for the
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base case, "SP" stands for the single off-line partition case, while "MP" and "MA"
refer to multiple off-line partition and the multiple off-line partition with adaptive
load balancing, respectively. For the base case, DynaMIT-R was run on the fastest
machine, while for all others, three processors were used for the parallel simulation.
We can see that using multiple partitions (whether using on-line adaptive approach
or not) consistently out-performed one single off-line partition. On the other hand,
as the input of this scenario was the same as the one used to solve for the off-line
partitions, partitions in the multiple off-line partition ("MP") case were already very
close to optimal. Consequently, the benefit of on-line adjustment was negligible,
and the overhead of adaptive computation caused a small degraded performance for
using adaptive ("MA"). But in general, both "MP" and "MA" cases provided good
speed-ups for most intervals.
Table 5.4: Execution Time of the Normal Scenario for LWC Network
(Unit: Seconds)
Time interval BC SP MP IMA
6:00-6:30 16.5 8.5 7.2 7.4
6:15-6:45 18.6 9.2 7.9 8.2
6:30-7:00 19.9 10.0 8.4 8.7
6:45-7:15 20.4 10.0 8.7 9.1
7:00-7:30 20.9 10.2 8.7 8.9
7:15-7:45 21.7 11.1 8.9 9.1
7:30-8:00 22.4 10.6 9.0 9.3
7:45-8:15 22.2 10.7 9.0 9.8
8:00-8:30 21.3 10.9 8.8 8.9
8:15-8:45 20.5 11.0 8.7 9.3
8:30-9:00 20.2 10.3 8.7 9.2
Figure 5-17 shows the running time of DynaMIT for each of the 30-minute pre-
diction intervals under the normal scenario. The base case running time is used for
normalization for other cases in Figure 5-18, which compares the normalized running
time for all four cases during the same period. Here, for each interval, the base case
running time is set to 100%, and running time for each of the three other cases is
converted into a percentage of the base case. This helps to visualize how each of
the parallel simulation cases performs with regard to the sequential base case. The
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Figure 5-17: Base case running time for LWC network under normal scenario.
Figure 5-18: Normalized running time for LWC network under normal scenario.
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"LB" in Figure 5-18 stands for the lower bound. It is set to -- % in this case, be-
cause three processors were used. In traffic simulation applications like this where
relatively frequent synchronizations occur, the overheads make it impossible to get
the perfect speed-up, and therefore the running time could not go below 1% if there
are p processors.
Since the parallel simulation cases used three processors, we can compute the real
time ratio RTR(p) for p = 3 from Equation 5.5. Here the to is 30 minutes, or 1800
seconds. The computed RTR(3) for all four cases are shown in Table 5.5, the last row
of which shows the average RTR(3) between 6 AM to 9 AM.
It is observed that, during the morning peak hours, the RTR for the sequential
simulation in DynaMIT varied between 80 and 109 for the LWC network. For a
parallel simulation with three processors using only single partition ("SP"), the RTR
increased to roughly twice of the sequential base case. Having multiple partitions
further improved the RTR for roughly 10% - 26%. This indicates using multiple
partitions brings extra savings in running time than the overhead it costs, which is
consistent with our analysis and assumptions in Section 4.3.
Another observation is that, when traffic is less congested, the RTR tends to be
higher. This is also intuitive, as the simulation tends to slow down when more vehicles
are on the network.
Table 5.5: Real Time Ratio of the Normal Scenario for LWC Network
Time interval BC SP [MP MA
6:00-6:30 109 212 250 243
6:15-6:45 97 196 228 220
6:30-7:00 90 180 214 207
6:45-7:15 88 180 207 198
7:00-7:30 86 176 207 202
7:15-7:45 83 162 202 198
7:30-8:00 80 170 200 194
7:45-8:15 81 168 200 184
8:00-8:30 85 165 205 202
8:15-8:45 88 164 207 194
8:30-9:00 89 175 207 196
6:00-9:00 j 88 176 211 J 202
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Similarly, the speed-up ratio S(3) (for three processors) can be computed from
Equation 5.6, as shown in Table 5.6. For most intervals, the speed-up ratio for
the "SP" case was around 2, or 66% of the theoretical limit. With multiple off-
line partitions, the speed-up ratio was further improved by approximately 20%. The
significant improvement validates our a priori belief that the single partition approach
is inefficient, and confirms the potential of our proposed methods. Table 5.6 also gives
the result of the efficiency (defined in Equation 5.7). The high efficiency for "MP"
and "MA" suggests that they have relatively balanced workload and small overheads.
Table 5.6: Speed-up Ratio and Efficiency of Normal Scenario for LWC Network
Time interval Speed-up Ratio Efficiency
SPt MP MA SP MP MA
6:00-6:30 1.94 2.29 2.23 0.65 0.76 0.74
6:15-6:45 2.02 2.35 2.27 0.67 0.78 0.76
6:30-7:00 1.99 2.37 2.29 0.66 0.79 0.76
6:45-7:15 2.04 2.34 2.24 0.68 0.78 0.75
7:00-7:30 2.05 2.40 2.35 0.68 0.80 0.78
7:15-7:45 1.95 2.44 2.38 0.65 0.81 0.79
7:30-8:00 2.11 2.49 2.41 0.70 0.83 0.80
7:45-8:15 2.07 2.47 2.27 0.69 0.82 0.76
8:00-8:30 1.95 2.42 2.39 0.65 0.81 0.80
8:15-8:45 1.86 2.36 2.20 0.62 0.79 0.73
8:30-9:00 1.96 2.32 2.20 0.65 0.77 0.73
Generally, the more congested the network is, the higher speed-up ratio the par-
allel simulation can achieve. This is consistent with common belief that, when the
workload is high and sequential simulation is slow, parallel simulation works best.
When the workload is not sufficiently high, the overheads of the parallel simulation
take up a higher percentage of the computation, and therefore affect the speed-up
ratio negatively.
Theoretically, it would be good to test the parallel simulation on more processors
to confirm the scalability of the system. However, as discussed in Section 2.3.2, adding
more processors would not bring better performance gain forever; it would be more
appropriate if the size of the problem also grows bigger. Given the size of problem,
Table 5.5 suggested that the simulation was already running very fast. The focus of
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subsequent tests was therefore on whether the algorithm could maintain such high
real time ratio and speed-up ratio during incident scenarios.
The incident scenario for the LWC network
For the incident scenario, we compare the average execution time (three replications
per case) used to simulate the 30-minute prediction intervals for three cases: the base
case ("BC"), the multiple off-line partition case ("MP"), and the multiple off-line
partition with adaptive load balancing case ("MA"). In this scenario, a major incident
occurs at a segment on east-bound 1-287 (Figure 5-6), where only 20% capacity is left
from 6:05 AM to 8:05 AM. The purpose of this scenario is to draw some insight on
the robustness of adaptive load balancing under non-recurrent situations.
Table 5.7 reveals a clear difference in the running time of the two multiple-partition
cases, "MP" and "MA". Unlike the normal scenario where "MP" almost always led
to well-balanced partitions, here using off-line partitions caused sub-optimal perfor-
mance for some intervals, as a result of the significantly changed traffic pattern (prob-
ably due to the incident and the diversion of traffic). Before or after the incident,
when the traffic pattern was likely to be similar to the normal scenario, "MP" still
performed reasonably well. However, during the incident (except for early hours),
"MA" brought significant saving. There are two possible reasons why "MA" was not
immediately better than "MP" when the incident started. First of all, it took time for
the incident to cause significant deviation from the normal scenario. Until then, the
workload in the original off-line partitions could remain relatively balanced. Second,
during the early stage of the incident, the network was not quite congested. The
benefit from being adaptive was relatively small and could not fully compensate the
overhead. Anyway, when the incident caused significant impact and overall workload
was higher, the benefit of using adaptive load-balancing became more obvious.
Figure 5-19 shows the running time of DynaMIT for each of the 30-minute pre-
diction intervals under the incident scenario. The base case running time is used for
normalization for other cases in Figure 5-20, which compares the normalized running
time for the three cases during the same period. Again, for each interval, the base
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Figure 5-19: Base case running time for LWC network under incident scenario.
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Figure 5-20: Normalized running time for LWC network under incident scenario.
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Table 5.7: Execution Time of the Incident Scenario for LWC Network
(Unit: Seconds)
Time interval BC MP IMA
6:00-6:30 11.9 6.4 6.4
6:15-6:45 13.6 7.4 6.9
6:30-7:00 14.7 7.4 7.6
6:45-7:15 15.5 7.8 8.2
7:00-7:30 16.1 8.4 10.1
7:15-7:45 17.2 9.9 10.2
7:30-8:00 18.5 11.8 10.1
7:45-8:15 20.0 13.5 10.3
8:00-8:30 20.9 17.5 9.3
8:15-8:45 20.4 13.9 10.2
8:30-9:00 19.5 8.6 9.1
case running time is set to 100%, and running time for each of the other cases is
converted into a percentage of the base case. The "LB" in Figure 5-20 stands for the
lower bound, defined in the same way as in the normal scenario. It is set to 10% for
every interval.
Figure 5-20 indicates that, during the incident, the "MP" case could take up to
80% of the base case running time, while the "MA" case need as low as 45%. Clearly,
as the transportation network is inherently stochastic, off-line partitions cannot fully
anticipate when and where an incident like this would occur, and how it would affect
the traffic condition. On the other hand, the on-line adaptive approach ("MA") is
capable of making necessary adjustments on-the-fly, requiring less computation time
in the worse case. It demonstrates its robustness under non-recurrent incidents, when
its communication overhead is justified by the savings from the balanced load.
Similar to the normal scenario, the real time ratio, the speed-up ratio and the
efficiency can be computed from Table 5.7. The real time ratios are shown in Table 5.8,
while the latter two are shown in Table 5.9. It is observed that, on average, the RTR
of the "MA" case is about 91% higher than the base case, while the RTR of the "MP"
case is only about 67% higher than the base case.
The speed-up ratio and the efficiency are lower than the normal scenario for both
"MP" and "MA" cases. This is expected, as the normal scenario uses the same set of
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Table 5.8: Real Time Ratio of the Incident Scenario for LWC Network
Time interval BC I MP MA
6:00-6:30 151 281 281
6:15-6:45 132 243 261
6:30-7:00 122 243 237
6:45-7:15 116 231 220
7:00-7:30 112 214 178
7:15-7:45 105 182 176
7:30-8:00 97 153 178
7:45-8:15 90 133 175
8:00-8:30 86 103 194
8:15-8:45 88 129 176
8:30-9:00 92 209 198
6:00-9:00 105 176 201
input data for off-line "training" to get the off-line partitions, which are expected to
work better (when there is no incident). The key observation here is that the decrease
in efficiency is significantly less for the "MA" case, which indicates its robustness
under non-recurrent incident situations.
The normal scenario for the LA network
The running time for all the four cases is presented in Table 5.10. Each value cor-
responds to the average of three replications. The value denotes how much time it
takes to simulate a 30-minute prediction interval. As shown in this table, the base
case (using DynaMIT-R) was the fastest from the beginning (3 AM) till around 7 AM.
The parallel simulations were slower, indicating the communication overheads were
significant in this scenario. This also explained why the differences among all three
parallel simulation cases were almost negligible (till 8 AM). Note that the measured
time is small, especially during early hours (from 3 AM to 6 AM). The small running
time implies the measurement is more likely to be affected by measurement error or
systematic bias (such as I/O delays).
Figure 5-21 shows the base case average running time of DynaMIT for each of
the 30-minute prediction intervals (from 3 AM to 9 AM) under the normal scenario.
The base case running time is used for normalization for other cases in Figure 5-22,
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Base Case Running Time of LA Network
A (normal scenario)_
:15 4:15 5:15 6:15 7:15 8:15
Start time of prediction interval
Figure 5-21: Base case running time for LA network under normal scenario.
Running Time of Normal Scenario for LA Network
-*- BC
-SP
- MP
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4:15 5:15 6:15 7:15 8:15
Start time of prediction interval
Figure 5-22: Normalized running time for LA network under normal scenario.
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Table 5.9: Speed-up Ratio and Efficiency of Incident Scenario for LWC Network
Time interval Speed-up Ratio EfficiencyTime interval
MP MA MP IMA
6:00-6:30 1.86 1.86 0.62 0.62
6:15-6:45 1.84 1.97 0.61 0.66
6:30-7:00 1.99 1.93 0.66 0.64
6:45-7:15 1.99 1.89 0.66 0.63
7:00-7:30 1.92 1.59 0.64 0.53
7:15-7:45 1.74 1.69 0.58 0.56
7:30-8:00 1.57 1.83 0.52 0.61
7:45-8:15 1.48 1.94 0.49 0.65
8:00-8:30 1.19 2.25 0.40 0.75
8:15-8:45 1.47 2.00 0.49 0.67
8:30-9:00 2.27 2.14 0.76 0.71
which compares the normalized running time for all four cases during the same period.
Again, for each interval, the base case running time is set to 100%, and running time
for each of the three other cases is converted into a percentage of the base case. The
"LB" in Figure 5-22 stands for the lower bound, which is set to 50% for every interval,
as there are two processors used in the parallel simulation.
The running time of DynaMIT-R in Figure 5-21 reveals its high computational
efficiency: for every 30-minute horizon in the morning peak, the simulation time is
less than 4 seconds. The real time ratio in this case is thus at least 00 = 450, which
is about five times of the RTR for LWC network (Table 5.5). In fact, results from
Table 5.11 show that the RTR for the LA network (considering only the base case)
varied from roughly 480 to 4800. In other words, since the LA network is relatively
small (in terms of number of links, nodes, and the distance from one end to another)
as compared to the LWC network, the simulator runs approximately 5 to 50 times
faster on the LA network than on the LWC one.
While having high RTR is certainly a good sign for the real-time applications,
it also indicates that, for this network and the current hardware, the potential gain
from parallel simulation is small. As shown in Figure 5-22, all parallel simulation
cases performed poorly before 7:30 AM. They were even worse than the base case.
Table 5.12 also indicates this, as the speed-up ratios are less than one. This is
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Table 5.10: Execution Time of the Normal Scenario
(Unit: Seconds)
Time interval BC SP MP IMA
3:15-3:45 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.8
3:30-4:00 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.9
3:45-4:15 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.9
4:00-4:30 0.4 0.9 0.8 0.9
4:15-4:45 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.9
4:30-5:00 0.6 1.1 1.0 1.0
4:45-5:15 0.7 1.2 1.1 1.1
5:00-5:30 0.8 1.3 1.3 1.3
5:15-5:45 1.1 1.6 1.6 1.6
5:30-6:00 1.4 1.8 1.8 1.9
5:45-6:15 1.6 2.0 2.0 2.0
6:00-6:30 1.8 2.1 2.1 2.4
6:15-6:45 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.6
6:30-7:00 2.5 2.7 2.6 2.6
6:45-7:15 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.9
7:00-7:30 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.2
7:15-7:45 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.2
7:30-8:00 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.4
7:45-8:15 3.7 3.7 3.4 3.5
8:00-8:30 3.8 3.8 3.4 3.6
8:15-8:45 3.7 3.7 3.4 3.3
8:30-9:00 3.7 3.8 3.3 3.8
for LA Network
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Table 5.11: Real Time Ratio of the Normal Scenario for LA Network
Time Interval BC SP MP MA
3:15-3:45 4.8E+03 2.2E+03 2.2E+03 2.1E+03
3:30-4:00 4.8E+03 2.1E+03 2.2E+03 2.1E+03
3:45-4:15 4.7E+03 2.2E+03 2.2E+03 2.1E+03
4:00-4:30 4.4E+03 2.1E+03 2.1E+03 2.OE+03
4:15-4:45 3.7E+03 1.9E+03 2.OE+03 1.9E+03
4:30-5:00 3.1E+03 1.7E+03 1.8E+03 1.8E+03
4:45-5:15 2.7E+03 1.6E+03 1.6E+03 1.6E+03
5:00-5:30 2.2E+03 1.3E+03 1.4E+03 1.4E+03
5:15-5:45 1.6E+03 1.1E+03 1.1E+03 1.1E+03
5:30-6:00 1.3E+03 9.8E+02 9.9E+02 9.7E+02
5:45-6:15 1.1E+03 9.2E+02 9.2E+02 8.8E+02
6:00-6:30 9.8E+02 8.4E+02 8.5E+02 7.6E+02
6:15-6:45 8.3E+02 7.5E+02 7.6E+02 6.8E+02
6:30-7:00 7.3E+02 6.7E+02 6.9E+02 6.8E+02
6:45-7:15 6.5E+02 6.2E+02 6.2E+02 6.1E+02
7:00-7:30 5.9E+02 5.7E+02 5.8E+02 5.6E+02
7:15-7:45 5.5E+02 5.5E+02 5.6E+02 5.5E+02
7:30-8:00 5.1E+02 5.1E+02 5.1E+02 5.3E+02
7:45-8:15 4.9E+02 4.8E+02 5.2E+02 5.1E+02
8:00-8:30 4.8E+02 4.7E+02 5.3E+02 5.OE+02
8:15-8:45 4.8E+02 4.8E+02 5.4E+02 5.4E+02
8:30-9:00 4.8E+02 4.8E+02 5.4E+02 4.7E+02
3:15-9:00 9.4E+02 8.2E+02 8.5E+02 8.3E+02
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Table 5.12: Speed-up Ratio and Efficiency of Normal Scenario for LA Network
Time interval Speed-up Ratio Efficiency
SP MP MA SP MP MA
3:15-3:45 0.45 0.46 0.44 0.22 0.23 0.22
3:30-4:00 0.45 0.45 0.44 0.22 0.23 0.22
3:45-4:15 0.46 0.46 0.43 0.23 0.23 0.22
4:00-4:30 0.47 0.48 0.47 0.24 0.24 0.23
4:15-4:45 0.51 0.53 0.51 0.25 0.26 0.25
4:30-5:00 0.55 0.57 0.58 0.27 0.29 0.29
4:45-5:15 0.58 0.61 0.60 0.29 0.31 0.30
5:00-5:30 0.63 0.67 0.64 0.31 0.33 0.32
5:15-5:45 0.70 0.70 0.71 0.35 0.35 0.36
5:30-6:00 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.38 0.38 0.37
5:45-6:15 0.81 0.81 0.78 0.40 0.41 0.39
6:00-6:30 0.86 0.86 0.77 0.43 0.43 0.39
6:15-6:45 0.89 0.91 0.82 0.45 0.45 0.41
6:30-7:00 0.92 0.95 0.94 0.46 0.47 0.47
6:45-7:15 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.47 0.48 0.47
7:00-7:30 0.97 0.99 0.96 0.49 0.50 0.48
7:15-7:45 1.00 1.02 1.01 0.50 0.51 0.50
7:30-8:00 1.00 1.00 1.03 0.50 0.50 0.51
7:45-8:15 0.99 1.08 1.05 0.50 0.54 0.52
8:00-8:30 0.99 1.10 1.06 0.50 0.55 0.53
8:15-8:45 1.00 1.11 1.13 0.50 0.56 0.56
8:30-9:00 0.99 1.12 0.97 0.49 0.56 0.49
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expected, as the base case is highly efficient and there is not much workload to
parallel to justify the overheads.
The incident scenario for the LA network
For the incident scenario, an incident occurs on a south-bound 1-110 (Figure 5-7) from
5:10 AM to 6:15 AM, during which the capacity is reduced to 15% of the original.
Since relatively high overhead (primarily due to the small size of network) was
observed in the normal scenario, in this incident scenario a small change on the
adaptive case ("MA") was made. In particular, DynaMIT-MPI started with a "single
mode" for early hours, and then switched to the normal parallel mode dynamically.
This new case is therefore denoted as "MAS".
In the "single mode", DynaMIT-MPI uses the sequential simulator in all proces-
sors at the same time. No synchronization is made in the single mode. The same
random seed is used for all machines, ensuring the states are the same across all pro-
cessors. This is essentially equivalent to running multiple instances of DynaMIT-R on
different machines. The major difference is that DynaMIT-MPI can keep track of the
workload using its workload prediction model. When the workload exceeds a certain
threshold (which is specified by the user) or the simulation reaches a pre-defined in-
terval, DynaMIT-MPI will signalize a mode-shift, and start to use parallel simulation
from the next interval. The object-oriented design of DynaMIT's simulators makes it
possible to perform such transition seamlessly, as the simulators in both DynaMIT-R
and DynaMIT-MPI share the same interface.
The idea of the single mode is to avoid excessive overheads for intervals that are
already running very fast (such as the simulation of the LA network between 3 AM
- 5 AM). Theoretically it could be extended to decide how many processors to use
on-the-fly and intelligently switch on or off the simulation in some processors. But
this by itself would be an interesting yet challenging research topic, which is not part
of the scope of our research. Hence we choose a simple implementation: once the
switch from single mode is made, it remains in the parallel mode for the rest of the
simulation.
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Table 5.13: Execution Time of the Incident Scenario
(Unit: Seconds)
Time interval BC MP MAS
5:30-6:00 2.6 2.6 2.7
5:45-6:15 3.9 3.8 2.7
6:00-6:30 4.7 6.7 3.5
6:15-6:45 4.6 7.2 4.4
6:30-7:00 4.5 4.8 4.3
6:45-7:15 4.6 4.1 4.0
7:00-7:30 4.8 4.4 4.5
7:15-7:45 5.0 4.2 4.2
7:30-8:00 5.1 4.1 4.6
7:45-8:15 5.2 4.0 4.5
8:00-8:30 5.2 3.8 3.8
8:15-8:45 4.9 3.6 3.8
8:30-9:00 4.5 3.5 3.4
8:45-9:15 2.9 2.5 2.6
9:00-9:30 1.2 1.5 1.3
for LA Network
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Figure 5-23: Base case running time for LA network under incident scenario.
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Figure 5-24: Normalized running time for LA network under incident scenario.
Table 5.14: Real Time Ratio of the Incident Scenario for LA Network
Time Interval BC MP MAS
5:30-6:00 6.9E+02 6.9E+02 6.7E+02
5:45-6:15 4.6E+02 4.7E+02 6.6E+02
6:00-6:30 3.9E+02 2.7E+02 5.1E+02
6:15-6:45 3.9E+02 2.5E+02 4. 1E+02
6:30-7:00 4.OE+02 3.7E+02 4.2E+02
6:45-7:15 3.9E+02 4.4E+02 4.5E+02
7:00-7:30 3.7E+02 4.1E+02 4.OE+02
7:15-7:45 3.6E+02 4.3E+02 4.2E+02
7:30-8:00 3.5E+02 4.4E+02 3.9E+02
7:45-8:15 3.4E+02 4.5E+02 4.OE+02
8:00-8:30 3.5E+02 4.7E+02 4.7E+02
8:15-8:45 3.7E+02 4.9E+02 4.7E+02
8:30-9:00 4.OE+02 5.2E+02 5.2E+02
8:45-9:15 6.2E+02 7.3E+02 6.9E+02
9:00-9:30 1.5E+03 1.2E+03 1.4E+03
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-MP
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-+- LB
Table 5.15: Speed-up Ratio and Efficiency of Incident Scenario for LA Network
Speed-up Ratio Efficiency
MP MAS MP MAS
5:30-6:00 1.0 1.0 0.50 0.49
5:45-6:15 1.0 1.4 0.51 0.71
6:00-6:30 0.7 1.3 0.35 0.66
6:15-6:45 0.6 1.0 0.32 0.52
6:30-7:00 0.9 1.0 0.46 0.52
6:45-7:15 1.1 1.2 0.56 0.58
7:00-7:30 1.1 1.1 0.55 0.54
7:15-7:45 1.2 1.2 0.60 0.59
7:30-8:00 1.3 1.1 0.63 0.55
7:45-8:15 1.3 1.2 0.66 0.58
8:00-8:30 1.4 1.4 0.69 0.68
8:15-8:45 1.3 1.3 0.67 0.65
8:30-9:00 1.3 1.3 0.64 0.65
8:45-9:15 1.2 1.1 0.59 0.56
9:00-9:30 0.8 0.9 0.40 0.45
Table 5.13 summarizes the running time of the incident scenario for the LA net-
work. Three cases are included: the base case ("BC"), the multiple off-line partition
case ("MP"), and the on-line adaptive case with single mode enabled ("MAS"). In
this experiment the single mode was active till 5:15 AM (i.e., the first horizon with
parallel simulation started at 5:30 AM). Therefore only data after 5:30 AM would
be relevant for the performance of parallel simulation. It is observed that significant
performance gain was obtained in the "MAS" case during the incident, when "MP"
performed poorly. This is clearly shown in Figure 5-24, where the running time is
normalized by on the base case (Figure 5-23). Table 5.14 shows the real time ratios
in the incident scenario. Table 5.15 gives the corresponding speed-up ratios and effi-
ciency. Although the speed-up was insignificant in most intervals due to the high real
time ratio in the base case, "MAS" performed much better during the incident. This
experiment indicates, even for small networks where sequential simulation is typically
enough, adaptive load balancing parallel simulation may still be useful, especially
when non-recurrent incidents occur.
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Changes of the partitions
The impact of the adaptive load balancing algorithm is illustrated through figures in
this subsection. The sub-network ID of each node is displayed next to the node. (A
sub-network includes all nodes with the same ID.) Figure 5-25 shows one of the mul-
tiple off-line partitions obtained in the "MP" case, i.e., the one used for 6 AM - 6:30
AM. Only off-line data within this interval was used to get this partition. Figure 5-26
shows the partition obtained from on-line adaptive load balancing approach in the
incident scenario, for the same time interval. Clearly, the load balancing algorithm
recognized the increase of number of vehicles near the south-west part of the network,
and shifted some of the nodes to the other sub-network to balance the load.
Figure 5-25: Off-line partition at 6:00 - 6:30 AM for LA network.
5.4.4 Summary of results
Three types of experiments were done in the case studies. The first one was about
dynamic OD estimation, and the other two were on the accuracy and efficiency of the
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Figure 5-26: On-line partition at 6:00 - 6:30 AM for LA network.
parallel simulation, respectively.
In Section 5.4.1, we show that utilizing the sparse matrix in dynamic OD estima-
tion is critical to getting scalable computational performance. The OD estimation
problem is formulated as a GLS problem, and a relatively fast solution algorithm (due
to Coleman and Li, 1996) is used. Compared with the typical full-matrix solutions,
it led to tremendous savings in running time. For all configurations we tested, the
algorithm (with sparse-matrix implementation) was able to solve the problem in a
few seconds, which is good enough for many practical applications.
In Section 5.4.2, the accuracy of the parallel simulation model is verified on two
networks. Output from the parallel simulation is compared against its counterpart
from the sequential simulation. In one experiment, average counts from 50 replications
were used to reduce the inherent stochastic impact of the simulators. Counts from
randomly chosen replications were also compared. In all experiments, the fits were
good, indicating the output generated by our parallel simulation model could be
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reliably used to replace the sequential model.
In Section 5.4.3, we first showed that using multiple partitions is better than single
off-line partition obtaining from the best practice in the literature. In on-line appli-
cations where traffic patterns change quickly, sticking to one single partition could
result in significant unbalanced load and bad performance for parallel simulation. In
other words, the optimal partitions for on-line DTA applications vary for different
time-of-day.
Then we also demonstrated the usefulness of the proposed on-line adaptive load
balancing approach, via incident scenarios for the two networks we tested. For the
LWC network, good speed-up ratios were obtained for both the normal and the
incident scenarios. The adaptive approach performed much better when the non-
recurrent incident changed the traffic pattern, and it remained reasonably good for
other situations. For the LA network, as the network was small and the RTR was
already high, the benefit of parallelization was small under normal scenario. How-
ever, when an incident occurred, the adaptive approach had better performance even
for this small network. In both cases, the on-line re-partition heuristics prove to
be crucial under non-recurrent incident scenarios. Although being adaptive would
cause some overheads, it may be able to achieve significantly better load balancing,
resulting performance gains. Given sufficiently high bandwidth and small latency,
the communication time for a partition adjustment is relatively small as compared to
what it would have cost if the workloads are unbalanced.
The on-line adaptive load balancing approach is more robust in terms of requiring
less running time in the worse case of all scenarios. Although using only off-line
partitions may have the best performance in the normal situations, its worse-case
performance (in terms of maximum computation time for a single horizon) might
be unacceptably poor. On the other hand, the adaptive approach shows not only
reasonable speed-up ratios under various normal circumstances, but also better worse-
case performance. Such a feature is important for on-line applications, where the
system operates continuously and the simulation is typically expected to finish in a
pre-specified amount of time regardless of the traffic conditions.
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5.5 Major findings
This chapter tested and validated the algorithmic analyses and the proposed scal-
able DTA methodology presented in previous chapters. Empirical studies of two
real-world networks demonstrated the feasibility and scalability of the methodology.
Computational time was found to be consistent with our algorithmic analyses. Major
performance bottlenecks of the DTA system, including the OD estimation and the
supply simulation, were resolved by our approach, resulting in substantial gain of
runtime efficiency. As summarized in Section 5.4.4, the following observations were
made:
* The proposed Coleman-Li algorithm with spars-matrix implementation was in-
sensitive to the input sizes and solved OD estimation problem in a few seconds
for all tested configurations, demonstrating its effectiveness for on-line applica-
tions.
* Using multiple partitions with adaptive load balancing achieved good computa-
tional efficiency and robustness. Adaptively changing the partitions on-the-fly
significantly improved the load balancing especially when unusual events oc-
cur. This led to reductions in the maximum computation time for each hori-
zon, namely a better worse-case performance compared with non-adaptive ap-
proaches. The high real time ratio of the parallel simulation also indicated that
the tested system would be suitable for on-line (or real-time) applications. Al-
though we did not test parallel simulations with more processors, the reasonably
high speed-up ratio (or efficiency) reported in our experiments was a strong indi-
cator of scalability of the system, as it suggested the overhead of communication
among processors was limited even under non-recurrent incident scenarios.
* The accuracy of the parallel simulation design was convincingly demonstrated
through detailed comparison of the parallel simulation output with the sequen-
tial simulation output, indicating the validity and usefulness of the methods
developed in this thesis.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Summary
Stimulated by the availability of rich datasets from real-time traffic surveillance sys-
tems, researchers and practitioners have shown strong interests in applying DTA mod-
els on such data for forecasting traffic conditions and mitigating congestion. While
DTA has been successfully applied in this type of applications off-line, its computa-
tional performance remains one of the major obstacles in applying them for real-time
(on-line) traffic estimation and prediction.
This thesis develops a scalable methodology to systematically analyze and improve
the efficiency and scalability of DTA models. Our approach starts with a detailed and
illustrative algorithmic analysis, which draws insight on where the system bottlenecks
will be when the size of the problem grows. Typically, system components with high
order of growth (e.g., OD estimation) tend to become performance constraints when
the problem gets bigger. For those with low order of growth but sufficiently large size
(e.g., the supply simulation), they also tend to be slow.
This algorithmic analysis is then combined with profiling studies to get detailed
performance measurement of the existing system. When the computational bottle-
necks are identified, they are solved by proposed scalable approaches. For the demand
side, OD estimation is the dominating component in running time, but it can be sig-
nificantly improved by using a generalized least-squares formulation and efficiently
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solved by algorithms that exploit the sparse-matrix properties. Other parts are rela-
tively insignificant, or straightforward to parallelize to get scalable performance. For
the supply side, it is argued that a careful design of parallel simulation is neces-
sary. An adaptive network decomposition framework is presented to make the most
out of parallel simulation, by using multiple partitions and adjusting them as the
traffic condition evolves to achieve better load balancing. The design also utilizes
a synchronization-feedback paradigm to ensure the consistency of traffic dynamics
across processors while keeping communication overheads minimal.
The methodology is implemented on DynaMIT, a state-of-the-art DTA system,
and tested on two real-world large networks. Computational bottlenecks suggested
by algorithmic analyses are confirmed by profiling studies. A sparse-matrix-based OD
estimation solution algorithm and a distributed-memory parallel simulation are used
to speed up DynaMIT. The empirical results suggest that significant performance
gain can be obtained by using the proposed algorithms. The new OD estimation
solution approach cuts down the running time to less than two seconds for all tested
configurations, and it is insensitive to the input sizes. Using multiple partitions is
found to be better than the single off-line partition, and the adaptive load balancing
approach leads to efficient utilization of the computational powers of all processors
even under non-recurrent incident scenarios, which is crucial for scalable performance.
The results also suggest that the output of the parallel simulator is consistent with
the sequential simulator, indicating that the simple yet effective feedback mechanism
is capable of achieving high level of fidelity in sub-network boundaries.
The successful applications on the two real networks indicate the benefit of the
proposed methodology is not just theoretical but indeed practical as well. It opens
up great opportunities to apply DTA models for on-line applications.
It should be noted that a large part of the methodology developed in this thesis
can also be applied to off-line DTA applications, even though the primary context is
on-line. The OD estimation can be used in the same way as in on-line cases. Parallel
simulation will also bring some saving in the running time, and it is still possible
to make adjustments during the different runs of the supply simulation, although
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computing partitions before hand is unnecessary and often unjustifiable.
6.2 Research contribution
This research makes two concrete contributions to the state-of-the-art: the algorith-
mic analyses and the scalable solutions for DTA, implemented and tested. It follows
a path of four steps: analysis - design - profiling and implementation - tests and
validations:
" Algorithmic analysis. Based on a comprehensive literature review which sum-
marized existing approaches and best practices, the asymptotic efficiency of
solution algorithms for large-scale on-line DTA models is analyzed. The anal-
ysis uses the order of grow to measure the running time as a function of the
problem size. Factors with critical impact on the running time are analyzed,
and potential performance bottlenecks are identified.
- OD estimation is the major computational bottleneck in the demand side.
It has at least quadratic order of grow unless the sparse property of the
problem is effectively utilized.
- Traffic simulation is another computational bottleneck for large-scale prob-
lems, even though the growth of running time is typically linear (with suit-
able implementation) in the expected number of vehicles and the number
of time-steps.
- While the running time of other components are often dominated by the
above two, some of them are likely to be slow when the size of the problem
is sufficiently large. These components include the computation of the
probabilities for the behavioral model, simulating the choices given the
probabilities, OD prediction, and disaggregation (if not done off-line).
* Scalable DTA solutions. Based on the algorithmic analysis, solutions are pro-
posed to solve potential bottlenecks in a scalable way. Algorithms for both
demand and supply models are discussed.
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- For OD estimation, a new solution algorithm (by Colman and Li) is applied
to the problem. This algorithm effectively uses the sparse property of the
problem and gracefully handles the box constraints. Experiments show
that the number of iterations it requires is insensitive to the problem size
or the starting point.
- For supply simulation, parallel computing is used. An adaptive network
decomposition framework is developed, allowing partitions to be computed
from off-line data before hand and making suitable adjustments as neces-
sary on-the-fly. The flexible framework offers great potential to achieve
good load balancing within short time intervals, thus achieving better
computational performance and scalability. A synchronization-feedback
paradigm is proposed to effectively handle the boundary traffic dynamics
while minimizing communication overheads.
- For other parts, several general strategies are suggested, such as using
sparse-matrix implementation (for OD prediction), off-line computation
(for disaggregation), and parallel computation (for behavioral models).
* Implementation of the proposed methodology on the DynaMIT DTA system.
Based on the algorithmic analysis and the profiling studies, existing system bot-
tlenecks in DynaMIT are identified. The new OD estimation algorithm and par-
allel simulation with on-line adaptive network decomposition are implemented
in DynaMIT (DynaMIT-MPI).
* Tests and validations of the implementation. The new system is tested using
two real-world networks under various scenarios. The empirical results confirm
the conclusions from the algorithmic analysis, validate the assumptions by the
scalable design, and prove the effectiveness of proposed methodology. The case
studies demonstrate the practical nature of the methodology and its scalability
to large-scale real-world problems.
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6.3 Further research directions
Further researches along the following directions are suggested:
* Parallel OD demand estimation. Although the sparse-matrix algorithm can
practically solve very large-scale OD estimation problems, its running time de-
pends on the number of non-zeros in the assignment matrix. For extremely
large-scale networks where the number of OD pairs and sensors are huge, the
number of non-zero elements in the assignment matrix may still be large. If
one cannot combine some of the origins and destinations, or uses a coarse res-
olution to reduce the number of OD pairs, then the OD estimation problem
should be parallelized to be scalable. While this is not a trivial task, it may be
benefit from recent advances on parallel computing for large-scale optimization
problems (e.g., Smelyanskiy et al., 2005).
* Advanced workload prediction model. While a simple workload prediction
model is provided in the case study, one may utilize knowledge and statis-
tics collected at run-time (as discussed in Section 4.3.2) to better model the
workload.
* Optimizing when and how to perform on-line partition adjustment. The frame-
work for adaptive network decomposition leaves plenty of room for research on
when and how to perform on-line partition adjustments. Although a simple re-
partition with new weights is sufficient in our case study, the performance could
be further improved. For example, the current design allows one re-partition at
the beginning of each new iteration of simulation, because this does not cause
excessive delays for partition adjustment. But if a light-weighted partition ad-
justment algorithm is available, one may perform more adjustments whenever
the system detects an imbalance, which may work more effectively for longer
horizons. Another topic to test is the effectiveness of the graph partitioning al-
gorithm. As mentioned in the literature review, the METIS library used in the
case study does not guarantee that each sub-network is contiguous. Although
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the proposed methodology does not assume that a sub-network should be con-
nected, it is useful to investigate how the load balancing and communication
costs are affected by the algorithms chosen, especially when a sub-network has
spatially disconnected parts.
* Utilizing new sources of data. Recently, new sources of real-time data, such as
travel time information collected from hand-held GPS devices or smart phones,
are becoming accessible for traffic condition analysis. New algorithms are being
developed to make effective use of the such data. The design of such algo-
rithms will also face similar computational challenges, which indicates the new
algorithms should strive for scalability, too.
* Experiments with more processors. With a sufficiently large network, the num-
ber of processors necessary for achieving good performance (e.g., better real
time ratio) would be higher. Testing the system with a larger number of (say
20 or more) processors would bring insights on how the communication over-
head increases with the number of processors, and further verify the scalability
of the proposed methodology. Moreover, when more processors are involved,
the network is partitioned into more sub-networks and the boundaries among
sub-network might become more complicated. It is therefore important to check
if the accuracy of the parallel simulation deteriorates significantly as more pro-
cessors are involved.
* Flexible configurations of processors. Since the transportation network is inher-
ently stochastic, sometimes the simulation may take longer to run than usual.
Having enough processors for the worse case scenario implies some processors
may be unnecessary in most situations. Being able to dynamically change the
number of processors might therefore be desirable. One challenge is how to
minimize the communication overheads when the number of processors changes
dynamically.
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